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Introduction
Chapter 1

Variability is a central property of spoken language. The same word uttered by
the same speaker on multiple occasions will differ, for example, in speaking rate, the
speaker’s voice, and details of the acoustic properties of the vowels and consonants.
When this word is uttered by two different speakers, variability increases even more
due to differences in the shape and size of the speakers’ vocal tract, age, sex, language background, and regional dialect. Whereas these sources of variability still
pose a great challenge for Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems, human
listeners are able to cope with variability in a way that seems remarkably easy and
automatic. How do we get from a highly variable and noisy sensory input to a stable
and clear perceptual experience? This thesis sets out to find answers to this question by investigating the processing of one widespread source of acoustic-phonetic
variability: speech reduction.

1.1 What is speech reduction?
In natural conversations, speech is typically produced with a casual speaking style.
This speaking style (or register) is characterized by the omission or acoustic weakening of individual phonemes and even whole syllables (Ernestus and Warner, 2011).
The degree to which speech is reduced varies on a continuum. A relatively mild
kind of reduction, in which one specific speech sound is omitted, is word-final /t/
reduction (e.g., Ernestus and Warner, 2011). For example, the word mist might be
produced without the word-final /t/ as in [mIs]. But reductions can also be quite
extensive. An example of an extremely reduced pronunciation is the word yesterday
produced as [jESeI] instead of [jEstÄdeI] (its canonical form). Speech reductions also
vary in whether they are categorical or gradient. For example, word-medial schwa in
French can be completely absent (e.g., renard "fox" produced as [KnaK] instead of
[K@naK]) or it can be shortened in its duration (Bürki et al., 2011). Such gradient reduction can also affect consonants. This is for example the case for nasal flapping in
American English where words like center are produced as [sER̃Ä] instead of [sEntÄ]
(e.g., Ranbom and Connine, 2007). Another mild form of reduction is nasal place
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assimilation where words like lean are produced as [lim] when followed by a bilabial
stop as in lean bacon (e.g., Gaskell and Marslen-Wilson, 1996). As a result of such
reduction processes, words are often produced in ways that differ from the canonical
pronunciations that are found in dictionaries. Pronunciation variants that differ from
canonical pronunciations as a result of reduction processes are typically referred to
as reduced pronunciation variants or, for short, reduced variants.
Similar types of reduction have been documented across several different languages including Dutch (e.g., Ernestus, 2000; Schuppler et al., 2011), English (e.g.,
Dalby, 1986; Johnson, 2004), German (e.g., Kohler, 1990), Spanish (e.g., Torreira
and Ernestus, 2012), and French (e.g., Adda-Decker and Snoeren, 2011) but also typologically more different languages such as Mandarin (e.g., Cheng and Xu, 2009)
and Japanese (e.g., Nakamura et al., 2008). Corpus studies suggest that acousticphonetic reduction is a very frequent phenomenon. For example, Johnson (2004)
estimates that over 60% of the words uttered in casual English speech deviate from
their citation forms by at least one phoneme and 28% deviate by two or more phonemes.
One phoneme that is particularly often reduced is the vowel schwa /@/. For example the English word sufficient may be pronounced as [sfISnt] instead of [s@fIS@nt].
"
Similarly, the Dutch word geweest "been" may be pronounced as [xwest] instead of
[x@west], the German word haben "to have" may be pronounced as [habm] instead
"
of [hab@n], and the French word seringue "syringe" may be pronounced as [söẼg]
instead of [s@öẼg]. The present thesis will focus primarily on the reduction of schwa.
More specifically, this thesis investigates when schwa reduction occurs and how it is
processed.

1.2 When does speech reduction occur?
One of the most reliable predictors of speech reduction is speech register. Speech
reductions are much more frequent in spontaneous and conversational speech produced in informal contexts than in formal or read speech (e.g., Ernestus et al., 2015;
Hanique et al., 2013; Mitterer and Ernestus, 2006). Another powerful predictor
of when speech reduction occurs is speaking rate. The probability that a speaker
produces reduced pronunciation variants is positively correlated with speaking rate:
faster speech is very likely to result in more speech reductions (e.g., Hanique et al.,
2013; Raymond et al., 2006). Speaking rate is typically higher in conversational
speech than in formal or read speech. This brings up the question of whether the
effects of speaking rate and register are additive or interactive. For example, it might
be that whether or not register influences speech reduction depends on the speaking
rate of the talker. Corpus studies have shown, however, that register influences reduction even if speaking rate is statistically controlled for (Hanique et al., 2013, also
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see Chapter 2 of this thesis). This suggests that the effect of register on reduction is
at least in part independent from speaking rate.
Furthermore, the likelihood with which a given word will be reduced is influenced
by its prosodic position within a sentence. Words that carry sentential stress are less
likely to be reduced than unaccented words (Aylett and Turk, 2006). Whether or not
a word will be produced in a reduced way depends also on how predictable it is. This
has been demonstrated in terms of a word’s lexical frequency. High-frequency words
are more likely to be reduced than low-frequency words (Bell et al., 2009; Pluymaekers et al., 2005b). A similar result has been found for syllables. Segments tend to be
more reduced in high- than low-frequency syllables (Aylett and Turk, 2006). Another
form of predictability is the conditional probability of a word’s occurrence based on
the preceding and/or following word. Words that are more predictable based on the
words that surround them are more likely to undergo reduction than words that are
less strongly associated with the words around them (Bell et al., 2003, 2009; Pluymaekers et al., 2005a). The present thesis will further examine contextual effects on
the processing of reduced speech. In particular, the studies presented in the following
chapters will investigate the influence of co-occurrence, syntactic context, speaking
style, and orthographic information.

1.3 How is reduced speech processed?
Despite the ubiquity of speech reductions in everyday speech, we rarely notice them
unless we pay attention and listen very carefully. This suggests that our speech
recognition system is well prepared to deal with the acoustic-phonetic variability
that is due to reduced speech. This is not surprising given that listeners have to cope
with a wide range of different forms of variability when processing speech. How do
listeners accomplish this task?
The processing of reduced pronunciation variants has been shown to be influenced
by a variety of variables. One important factor is the ability of listeners to perceive
fine-grained phonetic detail which allows them to recover gradiently reduced segments based on acoustic remnants of the segments. For example, Dutch listeners
have been shown to use fine-grained acoustic information in order to recover reduced /t/ (Mitterer and Ernestus, 2006). In this study, whether or not listeners indicated the presence of a reduced /t/ changed in a continuous fashion depending on
the degree of reduction. That listeners are sensitive to fine-grained acoustic-phonetic
information has also been demonstrated for coronal place assimilation in English
(e.g., Gow, 2001, 2002, 2003; Gow and McMurray, 2007). Gow (2002) compared
the frequencies of the second and third formants between unreduced coronal nasals
(i.e., [n]), assimilated coronal nasals (e.g., a labialized [n] which is [m]-like), and
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the canonical segment that is approximated by the assimilated coronal nasal (e.g.,
canonical [m]). He found that the formant frequencies of the assimilated nasal were
in between the unassimilated and the approximated nasal, showing that assimilation was not complete but that it resulted in an acoustic-phonetic amalgam of both
segments. A series of recognition experiments suggests that listeners might exploit
this acoustic information in order to recover the assimilated segment (Gow, 2001,
2002, 2003) and to predict the approximated segment (Gow and McMurray, 2007).
For example, Gow showed that assimilation does not result in lexical ambiguity if
the assimilated segment is presented in the appropriate phonological context (e.g.,
a labialized coronal segment is presented before a labial consonant). For example,
the word line produced with a labialized /n/ does not prime the word lime, showing
that listeners did not interpret the labialized /n/ as /m/ and instead recovered the
unassimilated segment. These results show that at least in cases in which acoustic
reduction is gradient, listeners’ sensitivity to phonetic detail allows them to recover
reduced segments and can thereby help to process reduced speech.
Furthermore, listeners use probabilistic information from the phonetic context
about speech production when processing reduced segments. Often, certain types
of reduction are more likely to occur in some phonetic contexts than others. For example, Dutch /t/s are particularly often reduced when preceded by /s/ and followed
by bilabial consonants (Mitterer and Ernestus, 2006). Comprehension experiments
have shown that listeners are sensitive to this probabilistic information and can apply
it when recognizing reduced speech. Listeners are more likely to recover the reduced
segment if it occurs in a context in which it is likely to be reduced than if it occurs in
a context in which reduction is unlikely (e.g., Mitterer and Ernestus, 2006; Mitterer
and McQueen, 2009).
Acoustic-phonetic context is not only beneficial to listeners when recovering individual segments that are mildly reduced (such as reduced /t/) but also when processing massive reductions that affect the whole word (such as yesterday produced
as [jESeI]). Word-recognition experiments have shown that the ability to recognize
strongly reduced pronunciation variants increases when the words are presented in
phonetic contexts rather than in isolation (e.g., Ernestus et al., 2002; Janse and Ernestus, 2011). In the study by Ernestus et al., participants listened to tokens of strongly
reduced words (e.g., [mok], a reduced form of Dutch /mox@l@k/ "possible") that had
been spliced out of connected speech. When these forms were presented in isolation,
recognition accuracy was only 52%. In contrast, when the forms were presented together with neighbouring segments (e.g., [Elmokna]) accuracy increased to 70%.
This suggests that acoustic-phonetic information from the surrounding context can
help the listener to process reduced speech.
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In addition to acoustic-phonetic factors, lexical knowledge has also been shown to
influence the processing of reduced speech. Kemps et al. (2004) investigated the role
of lexical knowledge on the perception of reduced speech sounds in the Dutch suffix
/l@k/. When presented with the reduced variant [k], participants were more likely
to report that they heard an /l/ when the suffix was presented in a sentential context
than when the suffix was presented in isolation. This suggests that listeners inferred
the presence of the reduced segment /l/ based on their knowledge about the word
in which the suffix occurred. A similar finding was reported for the perception of
reduced /t/ (Janse et al., 2007; Mitterer and Ernestus, 2006). In these studies, Dutch
listeners that were presented with words ending in acoustically weak or completely
absent /t/s were more likely to indicate the presence of /t/ when the /t/ turned
the word into a real word of Dutch (e.g. orkes(t) "orchestra") than if it did not (e.g.,
moras is the Dutch word for "swamp" but morast is not a Dutch word).
Besides lexical knowledge, listeners’ prior experience with particular pronunciation variants influences processing. Highly frequent variants are recognized more
easily and accurately than less frequent variants. For example, in American English,
effects of variant frequency have been demonstrated for words with reduced /t/ (e.g.,
atom produced as [æR@m] or witness produced as [wIPn@s], Pitt et al., 2011; Ranbom and Connine, 2007), and reduced schwa (e.g., broccoli produced as [brAkli],
Connine et al., 2008). Studies in French also suggest that the processing of words
with reduced schwa (e.g. chemin "path" produced as [SmẼ] instead of [S@mẼ]) might
be influenced by variant frequency in word recognition as well as production (Bürki
et al., 2010; Bürki and Frauenfelder, 2012; Racine et al., 2013).
When presented in isolation, reduced word forms have been found to be processed
more slowly and less accurately compared to their canonical counterparts (e.g., Pitt,
2009; Ranbom and Connine, 2007; van de Ven et al., 2011). This processing advantage for canonical pronunciations even persists when the reduced variant occurs
more frequently than the canonical variant (Ranbom and Connine, 2007). Why is it
that reduced pronunciation variants are difficult to process when presented in isolation but in our everyday experience we are hardly ever bothered by them? Part of
the answer to this question has to do with the fact that outside the laboratory, we
rarely listen to words in isolation. Instead, we typically hear words embedded in
connected speech and in informationally rich contexts that provide multiple sources
of information.
The properties of the acoustic-phonetic context can also support processing by
providing information that allows listeners to adapt to casual speech. For example,
a visual-world eye-tracking study by Brouwer et al. (2012b) suggests that listening
to casual speech causes the word recognition system to change the way it operates.
More specifically, it changes the dynamics of lexical competition during word recog-
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nition. In this study, participants listened to sentences extracted from a spontaneous
speech corpus and saw four printed words: a target (e.g., computer), a competitor that
was similar to the canonical form (e.g., companion), a competitor that was similar
to the reduced form (e.g., pupil which is similar to "puter" which is a reduced form
of computer), and an unrelated distractor. Consistent with previous visual-world
studies, Brouwer et al. found lexical competition effects when carefully produced
target words were presented (e.g., Allopenna et al., 1998; McQueen and Viebahn,
2007). However, when carefully and casually produced word forms were presented
together in the same experiment, lexical competition was weaker and was influenced
less by the phonological overlap between the target and the competitor. These results
suggest that listeners adapt to casual speech by penalizing acoustic mismatches less
strongly.
Further evidence for the adaptation to casual speech has been provided by Poellmann et al. (2014). In this study, Dutch listeners were exposed to segmental and
syllabic reductions in spoken Dutch. In the subsequent test phase, participants heard
both kinds of reductions but applied to words that they had not heard during exposure. Learning about reductions was applied to these previously unheard words,
demonstrating that listeners can adapt to acoustic-phonetic reduction. Adaptation to
a casual speaking style is not limited to perception but also extends to the domain
of language production. A shadowing experiment by Brouwer et al. (2010) demonstrated that hearing reduced speech increases the probability of producing reduced
word forms.

1.4 Aim of this thesis
The aim of this thesis is to investigate how language users process reduced speech on
multiple psycholinguistic levels and how listener flexibility aids in this task. More
specifically, the studies presented here explore the role of distributional, syntactic,
morphosyntactic, and orthographic information in the processing of spoken words
with acoustic-phonetically reduced schwa. By adopting a broad perspective on language processing this thesis aims to provide further evidence showing that acoustic
reduction influences not only the phonetic level of processing but other components
of the psycholinguistic architecture as well. Each chapter investigates the processing
of acoustic reduction on a different linguistic level, showing that the way listeners
respond to acoustic reductions filters through from acoustic-phonetic to higher levels
of processing. This cross-level response to acoustic reduction can only be observed
when adopting a wider view that goes beyond a single level of linguistic processing.
Adopting such a view will increase our understanding of how speech reductions are
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processed and contribute empirical findings that will prove useful in building models
of human speech processing.

1.5 Methods used in this thesis
In order to pursue the aim described above, it is necessary to employ a variety of
different methods. These include traditional psycholinguistic methods such as the
collection of decision response times, accuracy, acoustic measurements, and naming
latencies. In addition, more advanced methods will be used such as visual-world
eye tracking, event-related brain potentials (ERPs), and the computational analysis
of corpus data. This section briefly describes eye tracking and ERPs.
The visual-world eye-tracking methodology allows one to measure where and
when a participant is looking in response to an auditory stimulus presented in a psycholinguistic experiment. Participants’ eye movements are monitored while several
visual stimuli are shown on a computer screen and spoken instructions are presented
asking the participant to click on one of these stimuli using a computer mouse. The
item that participants are asked to click on is typically referred to as the target. The
visual stimuli can consist of pictures of objects (e.g., a picture of a lion; see e.g.
Cooper, 1974; Tanenhaus et al., 1995) or they can consist of printed words (e.g., the
word "lion"; see e.g. Huettig and McQueen, 2007; McQueen and Viebahn, 2007). By
tracking participants’ eye movements while the speech input unfolds over time, researchers gain insights into how quickly a word is being recognized and which other
words participants were paying attention to before deciding on which word to click.
The eye-tracking data are typically presented in terms of a probability distribution
over time showing how likely it was that participants looked at a given word in a particular time window measured from the onset of the target word. This methodology
will be used in Chapters 3 and 5 of this thesis.
The event-related brain potentials (ERP) technique measures the brain’s electrophysiological response to different types of sensory stimulation (such as visually
or auditorily presented words or sentences). This measure is based on the electroencephalogram (EEG) which measures the changes in voltage over time that are
emitted from the human scalp. As the EEG is extremely noisy, EEG recordings are
averaged across multiple trials in order to create the ERP. During the averaging process, most of the EEG signal that is unrelated to the stimulus is removed and the
electrophysiological response that is related to the stimulus becomes visible. There
are a variety of ERP responses (called components), each with a particular latency
and polarity (positive or negative), that are related to distinct aspects of linguistic
processing. One of the most robust components is the N400 which has a negative
polarity and occurs approximately 400 millisecond after the onset of a semantically
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meaningful stimulus (Kutas and Federmeier, 2011). The amplitude of this component changes depending on how expected the content of a meaningful utterance was.
For example, the N400 component will be larger for the sentence I take coffee with
cream and dog than for the sentence I take coffee with cream and sugar. Differences in components between experimental conditions are referred to as ERP effects.
Chapter 4 of this thesis will present a study in which the ERP technique was used
in order to investigate the processing of morphosyntactic violations. In this study,
we were particularly interested in the P600 component, which has been shown to be
related to syntactic processing.
The aim of this thesis, taking a multi-level approach to the processing of reduced
speech, makes it necessary to use different methodologies because each of these
methods is useful for investigating particular aspects of linguistic processing. For
example, whereas eye tracking is particularly well suited to examine lexical competition between similar sounding words, ERPs are very well suited to investigate the
violation of linguistic expectations (e.g., with respect to meaning and morphosyntax). There is no single method that can penetrate all levels of processing equally
well. Instead, different levels of processing require different methods of investigation. As the aim of this thesis is to examine the influence of speech reduction on
multiple linguistic levels, different methods are needed in order to tap into each level
of processing.
In addition to using several experimental methods, this thesis also uses corpus
data and combines corpus methodology with controlled experiments. Corpus studies allow the examination of the rich informational content and patterns that occur
in language usage under natural conditions. As corpus studies use samples of naturally occurring language, they have high external validity. In contrast, experimental
methods allow for a higher degree of control and stronger arguments with respect
to conclusions about causal relationships between experimental variables. Experimental methods therefore provide a high degree of internal validity. Experimental
methods and corpus studies thus complement each other. In Chapter 4 these methods
will be used in combination in order to maximize the internal as well as the external
validity of the study.

1.6 Outline of this thesis
Chapter 2 presents a corpus study that examines distributional properties of reduced
pronunciation variants. More specifically, it describes an investigation of the likelihood with which reduced Dutch past participles (e.g., geweest "been") co-occur in
natural speech. This study makes use of phonetic transcriptions that were automatically generated by an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system based on the Hid-
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den Markov Model Toolkit (Young et al., 2002). These transcriptions were originally
created by Hanique et al. (2013) and provided the foundation for the computational
analyses presented in Chapter 2. Based on these phonetic transcriptions, Dutch past
participles were extracted from three different speech registers. I investigated the
influence of the time lag between succeeding past participles, speech register, and
speaker identity on the presence and duration of schwas in prefixes and /t/s in suffixes. At the end of Chapter 2, the findings of these analyses are discussed with
respect to their implications for psycholinguistic models of lexical representation.
Chapter 3 examines the interaction between acoustic-phonetic reductions and syntactic information in the comprehension of spoken words. For this purpose, I conducted a series of eye-tracking experiments that tested whether the recognition of
spoken past participles is influenced by how predictable past participles are given
their syntactic context. In addition, this study examined whether listeners assign
more weight to syntactic predictability information when listening to casual speech
compared to careful speech. Syntactic predictability was manipulated by varying
the free word order of past participles and auxiliary verbs in Dutch subordinate
clauses. For example, the past participle geleund "leaned" can be produced before
or after its associated auxiliary verb heeft "have". Consequently, the sentence Ik
weet zeker dat hij heeft geleund op de houten tafel "I know for sure that he leaned
against the wooden table" can also be produced, without changing the meaning, with
the reversed ordering of the auxiliary and the participle as in Ik weet zeker dat hij
geleund heeft op de houten tafel. Because a past participle must follow an auxiliary
verb in subordinate clauses, the past participle is more predictable in the version
of the sentence in which the auxiliary precedes the participle than in the version in
which the participle precedes the auxiliary. In Chapter 3, we investigated whether
listeners are able to use this information in order to help them recognize the past
participle.
Whereas Chapter 3 looked at how syntactic information influences the comprehension of reduced speech, Chapter 4 looked at the reverse: how reduced speech
influences the processing of morphosyntactic information. An ERP study was conducted that investigated whether listeners tolerate grammatical gender violations in
casual speech that are known to disrupt processing in careful speech. Native speakers of Dutch were presented with Dutch utterances that contained adjective-noun
pairs in which the adjective was either correctly inflected with a word-final schwa
(e.g. een spannende roman "a suspenseful novel") or incorrectly uninflected without
that schwa (een spannend roman). Do listeners take information about the talker’s
speaking style into account when processing grammatically incorrect morphological
inflections? How does this influence the morphosyntactic interpretation of phonetic
information? Chapter 4 attempts to answer these questions and discusses the impli-
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cations of the way in which listeners adapt to variable speech input for morphosyntactic processing.
Chapter 5 explores the role of orthography in the learning of pronunciation variants and compares it with the influence of variation in the phonetic input. For this
study, a novel-word learning method was employed in which French-speaking participants learnt novel French words over three consecutive days by associating French
nonwords (e.g., le secobe) with pictures of non-existing objects. The novel-word
learning paradigm allows researchers to isolate specific linguistic variables, a goal
which is often difficult to accomplish with natural language because the properties of
words are highly intercorrelated (e.g., Landauer and Streeter, 1973). This paradigm
has previously been employed in order to study language comprehension (e.g., Magnuson et al., 2003; Sulpizio and McQueen, 2012) as well as word production (e.g.,
Bürki et al., 2012). In Chapter 5, native speakers of French learnt novel French words
that either contained the vowel schwa after the first consonant (e.g., secobe) or began
with a consonant cluster (e.g., scobe). In Experiment 1, the pronunciation of some
of the words varied (i.e., they were sometimes produced with schwa and sometimes
produced without schwa). In Experiment 2, this manipulation was replaced by an orthographic exposure phase in which words that began with a consonant cluster (e.g.,
scobe) were either spelled with the letter <e> (as in secobe) or without it. In order to examine the effects of these experimental manipulations on word production,
a naming task was employed. In order to examine the effects on language comprehension, the novel-word learning approach was combined with the visual-world
eye-tracking paradigm (e.g., Allopenna et al., 1998; Tanenhaus et al., 2000). Chapter
5 discusses the implications of our findings with respect to the relevance of orthographic information compared to phonetic information for the processing of reduced
pronunciation variants.
Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes and discusses the findings presented in the previous chapters with respect to the overall goal of this thesis. This work aims to use
a multi-method approach in order to investigate how acoustic reduction influences
psycholinguistic processing at multiple levels and how flexibility helps listeners to
adapt to variation in the reduced speech input. Chapter 6 will evaluate the findings
with respect to this goal and discuss their implications for our understanding of the
role of acoustic reduction in spoken-word processing.

Co-occurrence of reduced word forms in
casual speech
Chapter 2

This chapter is based on:
Malte Viebahn, Mirjam Ernestus and James McQueen (2012).
In Proceedings of the 13th Annual Conference of the International Speech Communication
Association (Interspeech 2012), pages 2021-2024.

This paper presents a corpus study that investigates the co-occurrence of reduced
word forms in natural speech. We extracted Dutch past participles from three different speech registers and investigated the influence of several predictor variables
on the presence and duration of schwas in prefixes and /t/s in suffixes. Our results
suggest that reduced word forms tend to co-occur even if we partial out the effect of
speech rate. The implications of our findings for episodic and abstractionist models
of lexical representation are discussed.
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Introduction

2.1 Introduction
In spontaneous conversations, the way speakers produce words often deviates from
dictionary pronunciations. For example, the schwa in the English word separate may
be shortened or omitted resulting in the reduced form sep’rate. In Dutch, schwas are
frequently reduced when they occur in the prefix of past participles (Pluymaekers
et al., 2005b). For instance, the Dutch word geweest may be pronounced as g’weest.
In the present study, we investigated whether reduced word forms are likely to cooccur in natural speech. The main question we asked was whether the degree of
reduction of a given word is influenced by the degree of reduction of a previous
word. In addition, we investigated if this effect is influenced by the time lag between
the succeeding words and the degree to which words overlap phonologically.
Data on co-occurrences among word forms can inform us about the nature of
lexical representation. Theories of the mental lexicon differ with respect to the degree
to which phonetic variation is represented in lexical memory. On the one hand,
there are abstractionist theories that claim that words are stored as single abstract
representations (Levelt et al., 1999). On the other hand, there are episodic theories
that assume that fine-grained phonetic detail of each occurrence of a word is stored
(Goldinger, 1998). Between these two extreme viewpoints there are hybrid theories
that vary with respect to the number of phonetic variants that are stored and the
degree to which phonetic detail is retained in memory (Bürki et al., 2010). Whereas
extreme abstractionist accounts predict no increase in acoustic similarity between
word forms that occur together, extreme episodic theories predict that co-occurring
words have similar acoustic properties, especially if they occur closely together and
show greater phonological overlap.

2.2 Method
2.2.1 Materials

The data were extracted from the Ernestus Corpus of Spontaneous Dutch (ECSD,
Ernestus, 2000) and two components of the Corpus of Spoken Dutch (CGN, Oostdijk, 2002). We collected a total of 3,241 Dutch past participles from three speech
registers: spontaneous speech from the ECSD, interviews from the CGN, and read
speech from the CGN. We focused on past participles because they are frequent and
often subject to reductions in Dutch (Pluymaekers et al., 2005b). Furthermore, they
provide two different kinds of reductions: schwa reduction in the prefixes and /t/
reduction in the suffix. Following Hanique et al. (2013), our analyses were restricted
to tokens that fulfilled the following criteria: words were only included if they were
not followed by a hesitation, participles with the prefix /v@r/ were only included if
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the /r/ in the prefix was not realized, the duration of the following consonant (after
the schwa) had to fall between 8 and 478 milliseconds, and, for the /t/ reduction
data, words were only included if they were not followed by a word starting with a
stop consonant (i.e. /tdpbk/). Each pair of past participles was spoken by the same
speaker. The time lag between two succeeding past participles was defined as the interval between the offset of the first and the onset of the second past participle. Our
analyses were based on the output of the automatic speech recognition system used
by Schuppler et al. (2011). Using a very similar dataset, Hanique et al. (2013) have
shown that the agreement between human transcribers and the automatically generated transcriptions is approximately as high as the agreement among the human
transcribers.
2.2.2 Variables

We measured speech reduction with two different variables: segment presence (i.e.
did the speaker produce a /t/ or a schwa, or not?) and segment duration (i.e. how
long was the produced /t/ or schwa?). Our main predictor variables were the realization of the same segment (presence and duration) in the preceding past participle,
the time lag between the two words, and their phonological relatedness. The variable
relatedness originally had three levels: the two participles were coded as identical,
as different words with the same prefix, or as different words with different prefixes.
However, because we did not find any differences between different words with or
without the same prefix, we collapsed these two levels into one. For the variables
segment duration, previous segment duration, and time lag we took the natural logarithm in order to obtain normal distributions. Furthermore, we included register and
speech rate as control variables. Speech rate was defined as the number of syllables
in the full word forms per second within a continuous chunk of speech containing
the past participle. These variables were included in order to rule out that possible
effects of the realization of the preceding past participle were due to similarity in
speech rate or register.
2.2.3 Statistical analyses

We used linear mixed effects models and included speaker and word type as random
variables in our analyses. For categorical predictor variables, we used contrast coding. The baseline level for the variable corpus was spontaneous speech, for presence
of the previous segment it was segment absent, and for relatedness it was different
words. For models in which the dependent variable was continuous (i.e. segment
duration), we excluded data points with standardized residuals larger than 2.5. The
proportion of excluded values ranged from 0% to 3.7%.
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Results
Predictor
prev. schwa
lag
identical words
speech rate
prev. schwa × lag
prev. schwa × identical words
lag × identical words
prev. schwa × lag × identical words

β
−0.06
−0.03
−7.39
−0.07
0.01
1.87
0.74
−0.19

t value
−0.35
−0.41
−3.25
−5.52
0.30
3.23
2.92
−2.87

Table 2.1: Results for schwa duration predicted by previous schwa duration (prev. schwa).

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Schwa reduction

In the first model our dependent variable was schwa presence and our critical predictor variable was presence of the schwa in the previous token. A total of 1,848
tokens were included in the analysis. We found only significant effects of speech
rate and register. Schwas were less likely to be present the higher the speech rate
(β = 0.26, t = 5.21) and less likely to be realized in spontaneous speech than in read
speech (β = 2.01, t = 9.66) or interview speech (β = 0.79, t = 4.08). Note that
absolute t values of equal to or larger that two indicate statistical significance.
In the second model, the critical predictor variable was changed to the duration of
the preceding schwa. Tokens in which the schwa was absent in the preceding past
participle were removed, leaving 1,259 tokens. We found a similar pattern of results:
no effects of the duration of the preceding schwa, time lag, or relatedness, but there
were again fewer schwas in faster speech (β = 0.23, t = 3.50) and fewer schwas in
spontaneous speech than in read speech (β = 1.998, t = 8.35) or interview speech
(β = 0.82, t = 3.54).
In the third model, the dependent variable was schwa duration and the critical
predictor variable was the duration of the schwa in the preceding participle. All
tokens in which the schwa was absent in either the first or the second past participle
were removed, leaving 918 tokens. This model indicates a significant three-way
interaction between the duration of the previous schwa, time lag, and relatedness
(see Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1).
Separate analyses were then conducted for different and identical words. For different words (N = 864), we found no effects of the duration of the previous schwa,
time lag, and no interaction. The only significant predictor was speech rate (shorter
schwas at higher rates: β = 0.07, t = 5.18). In contrast, for the tokens that were
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Figure 2.1: Interaction between relatedness, time lag, and duration of previous schwa for
schwa duration predicted by previous schwa duration. The different lines for time
lag represent the 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles.

preceded by identical words (N = 54), we found effects of the duration of the previous schwa (β = 2.07, t = 3.83) and lag (β = 0.79, t = 3.33) and these predictors interacted (β = 0.21, t = 3.43). We then performed a median split on time
lag and ran separate models for tokens with lags shorter or longer than the median. For the short time lag, we found a significant effect of previous schwa duration
(β = 0.42, t = 3.07): schwa durations of succeeding tokens are similar when they
occur closely together in time. In contrast, we found no significant effect for the long
time lag (β = 0.03, t = 0.22).
In the fourth model, the dependent variable was schwa duration and the critical
predictor variable was the presence of the preceding schwa. Tokens in which schwa
was absent were removed, leaving 1,250 tokens. This analysis showed only an effect
of speech rate (β = 0.07, t = 6.64): schwa durations tended to be shorter when
speech rate increased.
2.3.2 /t/ reduction

We investigated the co-occurrence of reduced /t/s conducting the same kind of analyses as we did for schwa reduction. First, we ran a model with /t/ presence as the
dependent variable and the presence of the /t/ in the preceding past participle as the
critical predictor variable. A total of 856 tokens were included. This model showed
effects of only speech rate (fewer /t/s in faster speech: β = 0.27, t = 3.49) and
speech register: fewer /t/s in spontaneous speech than in read speech (β = 1.67, t =
5.79) or interview speech (β = 0.63, t = 2.26).
In the second model, /t/ presence was the dependent variable and the duration
of the previous /t/ was the critical predictor variable. We excluded all tokens
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Results
Predictor
prev. /t/
identical words
speech rate
read speech (CGN)
interview speech (CGN)

β
−0.09
−0.18
−0.10
0.16
−0.19

t value
−2.29
−2.27
−5.29
2.08
−2.20

Table 2.2: Results for /t/ duration predicted by previous /t/ duration (prev. /t/).

in which the /t/ was not present in the previous participle, leaving 635 tokens.
Significant effects were present only for speech rate (fewer /t/s in faster speech:
β = 0.32, t = 3.28) and speech register (fewer /t/s in spontaneous than in read
speech: β = 1.47, t = 4.29).
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/t/ duration (log)
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Figure 2.2: Interaction between relatedness and time lag for /t/ duration predicted by previous /t/ presence for spontaneous speech.

In the third model, /t/ duration was the dependent variable and the duration of the
preceding /t/ the critical predictor variable. Tokens in which the /t/ was not present
either in the first or the second participle were removed, leaving 496 data points. This
model showed significant main effects of previous /t/ duration, relatedness, speech
rate, and speech register (see Table 2.2). Shorter /t/s were associated with longer
/t/s in the previous participle. Furthermore, /t/s were shorter when the preceding
word was identical than when it was different.
In the fourth model, /t/ duration was the dependent variable and the presence of
the preceding /t/ was included as a predictor variable. We excluded tokens in which
the /t/ was not present in the second participle, leaving 642 data points. We found
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Predictor
lag
identical words
speech rate
read speech (CGN)
interview speech (CGN)
lag × identical words

β
−0.03
−1.50
−0.08
0.06
−0.24
0.14

t value
−1.94
−3.39
−5.18
1.07
−3.89
3.07

Table 2.3: Results for /t/ duration predicted by previous /t/ presence.

significant effects of speech rate and speech register and an interaction of time lag
and relatedness (see Table 2.3 and Figure 2.2). An analysis of the simple effects
showed a significant negative slope for different words (shorter /t/s at longer lags:
β = 0.03, t = 2.02; N = 606) and a significant positive slope for identical words
(longer /t/s at longer lags: β = 0.12, t = 2.36; N = 36).

2.4 Discussion and conclusions
In the present study, we investigated if reduced word forms co-occur with one another in natural speech. For the schwas, we found a positive relationship between
schwa durations of succeeding tokens when the tokens belong to identical words
and occur closely together in time. For the /t/s, we found a negative correlation
between /t/ durations of succeeding past participles, and a positive relationship between segment duration and time lag for identical words and a negative relationship
for different words.
How do current models of lexical memory account for these results? Episodic
accounts could explain the schwa results by assuming that the acoustic properties of
a given word are influenced most strongly by the immediately preceding production
of this word. Therefore, if the most recent trace had a relatively short schwa, the
next occurrence will have a relatively short schwa, too. When the time lag between
occurrences is long, the influence of the previous production becomes smaller and
the acoustic properties of the next word regresses towards the mean of all traces in
memory. An abstract account might explain the similarity among schwa durations
by assuming priming at a post-lexical level. The motor commands that underlie the
schwa production may be primed by the commands of the preceding schwa. This
would account for similar schwa pronunciations without requiring multiple representations.
For the /t/s we found a negative correlation between the durations of succeeding
tokens and we did not find an interaction with phonological relatedness. This could
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indicate that /t/s are processed differently from schwas. However, given that the
/t/ dataset was substantially smaller than the schwa dataset (N = 918 vs. N = 496),
it is possible that the absence of a significant interaction is due to a lack of power.
This possibility is supported by a comparison to the results from the model in which
/t/ duration was predicted by /t/ presence (rather than duration). In this model we
found a significant interaction between time lag and relatedness which was absent
in the model predicting /t/ duration from the previous /t/ duration. Nevertheless,
apart from the critical predictor variable, the two models were essentially the same
and differed only in the number of data points (N = 496 vs. N = 642). The fact that
we did not find this interaction in the former model further supports the notion that
it had insufficient power.
Furthermore, we found a positive correlation between time lag and /t/ duration
for identical words and a negative one for different words. The positive correlation
could be explained in terms of a priming mechanism that facilitates lexical access and
speeds up articulation, leading to shorter segment durations. The negative correlation
may be due to inhibitory connections between lexical representations. When there is
only little time between the production of two different words, producing the second
word may take more time due to lingering activation of the first word. As the first
word is still activated it will be harder to activate the second word. Consequently,
the second word will be articulated more slowly. As time passes by, activation of the
first word decays and the time to access and articulate the second word returns to a
normal level, explaining the negative correlation between time lag and /t/ duration.
In conclusion, our results suggest that reduced word forms tend to occur together.
This co-occurrence can not be attributed only to speech rate. Episodic models may
account for this pattern of results by assuming multiple representations whereas abstractionist theories may attribute these effects to priming of post-lexical processes.

Syntactic predictability in the recognition of
carefully and casually produced speech
Chapter 3

This chapter is based on:
Malte Viebahn, Mirjam Ernestus and James McQueen (2015).
Syntactic predictability in the recognition of carefully and casually produced speech.
Journal of Experimental Psychology: Language, Memory, and Cognition, 41 (6), 1684-1702.

The present study investigated whether the recognition of spoken words is influenced
by how predictable they are given their syntactic context and whether listeners assign more weight to syntactic predictability when acoustic-phonetic information is
less reliable. Syntactic predictability was manipulated by varying the word order of
past participles and auxiliary verbs in Dutch subordinate clauses. Acoustic-phonetic
reliability was manipulated by presenting sentences either in a careful or a casual
speaking style. In 3 eye-tracking experiments, participants recognized past participles more quickly when they occurred after their associated auxiliary verbs than
when they preceded them. Response measures tapping into later stages of processing suggested that this effect was stronger for casually than for carefully produced
sentences. These findings provide further evidence that syntactic predictability can
influence word recognition and that this type of information is particularly useful for
coping with acoustic-phonetic reductions in conversational speech. We conclude that
listeners dynamically adapt to the different sources of linguistic information available to them.
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Introduction

3.1 Introduction
Language comprehension is a complex task. Listeners are confronted with two or
three words per second (Levelt et al., 1999) and have to choose from many thousands of words in their mental lexicon. This task is complicated by the fact that the
pronunciation of words is often quite variable. In natural conversations, speech is
typically produced with a casual speaking style leading to the omission or acoustic
weakening of individual phonemes and even whole syllables (Ernestus and Warner,
2011). Johnson (2004) estimated that over 60% of the words uttered in casual speech
deviate from their citation forms by at least one phoneme and 28% deviate by two
or more phonemes. Despite these facts, listeners are able to recognize casual speech
quickly and accurately. One of the reasons for this ability is that listeners can use
multiple sources of information from the sentence context to predict upcoming words
(e.g. Altmann and Kamide, 1999; Arai and Keller, 2013). In the present study, we investigated if listeners can use word order information in Dutch subordinate clauses to
predict upcoming past participles. In particular, we explored how this type of information interacts with acoustic-phonetic information by presenting spoken sentences
either in a casual or a careful speaking style.
Previous research has demonstrated that listeners are able to use semantic context
and discourse-based information to anticipate upcoming words (e.g. Altmann and
Kamide, 1999; Brouwer et al., 2013; Chambers et al., 2002). Using a visual-world
eye-tracking task, Altmann and Kamide (1999) showed that participants were more
likely to look at a picture of a cake after hearing The boy will eat. . . than after hearing The boy will move. . . , demonstrating that listeners can use the semantic content
of verbs to anticipate subsequent nouns. Semantic context effects have also been
found in event-related potential studies (e.g. van Berkum et al., 2005; Wicha et al.,
2004). For example, DeLong et al. (2005) presented sentences starting with, for
instance, The day was breezy so the boy went outside to fly. . . followed either by
a high-probability noun (e.g., a kite) or a low-probability noun (e.g., an airplane).
Crucially, the form of the article preceding the noun (a vs. an) differed between
the high- and low-probability nouns. DeLong et al. found larger N400 components
while participants were reading the article matching the low-probability noun (an)
compared with the article matching the high-probability noun (a). This shows that
readers had already predicted the high-probability noun when reading its preceding
article.
In addition to semantic and discourse-based information, listeners are also able to
use syntactic cues for prediction. For example, Kamide et al. (2003) showed that
case marking information in German can be used by listeners to anticipate nouns.
Furthermore, Arai and Keller (2013) showed that whether a verb is transitive or
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intransitive influences what sentence continuations listeners predict. In a visualworld study, the authors found that listeners were more likely to anticipate upcoming
objects (e.g., the artist) when the verb in the sentence was transitive (as in The nun
punished the artist) rather than intransitive (as in The nun agreed and the artist threw
the kettle).
Although there are many studies that investigated prediction in auditory and visual sentence processing, only a few studies have investigated the effect of predictive
contextual information on how phonological information is evaluated (e.g. Magnuson et al., 2008; van Alphen and McQueen, 2001). Dahan and Tanenhaus (2004)
showed that semantic information can decrease lexical competition among similar
sounding words. In a visual-world experiment in Dutch, participants were presented
with sentences in which the main verb occurred either before the target noun (as in
Never before climbed a goat so high) or after the target noun (as in Never before
has a goat climbed so high). It was found that when the main verb occurred after
the target noun, there was competition between the noun (goat, Dutch: bok) and a
similar sounding word (bone, Dutch: bot). However, when the main verb occurred
before the noun, evidence for lexical competition disappeared. This result shows
that the predictions that listeners make based on the semantic restrictions of verbs
influence how phonological information is evaluated during lexical processing. It is
important to note that Dahan and Tanenhaus also showed that semantic context does
not make listeners ignore subsequent acoustic information. When the initial part of
the target word was cross-spliced with the phonological competitor (e.g., the "bo" of
bot spliced onto the "k" of bok), competition between the target and the phonological
competitor was present even when the main verb preceded the target noun.
In the present study, we were concerned with how the predictability of a syntactic
word class can influence word recognition. More specifically, we were interested in
the predictability of past participles in Dutch subordinate clauses. We took advantage of the fact that the word order of auxiliary verbs and past participles in Dutch
subordinate clauses is free: either the auxiliary can precede the participle, or the participle can precede the auxiliary. Take, for instance, the sentence I know for sure that
he has leaned against the table. This sentence could be translated into Dutch in two
ways:
(a) Ik weet zeker dat hij heeft geleund op de houten tafel.
(b) Ik weet zeker dat hij geleund heeft op de houten tafel.
These two translations differ only in the order in which the auxiliary verb (heeft
English: has) and the past participle (geleund, English: leaned) occur. In the Dutch
linguistics literature, the two word orders have been referred to as the red (i.e.,
auxiliary-first) and the green (i.e., participle-first) word orders (e.g. Pardoen, 1991).
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There are multiple variables that influence when speakers prefer to use one word order over the other (e.g. de Sutter, 2009; Swerts and van Wijk, 2005). Among these are
prosodic, morphosyntactic, semantic, and discourse-related factors. Furthermore,
there are regional differences between Dutch and Belgian speakers of Dutch. In
Flemish (the variant of Dutch spoken in Belgium), the participle-first word order is
used almost exclusively whereas in Dutch spoken in the Netherlands there is more
variation (Barbiers et al., 2008). Whereas both word orders occur to a similar extent
in the central parts of the Netherlands (especially the east), the participle-first word
order is more common in the northern and southern parts.
It is important to note that the two word orders differ in how predictable the past
participle is. In the auxiliary-first construction, the participle is more predictable because the auxiliary indicates that a participle must follow immediately. In our study,
we compare the recognition of participles in the more predictable (i.e., auxiliaryfirst) and the less predictable (i.e., participle-first) syntactic construction. If listeners
are sensitive to the predictive information provided by the auxiliary, we expect that
the auxiliary-first word order will lead to faster processing of the participle than the
participle-first word order.
Whether and how much listeners use syntactic information to predict upcoming
words may depend on the listening conditions. When listeners attempt to identify
spoken words, they rely primarily on the phonological information provided by the
speech signal McQueen (2007). This information concerns not only the word currently being recognized, but also its acoustic context (e.g. Lieberman, 1963; Pollack
and Pickett, 1963, 1964). Especially under conditions in which the speech stream
does not provide reliable cues, contextual cues become an important source of information for identifying the words and segments of speech. This has been demonstrated by studies investigating the recognition of acoustically reduced speech (e.g.
Brouwer et al., 2012b; Ernestus et al., 2002; Janse and Ernestus, 2011; van de Ven
et al., 2012). For example, Ernestus et al. (2002) presented strongly reduced word
forms extracted from a corpus of spontaneous Dutch either in isolation or in context.
Listeners’ ability to recognize the words was heavily influenced by the amount of
context available. Whereas the proportion of correct identifications was only a little
more than 50% when words were presented in isolation, it increased to more than
90% when words were presented in full sentence contexts. The strong effect of context suggests that the importance of contextual information depends on the reliability
of the acoustic information provided by the words themselves. For reduced speech,
in which acoustic information is less reliable, context is therefore more important
compared with careful speech.
We investigated the influence of different listening conditions on effects of syntactic predictability by presenting both word orders in a careful and a casual speaking
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style. A casual speaking style often results in acoustic reductions that can make
words more confusable Brouwer et al. (2012a). Among the segments that are particularly often reduced in Dutch are schwas, for instance in prefixes of past participles
(e.g. Ernestus, 2000; Hanique et al., 2013). Dutch past participles such as geleund
(pronounced as [x@lønt], English: leaned) consist of a prefix containing a schwa
([x@], [b@] or [f@r]), a stem (e.g., [løn]), and a suffix (e.g., [t]). When the schwa in
the prefix is reduced or deleted, the participle is more similar to other words that are
not past participles. For example, the word geleund becomes more similar to the
first syllable of the word gleuven (English: grooves). When confronted with casual
speech, listeners can therefore not reliably say if the sequence [xlø] is the onset of
the past participle geleund or of the noun gleuven. There is ample evidence in the
literature suggesting that phonological overlap among words increases lexical competition (e.g. Allopenna et al., 1998; Brouwer et al., 2012a; Luce and Pisoni, 1998;
McQueen and Viebahn, 2007). We would therefore expect that a casual speaking
style should increase lexical competition and slow down word recognition.
There are at least two ways in which a casual speaking style could influence the
way in which syntactic information is evaluated. On the one hand, syntactic information may become more important for listeners when they are confronted with casual
speech. As there is more phonological ambiguity in casual speech than in careful
speech, listeners may benefit more from syntactic predictability. On the other hand,
in casual speech the whole utterance is likely to be affected by acoustic reduction.
This includes the words that carry syntactic information that could be used to predict
upcoming words, such as auxiliary verbs. Syntactic information may therefore play
less of a role in the processing of casual speech because it is more difficult to extract
from the speech signal. A recent study by van de Ven et al. (2011) using semantic
priming suggests that acoustically reduced words only function as effective primes if
the time lag between prime and target is relatively long. This suggests that listeners
require time to recover from acoustic reductions. We may therefore find that listeners are less able to make use of predictive syntactic information when the words
that carry it are acoustically reduced because listeners may not have enough time to
recover from the reduction of the auxiliary verb before hearing the participle. The
idea that the importance of some linguistic cues depends on the availability of other
cues is part of both accounts and is consistent with the frameworks on cue integration
in speech segmentation by Mattys et al. (2005) and Norris et al. (1997). According
to these approaches, listeners use lexical, segmental, and prosodic cues for speech
segmentation but the weight that is assigned to each cue depends on its availability
in the signal.
In the following experiments, we used a printed-word variant of the visual-world
eye-tracking paradigm (e.g. Huettig and McQueen, 2007; McQueen and Viebahn,
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2007). We presented listeners with carefully and casually produced sentences in
which the target word was a past participle that either preceded or followed its associated auxiliary verb. While listening to these utterances, participants looked at visual
displays of quadruplets of printed words that included the target participle as well
as a nonparticiple that overlapped with the target word phonologically. The overlap
between target and competitor word was larger if the target word was produced in a
reduced rather than a careful way. We measured the reaction times (RTs) with which
participants identified the target word as well as how much they paid attention to
the similar sounding nonparticiple. If syntactic predictability helps listeners identify
spoken words, we expect participants to identify the participle more quickly and to
be less distracted by the similar sounding nonparticiple when the participle follows
its auxiliary verb compared with when it precedes it. We also expect participants
to identify the participle more quickly in careful than in casual speech because the
phonological overlap with the nonparticiple will be smaller. Furthermore, we may
find that the effect of word order is stronger for casual speech than for careful speech
because listeners may rely more on syntactic information when the acoustic cues are
less reliable. Alternatively, we may find an interaction that goes into the opposite
direction. In the casual speaking-style condition, the whole utterance, including the
auxiliary, is produced in an acoustically reduced way. Listeners may therefore have
difficulties identifying the auxiliary and may consequently not be able to use it to
predict the upcoming past participle. As a result, the effect of word order may be
weaker (or even absent) in the casual speaking-style condition.

3.2 Experiment 1
3.2.1 Method
Participants

Forty-eight native speakers of Dutch were recruited from the subject panel of the
Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics. All were university students. Age ranged
from 18 to 27 years. The participants reported no hearing problems and had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision. They were informed about the procedure of the experiment before taking part and were paid for their participation.
Materials

Sixty-four pairs of Dutch participles and nonparticiples were selected from the CELEX
database (Baayen et al., 1995). The participles had a mean frequency of 191 per million and the nonparticiples of 347 per million. All words started with the letter <g>
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(pronounced as /x/). The pairs were chosen such that the two words overlap for the
initial three phonemes when the schwa in the past participle is absent. For example,
the words of the pair geleund-gleuven (leaned-grooves) overlap for the initial three
phonemes /x/, /l/, and /ø/ when the schwa in geleund is absent. All words are
listed in the Table 3.1.
For each pair, two carrier sentences were constructed, one that contained the participle and one that contained the nonparticiple. The sentences that contained the
participle were used in the experimental trials. On these trials, the participle was
the target word and the nonparticiple was the competitor. The sentences that contained the nonparticiple served as filler trials. On these trials, the nonparticiple was
the target word. The sentences were identical up until the onset of each target word
(see Table 3.2 for an example). The target words were positioned approximately in
the center of their carrier sentences. For the experimental sentences, two versions
were constructed: in one version, the auxiliary preceded the participle and in the
other version, the auxiliary followed the participle (see Table 3.2). For each version,
a carefully and a casually produced recording was made. In the casually produced
recording, the target word (but also other words in the sentence) was produced in an
acoustically reduced way. For the experimental sentences, this resulted in four different versions of each sentence: an auxiliary-first version that was carefully produced,
an auxiliary-first version that was casually produced, a participle-first version that
was carefully produced, and a participle-first version that was casually produced.
For the filler sentences, this resulted in two different versions: one that was carefully and one that was casually produced. In addition, eight practice sentences were
created. Four of these sentences contained a participle and four did not. In half of
the sentences containing a participle, the auxiliary preceded the participle and in the
other half the auxiliary followed the participle.
To investigate whether there was a preference for one of the two word orders, we
conducted a rating experiment. Twelve participants (native speakers of Dutch) who
did not participate in the other experiments were simultaneously presented with visual representations of both syntactic versions of each sentence. We asked the participants to indicate which version they preferred by using a scale from 1 (auxiliary-first)
to 6 (participle-first). The mean rating was 3.39. Independent-samples t tests showed
that subject and item means did not differ significantly from 3.5 (t1 (11) = −0.52,
p = 0.62; t2 (63) = −1.81, p = 0.08), indicating that there was no preference for
either word order.
For the construction of the visual displays, the 64 participle-nonparticiple pairs
were combined into 32 quadruplets (see Table 3.1). For example, the pair geleundgleuven (leaned-grooves) and the pair gelift-glimlachte (lifted-smiled) were combined into a quadruplet. Each visual display consisted of one quadruplet. On a given
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Quadruplet
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Participle
geroosterd (roasted)
gerold (rolled)
geraspt (grated)
gerot (rotted)
gered (saved)
gelopen (run)
geraadpleegd (consulted)
gelapt (patched)
geloofd (believed)
gerangeerd (shunted)
gereisd (traveled)
gelaagd (layered)
geranseld (whipped)
geluisterd (listened)
geleid (led)
geremd (inhibited)
gelost (unloaded)
gerezen (raised)
geraapt (picked)
geleund (leaned)
gerimpeld (wrinkled)
gerond (circumnavigated)
gerouwd (mourned)
gerept (rushed)
gerangschikt (arranged)
gelucht (aired)
gerild (trembled)
geraasd (raged)
gelogeerd (stayed/lodged)
gerekend (counted)
geragd (stuck out)
geronseld (recruited)

Nonparticiple
grootschalig (large-scale)
gromde (growled)
grappig (funny)
grotten (caves)
grendeltje (lock)
glooiend (declining)
gracieus (gracefully)
glanzend (glossy)
glorie (glory)
graffiti (graffiti)
grijpgrage (grabby)
glazig (glassy)
grassprieten (blades of grass)
gluiperds (weaselly)
glijdend (sliding)
greppels (ditches)
glommen (shine)
gretig (eagerly)
graaide (snatched)
gleuven (grooves)
grinnikend (chuckling)
grofweg (roughly)
grauwe (gray)
grenzen (limits)
grammen (grams)
glunderen (smile)
griffels (pencils)
graanvelden (cornfields)
globale (global)
grepen (holds)
grafurnen (urns)
grove (coarse)

Participle
geroerd (stirred)
geroepen (called)
gericht (aimed)
geroest (rusted)
geregeld (organized)
geluwd (abated)
gereikt (reached)
gelikt (licked)
gelaveerd (maneuvered)
geriskeerd (risked)
geruimd (cleared)
gelijmd (glued)
gerinkeld (jingled)
gelicht (shined)
gelogen (lied)
gerammeld (rattled)
geloeid (mooed)
gerafeld (frayed)
geringd (ringed)
gelift (hitchhiked)
geramd (rammed)
geroemd (praised)
gerommeld (rummaged)
geraakt (hit)
geritseld (managed)
gelaten (let)
geraamd (estimated)
gereinigd (cleaned)
geloerd (lurked)
geraden (guessed)
gerijpt (matured)
geroeid (rowed)
Table 3.1: Quadruplets used in the Experiments.

Nonparticiple
groette (greeted)
groene (green)
grind (gravel)
groeven (grooves)
grenen (pine)
glurende (peeking)
grijpkranen (cranes)
glitters (glitter)
glazuur (gloss/icing)
griffierschap (clerkship)
gruiskolen (coal dust)
glijbanen (slides)
grimmig (grim)
glibberig (slippery)
globes (globes)
grabbeltonnen (grab bags)
gloeiende (glowing)
grafisch (graphic)
grilde (grilled)
glimlachte (smiled)
grandioos (magnificently)
groepen (groups)
grondig (thoroughly)
gratis (cost-free)
grillige (bizarre)
glaasjes (glasses)
graag (gladly)
grijnzend (smiling)
gloednieuwe (brand new)
graatmager (skinny)
grijs (gray)
groeiende (growing)
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Experiment and stimulus example
Experiment 1 and 3
Ik weet zeker dat hij heeft geleund op de houten tafel.
(I know for sure that he has leaned against the wooden table.)
Ik weet zeker dat hij geleund heeft op de houten tafel.
(I know for sure that he leaned has against the wooden table.)
Ik weet zeker dat hij gleuven maakte in de houten tafel.
(I know for sure that he made grooves into the wooden table.)
Experiment 2
Ik weet zeker dat hij heeft geleund
(I know for sure that he has leaned)
Ik weet zeker dat hij geleund heeft
(I know for sure that he leaned has)
Ik weet zeker dat hij gleuven
(I know for sure that he grooves)
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Condition
Auxiliary first
Participle first
Filler

Auxiliary first
Participle first
Filler

Table 3.2: Example Stimuli for the Two Word Order Conditions in Experiments 1-3.

trial, the words from one participle-nonparticiple pair served as target and competitor, respectively, while the words from the other pair served as distractors. The words
across the two pairs shared the second consonant but differed in the following vowel.
For instance, all four words in the example quadruplet contain the consonant /l/ but
only the words in the same target-competitor pair share the same vowel following
the /l/ (geleund and gleuven share the /ø/ whereas gelift and glimlachte share the
/I/). Each visual display was presented four times such that each word was the target once. As a result, there were 128 trials and eight practice trials. The words of
a given quadruplet were presented pseudorandomly across the four positions on the
screen such that the words occurred in different positions each time a quadruplet was
repeated.
Three pseudorandomized running orders were created such that each presentation
of a given quadruplet was separated by at least three trials. For each running order,
experimental sentences were randomly assigned to one of the four conditions with
an equal number of sentences per condition. Each running order was then rotated
through the remaining three conditions resulting in 12 different experimental lists.
An equal number of participants was assigned to each list. For the practice sentences, the quadruplets were not repeated. Each practice trial consisted of a unique
quadruplet and a unique target sentence.
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Recordings and acoustic analyses

The sentences were recorded in a sound-proof booth by a female native speaker of
Dutch. For the casual sentences, the speaker was instructed to speak in a fast and
casual way. It was explicitly stated that acoustic reductions were desirable. For the
careful sentences, the speaker was instructed to speak in a clear and careful manner
and to avoid acoustic reductions. We investigated if the different speaking styles influenced the acoustic properties of the stimuli by analyzing sentence duration, target
word duration, auxiliary verb duration, schwa presence, schwa duration, initial /x/
duration, speaking rate until target word onset, and the divergence point between the
target and the other words in its quadruplet. We defined the divergence point as the
earliest point in time, measured from the beginning of the word, at which a word
differs phonologically from the other words in the quadruplet. A schwa was judged
to be present if there was a detectable portion of vocalic energy of at least one pitch
period. Note that this does not mean that there were absolutely no cues to schwa in
the tokens labeled in this analysis as having no schwa; nevertheless, such tokens are
more reduced than those with an identifiable schwa. All of these acoustic measures
are listed in Table 3.3 for the experimental and the filler items.
To determine whether speaking style and word order influenced the acoustic properties of the stimuli, we employed linear mixed-effects models. Word order and
speaking style were entered as fixed effects and random intercepts were included
for each participle. For durations and speaking rate we used linear mixed-effects
models and for schwa presence we used generalized mixed-effects models with a
binomial link function. For the linear mixed-effects models, data points with standardized residuals of two and a half or more were considered outliers and removed
from the analysis. All measures except for the divergence points suggested that the
casually produced sentences were acoustically more reduced than the carefully produced ones. A casual speaking style resulted in a higher speaking rate and shorter
sentence, participle, and critical schwa durations. Furthermore, the probability that
a past participle contained a schwa was smaller for casually than for carefully produced sentences (all |t| < 2.00 and p > 0.01). The absence of an effect for the
divergence points suggests that the increase in segmental overlap for casual words
in which the schwa was absent (82.8% of the cases) is traded against shorter word
durations. As casual words tended to have no detectable schwa in the prefix, the
phonological overlap with the competitor increases. However, because they are produced more quickly, the overlapping phonemes are squeezed together temporally
such that their divergence points do not differ from those of the carefully produced
words.
In addition to the effects of speaking style, we also found effects of word order (all
|t| > 2.00 and p < 0.05). Participles in the auxiliary-first word order had shorter /x/
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Acoustic property
Sentence duration
Target duration
Auxiliary duration
Schwa presence
Schwa duration
/x/ duration
Speaking rate
Divergence point

Careful
2,678
429
170
100
50
81
6.59
187

Casual
2,365
325
148
15.62
14
77
7.45
190

Participle first
Careful
2,642
425
141
98.44
44
97
6.68
195

Casual
2,350
338
127
18.75
13
90
7.54
201

Filler items
Careful
2,661
381
n/a
n/a
n/a
86
6.88
101

Casual
2,435
343
n/a
n/a
n/a
86
7.69
97

Table 3.3: Acoustic Properties of the Stimuli Used in the Three Experiments. Durations and
divergence points are given in milliseconds. For the calculation of the average
schwa durations, only participles with a schwa duration larger than zero were included. Schwa presence is expressed as a percentage and speaking rate is expressed
as number of syllables per second.

durations and earlier divergence points while having longer schwas and sentences.
Furthermore, target words in casual sentences were longer in participle-first than
in auxiliary-first sentences. These results are consistent with studies showing that
words that are more predictable have shorter durations and more reduced prefixes
(Bell et al., 2009; Lieberman, 1963; Pluymaekers et al., 2005b). The shorter /x/ durations might be due to the fact that participles are more predictable when following
an auxiliary verb than when preceding it. The slightly longer schwa durations (mean:
6 ms) might be a small compensatory effect. However, because the increase in the
schwa duration does not fully absorb the decrease in the /x/ duration, the divergence points occur earlier than in the participle-first word order. One may speculate
that the fact that participle word durations were affected by word order only when
produced casually indicates that predictability effects are stronger in casual than in
careful speech production.
In summary, the acoustic measures confirmed that our casually produced stimuli
were acoustically more reduced than our carefully produced stimuli. Furthermore,
we found evidence suggesting that participles in the auxiliary-first word order are
more reduced than participles in the participle-first word order. This finding is consistent with previous studies suggesting that words that are more predictable are more
likely to be produced in a reduced way.
At first sight the fact that participles are more reduced in the auxiliary-first word
order than in the participle-first word order might appear to be a confound. Differences in how listeners respond to the two word orders could be either due to
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geleund

gleuven

gelift

glimlachte

Figure 3.1: Example of a visual display containing one of the quadruplets of words presented
to participants in Experiments 1, 2, and 3. In this example, the target word is the
past participle geleund [leaned] and the competitor is the noun gleuven [grooves].
The two other words (gelift [lifted] and glimlachte [smiled]) serve as distractors
and occur as targets and competitors during other trials. (Note that the figure is not
drawn to scale.)

the different word orders or due to differences in word duration. But the acoustic differences do not pose a problem for the validity of our argument because they
work against our hypothesis. To reiterate, we expect participles in the auxiliary-first
word order to be easier to recognize than in the participle-first word order. However,
the words in the auxiliary-first word order are more reduced, which means that, on
signal-based grounds alone, they should be harder to recognize. Therefore, if we do
find the expected effect of word order, it cannot be due to differences in reduction
because the effect of reduction goes into the opposite direction to the effect of word
order.
Procedure

Participants were seated approximately 70 cm from a 47.5 x 30 cm LCD computer
screen running at 120 Hz. Monocular eye movements were recorded with a remote
desktop-mounted Eyelink 1000 system (SR-Research, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada) at
a sampling rate of 500 Hz. Participants were told that they would hear spoken sentences and see four words on a screen. Their task was to click as quickly as possible
on the word that they heard in the spoken sentence. The experiment was preceded
by a brief calibration session.
On each trial, participants saw a fixation cross for 500 ms followed by a quadruplet
of printed words. All words were presented in lower-case Lucida Sans Typewriter
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font size 20. The horizontal distance between the centers of the words was 512
pixels and the vertical distance was 385 pixels. An example of the type of visual
display that participants saw is depicted in Figure 3.1. The spoken sentences were
presented through headphones at a comfortable listening level. The time between the
visual onset of the printed words and the onset of the spoken sentence was fixed at
2 seconds. After 72 trials, participants could take a break. A drift check was carried
out before the experiment was resumed. The complete experimental session took
approximately 20 minutes.
3.2.2 Results

For all of the following analyses, we employed mixed-effects modeling with word
order and speaking style as fixed factors and past participle and subject as random
factors. Model fitting was performed in a stepwise fashion. To determine the fixedeffects structure of the model, we started by including word order, speaking style
and interaction terms and subsequently removed terms if they were not significant.
Once the fixed-effects structure was determined, we included random slopes for all
significant fixed effects and tested whether the inclusion of a random slope improved
the model fit using a chi-square test (Baayen, 2008). If a random slope did not
improve the model, we removed it. We estimated p values by using the standard
normal distribution (Baayen et al., 2008). For the statistical analyses of the RTs, the
data were log-transformed and RTs that differed more than two standard deviations
from a given participant’s mean were discarded as outliers. During the modeling
procedure, data points with standardized residuals larger than 2.5 were removed. For
the analysis of the accuracy data, generalized mixed-effects models with a binomial
link function were used. In all of the following analyses only significant fixed and
random effects are reported.
Accuracy

Trials with RTs smaller than 200 or larger than 4,000 ms, as measured from the
onset of the participle, were regarded as extreme values and were not included in
the analyses (< 0.8%). Trials on which participants clicked on the word that was
actually mentioned in the sentence were scored as correct and trials on which other
words were clicked on were scored as incorrect. Table 3.4 shows the mean accuracy
values for each of the four experimental conditions. Accuracy was very high (all
means are higher than 98%). The statistical analyses suggest that there was a small
but significant difference between carefully and casually produced stimuli with the
latter ones being responded to slightly less accurately (βcasual = −1.57, z = −2.23,
p < .05; SD of random intercepts for participants: 0.65, SD of random intercepts for
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Experiment 1
Accuracy
Experiment
Experiment 1
Careful
Casual
Experiment 2
Careful
Casual
Experiment 3
Careful
Casual

Reaction times

Auxiliary
first

Participle
first

Auxiliary
first

Participle
first

99.87
98.82

99.74
99.61

1,331
1,364

1,403
1,466

99.35
98.48

99.48
98.96

1,252
1,290

1,343
1,391

1,122

1,179

1,106

1,200

94.27
91.41
(0.39, 5.34) (1.3, 7.29)
87.11
84.24
(1.95, 10.94) (1.95, 13.8)

Table 3.4: Accuracy and Reaction Times for Experiments 1, 2, and 3. Accuracy values are
given in percentages and reaction times are given in milliseconds. For Experiment
3, the values in parentheses indicate the percentages of incorrectly selected words
(first value) and the percentage of trials on which participants did not respond within
the time limit.

words: 5.73). There was no effect of word order and no interaction between speaking
style and word order.

RTs

Only correct trials were included in the analyses. RTs were measured from target
word onset. The average RTs are displayed in Table 3.4. To account for differences in
duration among the words, we included past participle duration as a control variable.
The analyses showed a main effect of word order (β participle f irst = 0.06, t = 6.9,
p < 0.001; SD of random intercepts for participants: 0.11, SD of random intercepts
for words: 0.07), indicating that participles in sentences with the participle-first word
order were responded to more slowly than participles in sentences with the auxiliaryfirst word order. The same model indicated also a main effect of speaking style
(βcasual = 0.02, t = 2.1, p < 0.05), indicating that RTs for casually produced stimuli
were longer than for carefully produced ones. The interaction between word order
and speaking style was not significant and neither was the effect of word duration.

Syntactic predictability
Fixed effects
Intercept
Word order (participle first)
Speaking style (casual)
Word order × Speaking style
Random effects
Participant
Intercept
Word
Intercept
Word order (participle first)
Speaking style (participle first)
Word order × Speaking style
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β
−1.30
−0.12
−0.12
0.45

t
p
−13.43
−1.02
> 0.1
−0.99
> 0.1
2.64
< 0.01
SD
0.27
0.45
0.60
0.58
0.88

Table 3.5: Linear-mixed effects model for competitor fixations in window 3 of Experiment 1.

Gaze probability

Only correct trials were included in the fixation analyses. Fixations were scored as
having landed on a particular word when the fixation fell within a rectangular area of
300 by 200 pixels around the center of that word. We coded whether a fixation fell
on a given word on the display for one hundred 10-ms time intervals ranging from
200 ms before the onset of the target word until 1,400 ms later. Fixation proportions
are shown in Figures 2A and 2B. Before conducting linear mixed-effects modeling,
fixation proportions were transformed to empirical logits (Barr, 2008).
To investigate the time course of the fixation behavior, we tested the effects of
word order and speaking style across four time windows. The purpose of the first
time window analysis was to determine whether listeners use word order information before the onset of the target word. This window ranged from the average onset
of the auxiliary verb in the auxiliary-first condition (159 ms before participle onset),
offset by a further 200 ms, until the onset of the following past participle (plus the
same 200-ms offset). Note that the same time window was used for sentences with
the auxiliary-first and the participle-first word order. The additional 200 ms were
added to these and all other window boundaries to account for the fact that it takes
approximately this amount of time to program and launch a saccade (Matin et al.,
1993). Therefore, Time Window 1 ranged from 41 ms after participle onset until 200
ms after participle onset. If listeners use the information provided by the auxiliary
verb to predict the upcoming past participle, we would expect to find an effect of
word order in this time window. The second time window ranged from the onset of
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the past participle (plus 200 ms) until the average offset of the past participles (plus
200 ms). This window thus ranged from 200 ms until 579 ms measured from the
average past participle onset. This time window covers the period during which the
acoustic information of the past participle unfolds. If speaking style and word order
influence the efficiency with which listeners access the past participle while acoustic
information becomes available, we would expect to find differences in fixation probability across conditions in this window. The remaining two time windows covered
the time period (again with the 200-ms offset) from the average offset of the past
participle until the time the average RT was recorded. These time windows were of
the same length as the second time window (379 ms). We kept the time windows
identical in size to compare the same amount of data (i.e., samples) across analyses.
Therefore, the window boundaries are as follows. Time Window 1 ranged from 41
ms after word onset until 200 ms; Window 2 ranged from 200 ms until 579 ms; Window 3, from 579 ms until 958 ms; and Window 4 ranged from 958 until 1337 ms.
The vertical lines in Figures 2 and 3 illustrate these time windows.
In Time Window 1, there were no effects of word order or speaking style for either
the fixations to the target or those to the competitor. These results indicate that participants were equally likely to look at the past participle and the competitor across all
conditions. In Time Window 2, a different pattern of results emerges. For target fixations, we found significantly fewer fixations to the target word for sentences with the
participle-first compared with the auxiliary-first word order (β participle f irst = −0.14,
t = −2.60, p < 0.01; SD of random intercepts for words: 0.10). There was no significant difference between casually and carefully articulated words and no interaction.
This pattern was also reflected in the competitor fixations. We find significantly more
fixations to the competitor word in the participle-first condition than in the auxiliaryfirst condition (β participle f irst = 0.15, t = 2.50, p < 0.05; SD of random intercepts for
participants: 0.09, SD of random intercepts for words: 0.12). There was no effect of
speaking style and no interaction.
In Window 3, the identical pattern of results was found. There were fewer looks
to the target in the participle-first than the auxiliary-first word order (β participle f irst =
−0.15, t = −2.50, p < .05; SD of random intercepts for words: 0.19), no effect
of speaking style, and no interaction. For the competitor, however, we found a significant interaction between word order and speaking style. Table 3.5 summarizes
the parameters of the model. An analysis of the simple effects indicated that for
carefully produced sentences there was no effect of word order. For casually produced sentences there were more fixations toward the competitor in the participlefirst condition than the auxiliary-first condition (β participle f irst | casual = 0.26, t = 2.77,
p < 0.01; SD of random intercepts for participants: 0.32, SD of random intercepts
for words: 0.57). For sentences with the auxiliary-first word order, there was no ef-
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Figure 3.2: Gaze probability over time for target words (i.e., past participles) and competitors
in Experiments 1, 2, and 3. Time 0 is aligned to the onset of the target word. An
example for a target word is geleund (leaned) and an example for a competitor is
gleuven (grooves). W1 = analysis Window 1; W2 = analysis Window 2; W3 =
analysis Window 3, and W4 = analysis Window 4.

fect of speaking style. For sentences with the participle-first word order, there were
more fixations toward the competitor when the past participle was produced casually
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than when it was produced carefully (βcasual | participle f irst = 0.30, t = 2.06, p < 0.05;
SD of random intercepts for participants: 0.35; SD of random slopes of the factor
speaking style for participants: 0.53; SD of random intercepts for words: 0.59; SD
of random slopes of the factor speaking style for words: 0.66). In Time Window 4
there were no effects of word order or speaking style for either the fixations to the
target or those to the competitor.
3.2.3 Discussion

The results of Experiment 1 show that both word order and speaking style can have
an influence on how quickly listeners are able to identify words uttered in a sentence context. Participants responded more quickly and were more likely to pay
overt visual attention to target words that were syntactically predictable. Similar to
the fixations on the target word, fixations on the competitor were influenced by the
syntactic predictability of the target word. If the target word was not syntactically
predictable, listeners were more likely to consider the competitor as a potential target. In contrast, when the target word was syntactically predictable, listeners were
more likely to rule out the competitor because it belonged to a syntactic category that
cannot occur after an auxiliary verb.
Furthermore, the analysis of the RTs and the accuracy of the mouse clicks suggest that the speaking style in which the sentences were produced also influenced
the listeners’ ability to recognize the past participles. In the majority of cases, casually produced target words did not contain a schwa in the prefix, which increased
the initial phonological overlap between the targets and the competitors (see Table
3.3). The fact that listeners paid more overt attention to the competitor when hearing
casually produced targets reflects that they were sensitive to the increase in phonological overlap. The lack of an interaction between word order and speaking style
for target fixations suggests that listeners make use of syntactic information irrespectively of how reliable the acoustic cues in the speech input are. It also shows that the
auxiliary verbs were intelligible enough so that listeners could extract syntactic cues
from the signal. However, the interaction between word order and speaking style
for competitor fixations (in Window 3) showed that participants were more likely to
look at the competitor if the participle was less predictable, but only if the sentences
were produced in a casual manner. This result supports the hypothesis that syntactic
information is more useful if acoustic-phonetic information is less reliable. But the
fact that the interaction only emerged for the competitor fixations and not the target
fixations is somewhat puzzling. We return to this issue later.
In sum, the results of Experiment 1 support the notion that syntactic predictability
can influence word recognition. However, the effect of word order could also be
driven by the information given by the following sentence context. It has previously
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been shown that listeners not only use preceding context to recognize words but also
use following context (e.g. Connine et al., 1991; Pollack and Pickett, 1964; van de
Ven et al., 2012). If the listeners in our study used the following context to identify
the target participle, they could have done so more quickly in the auxiliary-first than
the participle-first condition. As in the auxiliary-first word order, the auxiliary verb
is positioned to the left of the participle, the distance between the participle and the
following noun is exactly one word shorter than in the participle-first condition. It is
therefore logically possible that the processing advantage for sentences in which the
auxiliary precedes the participle is actually due to the quicker arrival of the following
noun. To investigate this possibility we conducted Experiment 2. We presented the
stimulus sentences only until the offset of the target word and its associated auxiliary
verb (see Table 3.2). If the effect of word order that we found in Experiment 1 is
still present in Experiment 2, we can exclude the possibility that it was entirely due
to information from the following context becoming available more quickly.

3.3 Experiment 2
3.3.1 Method
Participants

Another 48 native speakers of Dutch were recruited from the subject panel of the
Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics. Age ranged from 18 to 26 years. The
participants reported no hearing problems and had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision. They were paid for their participation.

Materials

The materials were based on the stimuli from Experiment 1. New versions were
created by removing the portion of the speech signal that followed the target word
and its associated auxiliary verb (see Table 3.2). To keep the amount of information
carried by the sentence fragments constant across conditions, the auxiliary verb was
included for both word order conditions (i.e., even when it followed the participle).

Procedure

The Procedure was the same as in Experiment 1.
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3.3.2 Results
Accuracy

The mean values for the four experimental conditions are shown in Table 3.4 was
very high (all means are above 98%). There was no effect of speaking style, word
order, or an interaction.
RTs

The average RTs are displayed in Table 3.4. As for Experiment 1, we included past
participle duration as a control variable to account for differences in word durations.
The analyses showed a main effect of word order (β participle f irst = 0.07, t = 8.1,
p < .001; SD of random intercepts for participants: 0.10, SD of random intercepts
for words: 0.06), indicating that participles in sentences with the participle-first word
order were responded to more slowly than participles in sentences with the auxiliaryfirst word order. There was also a main effect of speaking style (βcasual = 0.03,
t = 2.9, p < 0.01), indicating that RTs for casually produced stimuli were longer than
for carefully produced ones. As in Experiment 1, the interaction between word order
and speaking style was not significant and neither was the effect of word duration.
Gaze probability

As in Experiment 1, we analyzed the effects of word order and speaking style for
each of the four time windows individually. Fixation proportions are shown in Figures 2C and 2D. In Time Window 1, there were no effects of word order or speaking
style for the fixations to the target. In contrast, for the fixations to the competitor
we found an interaction between word order and speaking style. The parameters of
this model are summarized in Table 3.6. An analysis of the simple effects indicated
that for carefully produced sentences there was no effect of word order. For casually
produced sentences there were more fixations toward the competitor when the participle preceded the auxiliary than when it followed it (β participle f irst | casual = 0.23,
t = 2.06, p < 0.05; SD of random intercepts for participants: 0.25, SD of random
intercepts for words: 0.05). There was no effect of speaking style for sentences with
the participle-first or the auxiliary-first word order.
In Time Window 2, there were fewer fixations to the target for sentences with
the participle-first word order than the auxiliary-first word order (β participle f irst =
−0.14, t = −2.70, p < 0.01; SD of random intercepts for participants: 0.03; SD
of random intercepts for words: 0.09). There was no significant difference between
casually and carefully articulated sentences and no interaction. This pattern was also
reflected in the competitor fixations. There were more fixations to the competitor
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Fixed effects
Intercept
Word order (participle first)
Speaking style (casual)
Word order × Speaking style
Random effects
Participant
Intercept
Word
Intercept
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β
−1.01
−0.11
−0.16
0.34

t
p
−11.25
−0.98
> 0.1
−1.39
> 0.1
2.15
< 0.05
SD
0.15
0.25

Table 3.6: Linear-Mixed Effects Model for Competitor Fixations in Window 1 of Experiment 2.

in sentences with the participle-first word order than the auxiliary-first word order
(β participle f irst = 0.24, t = 4.57, p < 0.001; SD of random intercepts for participants:
0.06, SD of random intercepts for words: 0.18). There was no effect of speaking
style and no interaction.
In Time Window 3, there were also fewer fixations to the target for sentences with
the participle-first word order than the auxiliary-first word order (β participle f irst =
−0.13, t = −2.20, p < 0.05; SD of random intercepts for participants: 0.05; SD of
random intercepts for words: 0.10). There was also no effect of speaking style and
no interaction. For the competitor, we found no significant effects of word order,
speaking style, or the interaction.
In Time Window 4, there were fewer fixations to the target when the past participle
was produced casually than when it was produced carefully (βcasual = −0.52, t =
−3.98, p < 0.001; SD of random intercepts for participants: 0.57; SD of random
slopes of the factor speaking style for participants: 0.56; SD of random intercepts
for words: 0.48; SD of random slopes of the factor speaking style for participants:
0.58). For competitor fixations, neither the effect of word order nor of speaking style
was significant.
3.3.3 Discussion

The purpose of Experiment 2 was to investigate if the effect of word order that we
found in Experiment 1 was due to information that the participants extracted from
the following context. The results suggest that this was not the case. Even when
the following context was removed, target words embedded in sentences with the
participle-first word order were responded to more slowly and fixated less often com-
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pared with targets in sentences with the auxiliary-first word order. Similarly, casually
produced targets were responded to more slowly compared with targets in carefully
produced sentences.
Both Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that listeners are sensitive to both syntactic predictability and changes in phonological overlap as a result of acoustic reductions.
Furthermore, the RTs and target fixations suggest that these factors influence word
recognition independently from each other. Listeners appear to make use of syntactic
information to the same extent when listening to casually produced speech as they do
when listening to carefully produced speech. This finding is contrary to the idea that
listeners adapt dynamically to the demands of different listening situations (Brouwer
et al., 2012b; McQueen and Huettig, 2012). From such a perspective, one might expect that as information from the speech signal becomes less reliable because of phonetic reductions, listeners rely more on other sources of information such as syntactic
predictability. The influence of word order should then be stronger for sentences produced in a casually speaking style because under these circumstances phonological
information is less reliable. However, as in Experiment 1, we found an interaction
between word order and speaking style for the competitor fixations. This interaction
suggests that word order information is more useful for casually than for carefully
produced sentences. But the fact that we find this interaction only for competitor and
not target fixations as well as the fact that it occurs in different time windows across
Experiments 1 and 2 remains puzzling. It is possible that this is a spurious effect, a
possibility that we investigate in a combined analysis later.
How could the lack of an interaction between speaking style and word order for
target fixations and RTs be explained? One potential explanation might be that although the phonetic information in the casual speech signal was less reliable it was
nevertheless sufficient when there was enough time for listeners to make a decision.
When facing an acoustically ambiguous stimulus, there are (at least) two ways in
which one can respond. First, one can wait until more acoustic information becomes
available. Second, one can use other sources of information to compensate for the
lack of unambiguous acoustic information. As there was no time limit in the previous experiments, participants could take as much time as they needed to process
the reduced speech signal. However, when put under time pressure, listeners need
to find another way to compensate for the lack of acoustic information. We may
therefore find that under time pressure, syntactic predictability has a stronger effect
when listening to casual speech than when listening to careful speech. To investigate
this hypothesis, we conducted Experiment 3, in which we limited the amount of time
listeners had to respond.
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3.4 Experiment 3
3.4.1 Method
Participants

Another 48 native speakers of Dutch were recruited from the subject panel of the
Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics. Age ranged from 18 to 29 years. The
participants reported no hearing problems and had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision. They were paid for their participation.
Materials

The materials were the same as in Experiment 1.
Procedure

The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1, with one crucial exception. Participants had only a limited amount of time to respond. Based on informal piloting,
we used a time limit of 1,400 ms after the offset of the target word. If participants
had not responded within this time period, the trial ended and the words Te langzaam
(Too slow) were displayed in the center of the screen in large red letters. Participants
were told about the time limit before the start of the experiment.
3.4.2 Results
Accuracy

For the accuracy analyses, trials during which participants clicked on the wrong word
or failed to make a response within the given time limit were scored as incorrect. The
mean accuracy values are shown in Table 3.4. The statistical analyses showed that
there was a main effect of word order (β participle f irst = −0.33, z = −2.73, p < 0.01;
SD of random intercepts for participants: 0.57, SD of random intercepts for words:
0.68), showing that participants were less accurate when responding to sentences
with the participle-first word order than vice versa. Furthermore, there was a main
effect of speaking style (βcasual = −0.85, z = −6.82, p < 0.001), indicating that performance was better for items spoken with a careful compared with a casual speaking
style. The interaction between word order and speaking style was not significant.
RTs

Average RTs for each experimental condition are listed in Table 3.4. There was a
significant main effect of word order, showing that participants took longer to click
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Fixed effects
Intercept
Word order (participle first)
Speaking style (casual)
Word order × Speaking style
Random effects
Word
Intercept

β
−0.84
0.32
0.22
−0.26

t
−12.73
3.85
2.61
−2.27

p
< 0.001
< 0.01
< 0.05
SD

0.22

Table 3.7: Linear-Mixed effects model for competitor fixations in window 2 of Experiment 3.

on the past participle if it preceded the auxiliary verb compared with when it followed
it (β participle f irst = 0.07, t = 7.7, p < 0.001; SD of random intercepts for participants:
0.07, SD of random intercepts for words: 0.05). There were no significant effects
of speaking style and participle duration. The interaction between word order and
speaking style was also not significant.

Gaze probability

As in the previous two experiments, we analyzed the effects of word order and speaking style individually for each of the four time windows. Fixation proportions are
shown in Figures 2E and 2F. In Time Window 1, there were no effects of word order
or speaking style on the fixations to the target or the competitor. In Time Window 2,
there were significantly fewer fixations to the target in sentences with the participlefirst word order than the auxiliary-first word order (β participle f irst = −0.20, t = −3.83,
p < 0.001; SD of random intercepts for words: 0.10). There were no effects of
speaking style and no interaction. For the fixations to the competitor, we found an
interaction between word order and speaking style. The results of this model is summarized in Table 3.7.
An analysis of the simple effects indicated that for carefully produced sentences,
there were more fixations toward the competitor if the participle preceded the auxiliary than when it followed it (β participle f irst | care f ul = 0.31, t = 3.74, p < 0.001; SD
of random intercepts for words: 0.23). For casually produced sentences there was
no effect of word order. For sentences with the auxiliary-first word order, there were
more fixations to the competitor if the participle was produced casually than when it
was produced carefully (βcasual | auxiliary f irst = 0.23, t = 2.81, p < 0.01; SD of random
intercepts for words: 0.34). For sentences with the participle-first word order there
was no effect of speaking style.
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In Time Window 3, there were fewer fixations to the target in sentences with the
participle-first word order than the auxiliary-first word order (β participle f irst = −0.24,
t = −4.01, p < 0.001; SD of random intercepts for words: 0.12). There were no
effects of speaking style and no interaction. For the fixations to the competitor, there
were no significant effects either. In Time Window 4, there were no effects of word
order or speaking style for the fixations to the target or the competitor.
3.4.3 Discussion

The purpose of Experiment 3 was to investigate how time pressure influences the
degree to which listeners make use of syntactic information when confronted with
carefully and casually produced speech. Neither the accuracy data, nor the RT data,
nor the gaze probability data support the hypothesis that listeners rely more on syntactic information if the speaking style is casual rather than careful. The target fixations and RTs replicated the main effect of word order that we found in the previous
two experiments but did not provide any evidence suggesting that word order is more
important when listening to casual speech than when listen- ing to careful speech.
As in the previous two experiments, there was an interaction between word order and
speaking style for the competitor fixations. Whereas in Experiments 1 and 2 this interaction suggested a more important role for syntactic information in casual than in
careful speech, the interaction that appeared in Experiment 3 suggested the opposite.
Taken together, these findings suggest the possibility that the effect is spurious and
not reliable. We therefore compared all three experiments in a combined analysis.

3.5 Comparison of Experiments 1, 2, and 3
3.5.1 Accuracy

The analyses show that participants made fewer correct responses in the participlefirst than in the auxiliary-first condition (β participle f irst = −0.27, z = −2.35, p < 0.05;
SD of random intercepts for participants: 0.58, SD of random intercepts for words:
0.68; SD of random slopes for Experiments 1 vs. 3 for words: 2.31; SD of random
slopes for Experiments 2 vs. 3 for words: 0.94). Furthermore, they made fewer
correct responses when being presented with casual compared with careful stimuli
(βcasual = −0.83, z = −6.88, p < 0.001). The interaction between word order and
speaking style was not significant. In addition, accuracy in Experiment 1 was higher
than in Experiment 3 (βExp1 vs. Exp3 = 6.02, z = 4.81, p < 0.001) and higher in
Experiment 2 than in Experiment 3 (βExp2 vs. Exp3 = 3.76, z = 7.87, p < 0.001).
There was no significant difference between Experiments 1 and 2 and no significant
interactions.
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3.5.2 RTs

The results of the model fitted to the RTs is shown in Table 3.8. Responses in Experiment 1 and 2 were slower than in Experiment 3. Furthermore, responses in Experiment 2 were faster than in Experiment 1. These differences reflect a speed-accuracy
trade-off: while RTs became faster from Experiment 1 to 3, accuracy decreased.
Furthermore, there was a significant effect of target word duration: Longer past participles were responded to more slowly than shorter participles. It is important to
note that there was a significant two-way interaction between word order and speaking style. An analysis of the simple effects showed that participants responded more
slowly to sentences with the participle-first word order than the auxiliary-first word
order for both speaking styles. However, as shown by the beta weights, this effect
was stronger for casual speech (β participle− f irst | casual = 0.08, t = 8.8, p < 0.001;
SD of random intercepts for participants: 0.10, SD of random intercepts for words:
0.08) than for careful speech (β participle f irst | care f ul = 0.05, t = 7.4, p < 0.001; SD of
random intercepts for participants: 0.10, SD of random intercepts for words: 0.06).
Furthermore, in sentences with the participle-first word order casually produced past
participles were responded to more slowly than carefully produced past participles
(βcasual | participle f irst = 0.03, t = 4.5, p < 0.001; SD of random intercepts for participants: 0.09, SD of random intercepts for words: 0.06). In contrast, for the auxiliaryfirst condition, there was no significant effect of speaking style. There were no twoor three-way interactions of experiment with word order or speaking style.
3.5.3 Gaze probability

The averaged fixation proportions are shown in Figures 3A and 3B. In Time Window
1, there were no effects of word order or speaking style for either target or competitor
fixations. In Time Window 2, there were significantly fewer fixations to the target
if it occurred in sentences with the participle-first word order compared with the
auxiliary-first word order (β participle f irst = 0.16, t = −5.33, p < 0.001; SD of random
intercepts for words: 0.15). There was no significant difference between casually and
carefully articulated words and no interaction. Furthermore, there were significantly
fewer fixations in Experiment 1 compared with Experiment 3 (βExp1 vs. Exp3 = −0.08,
t = −2.03, p < 0.05). There were no significant differences in fixation proportions
between Experiments 2 and 3 or Experiments 1 and 2 and no interactions. For the
fixations to the competitor, we also found a main effect of word order. There were
significantly more fixations to the competitor in the participle-first condition than
in the auxiliary-first condition (β participle f irst = 0.20, t = 5.99, p < 0.001; SD of
random intercepts for participants: 0.07, SD of random intercepts for words: 0.19).
Furthermore, there were more competitor fixations when the sentences were pro-
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Fixed effects
Intercept
Word order (participle first)
Speaking style (casual)
Experiment 1 vs. 3
Experiment 2 vs. 3
Experiment 2 vs. 1
Target duration
Word order × Speaking style
Random effects
Participant
Intercept
Word
Intercept
Word order (participle first)
Speaking style (casual)
Word order × Speaking style
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β
6.89
0.06
0.03
0.16
0.11
−0.05
0.0003
0.02

t
159.77
7.11
2, 29
7.67
5.36
−2.32
2.77
2.14

p
< 0.001
< 0.05
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.05
< 0.01
< 0.05
SD

0.10
0.06
0.02
0.04
0.02

Table 3.8: Linear-mixed effects model for reaction times in the combined analysis of Experiments 1, 2, and 3.

duced in a casual speaking style than when they were produced in a careful speaking
style (βcasual = 0.08, t = 2.54, p < 0.05). The interaction between word order and
speaking style was not significant and there were no main or interaction effects with
experiment.
In Time Window 3, a similar pattern of results emerged. There were significantly
fewer fixations to the target if it occurred in sentences with the participle-first word
order compared with the auxiliary-first word order (β participle f irst = −0.17, t = −5.09,
p < 0.001; SD of random intercepts for participants: 0.01, SD of random intercepts
for words: 0.17). There was no significant difference between the careful and casual
conditions and no significant interaction between word order and speaking style. Furthermore, there were fewer fixations to the target in Experiment 1 than in Experiment
3 (βExp1 vs. Exp3 = −0.11, t = −2.53, p < 0.05) and more in Experiment 2 than in
Experiment 1 (βExp2 vs. Exp1 = −0.08, t = −1.99, p < 0.05). There was no difference
in target fixations between Experiments 2 and 3 and none of the two- or three-way
interactions with experiment were significant. The pattern of results for the target
fixations matches almost perfectly with the results for the fixations to the competitor.
There were more fixations to the competitor for sentences with the participle-first
than the auxiliary-first word order (β participle f irst = 0.15, t = 2.16, p < 0.05; SD of
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Figure 3.3: Gaze probability over time for target words (i.e., past participles) and competitors
collapsed across Experiments 1, 2, and 3. Time 0 is aligned to the onset of the
target word. An example for a target word is geleund (leaned) and an example
for a competitor is gleuven (grooves). W1 = analysis Window 1; W2 = analysis
Window 2; W3 = analysis Window 3; and W4 = analysis Window 4.

random intercepts for participants: 0.40, SD of random intercepts for words: 0.17;
SD of random slopes of the factor word order for participants: 0.53; SD of random
slopes of the factor word order for words: 0.26). There was no difference in the
number of competitor fixations between the casual and careful conditions and no
significant interaction between speaking style and word order. The same model also
indicated that participants were more likely to fixate the competitor in Experiment 1
compared with Experiment 3 (βExp1 vs. 3 = 0.22, t = 2.75, p < 0.01) but there were
no differences between Experiments 2 and 3 or Experiments 2 and 1. None of the
two- or three-way interactions between experiment and speaking style or word order
were significant.
In Window 4, the fixations to the target revealed a significant interaction between
word order and speaking style. The parameters of this model are summarized in
Table 3.9. An analysis of the simple effects showed that for careful sentences, there
was no effect of word order. When the sentences were produced casually, there were
fewer fixations toward the target word for sentences with the participle-first word order than with the auxiliary-first word order (β participle f irst | casual = −0.19, t = −2.02,
p < 0.05; SD of random intercepts for participants: 0.47; SD of random intercepts
for words: 0.22; SD of random slopes of the factor word order for words: 0.47).
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Furthermore, for sentences with the auxiliary-first word order, there was no effect of
speaking style. In contrast, for sentences with the participle-first word order, there
were fewer target fixations for casually compared with carefully produced sentences
(βcasual | participle− f irst = −0.42, t = −3.65, p < 0.001; SD of random intercepts for
participants: 0.71; SD of random slopes of the factor speaking style for participants:
0.79; SD of random intercepts for words: 0.47; SD of random slopes of the factor
speaking style for words: 0.58).
For the fixations to the competitor, there was no effect of word order or speaking
style, and no interaction. However, there was a main effect of experiment, showing
that there were more competitor fixations in Experiment 1 than in Experiment 3
(βExp1 vs. Exp3 = 0.65, t = 4.85, p < 0.001; SD of random intercepts for participants:
0.60, SD of random intercepts for words: 0.60) and more fixations to the competitor
in Experiment 2 than in Experiment 3 (βExp2 vs. Exp3 = 0.50, t = 3.67, p < 0.001).
3.5.4 Control analyses

It remains possible that the effect of word order could be due to other factors: the
duration of the sentence after the participle, the participants’ preference for one order
over the other, or bigram frequency. More specifically, bigram frequency refers here
to the frequency with which a given past participle occurs together with its preceding
word (be that an auxiliary verb or other types of words). We tested whether the effect
of word order remained statistically significant after controlling for these factors by
conducting additional analyses for each dependent measure (i.e., accuracy, RT, gaze
probability) based on the combined data from all three experiments. We defined
sentence remainder duration as the time from the offset of the past participle until
the end on the sentence. We used the data from the rating experiment (mean ratings
per item) as estimates of preference for one or the other word order for each sentence.
For bigram frequency, we used estimates based on the Dutch Internet search engine
IxQuick (https://www.ixquick.com). The log-transformed bigram frequencies ranged
from 1.10 to 11.74 with a mean of 5.89 and a median of 5.37. For each analysis,
we first fitted a control model using linear regression in which we regressed the
respective dependent variable on the control variables. Subsequently, we used the
residuals of this model as the dependent variable in the original models. Correlations
between the experimental and control variables are shown in Table 3.10.
For the accuracy scores, the control model suggests that the higher the bigram
frequency was, the more accurately participants responded (βbigram = 0.08, z = 4.0,
p < 0.001). The effect of word order, which we had found earlier, disappeared.
For the RTs, the control model indicated increasing RTs with increasing sentence
remainder durations (βremainder < 0.001, t = 6.12, p < 0.001). Furthermore, RTs
were slower for sentences with higher ratings (βrating = 0.01, t = 2.14, p < 0.05)
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Fixed effects
Intercept
Word order (participle first)
Speaking style (casual)
Experiment 1 vs. 3
Experiment 2 vs. 3
Experiment 2 vs. 1
Word order × Speaking style
Experiment 1 vs. 3 × Speaking style
Experiment 2 vs. 3 × Speaking style
Experiment 2 vs. 1 × Speaking style
Random effects
Participant
Intercept
Word order (participle first)
Speaking style (casual)
Word order × speaking style
Word
Intercept
Word order (participle first)
Speaking style (casual)
Experiment 1 vs 3
Experiment 2 vs 3
Experiment 2 vs 1
Word order × Speaking style

β
1.72
0.05
0.06
−0.37
−0.20
0.17
−0.27
−0.14
−0.42
−0.28

t
14.02
0.80
0.39
−2.38
−1.27
1.15
−2.01
−0.80
−2.38
−1.70

p
> 0.1
> 0.1
< 0.05
> 0.1
> 0.1
< 0.05
> 0.1
< 0.05
> 0.05
SD

0.62
0.64
0.75
0.84
0.38
0.49
0.36
0.48
0.55
0.30
0.56

Table 3.9: Linear-mixed effects model for target fixations in window 4 of the combined analysis of Experiments 1, 2, and 3. During the model fitting procedure, it was not
possible to include both random slopes for both interaction terms without R returning an error message. We chose to report the model with random slopes for
the interaction between word order and speaking style because our primary interest
is in this interaction rather than the interaction between experiment and speaking
style. Furthermore, the Akaike information criterion value for the model with random slopes for the interaction between speaking style and word order is lower than
for the other model (33,522 vs. 33,602), indicating a better model fit.
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Dependent
measure
Accuracy
RT
Target W1
Target W2
Target W3
Target W4

Sentence
remainder
-0.04
0.24
-0.11
-0.18
-0.17
-0.05
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Ratings
-0.03
0.10
-0.07
0.01
0.02
0.03

Bigram
frequency
0.18
-0.29
0.08
0.19
0.17
0.11

Word
order
-0.10
0.38
-0.12
-0.30
-0.28
-0.06

Speaking
style
-0.29
0.13
0.11
-0.01
-0.12
-0.19

Table 3.10: Correlations between the main dependent measures and the control variables
(RT = reaction times, Target = target gaze probability, W = window). Bigram
frequencies are based on the Dutch Internet search engine IxQuick. Higher ratings reflect a preference for the participle-first word order. Word order is coded
as follows: auxiliary first = 0, participle first = 1. Speaking style is coded with
careful = 0 and casual = 1.

reflecting that responses were slower when the preference was for the participle-first
word order. In addition, participants were faster for stimuli with higher bigram frequencies than lower bigram frequencies (βbigram = −0.01, t = −7.29, p < 0.001).
It is important to note that despite the significant influence of the control variables,
the interaction effect between word order and speaking style remained significant
(β participle f irst × casual = 0.03, t = 2.29, p < 0.05; SD of random intercepts for participants: 0.1; SD of random intercepts for words: 0.06; SD of random slopes of the
interaction between the factors speaking style and word order for words: 0.02).
For gaze probability, we analyzed Time Windows 2, 3, and 4 because these are
the windows in which we had found an effect of word order in the previous analyses. In Windows 2 and 3, the control models indicated a lower gaze probability for
longer sentence remainders than for shorter ones (Window 2: βremainder < −0.001,
t = −4.15, p < 0.001; Window 3: βremainder = −0.001, t = −4.06, p < 0.001) and
a higher gaze probability for higher bigram frequencies than lower ones (Window 2:
βbigram = 0.05, t = 4.35, p < 0.001; Window 3: βbigram = 0.04, t = 3.72 p < 0.001).
It is important to note that when taking the control variables into account, the effect
of word order disappeared. However, finding an effect of sentence remainder duration in the early time window is quite puzzling because participants ought not to be
able to anticipate the end of the sentence so early. We therefore investigated if the effect of sentence remainder duration is actually due to its correlation with word order
(r = 0.27, t = 4.49, p < 0.001). When entering sentence remainder and word order
simultaneously into the original model for Time Window 2, sentence remainder is
not significant whereas word order is (β participle f irst = −0.15, t = −4.43, p < 0.001;
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SD of random intercepts for words: 0.15). We therefore fitted a second control model
without sentence remainder duration (i.e., only bigram frequency and ratings). For
these residuals, word order was still a significant predictor (β participle f irst = −0.08,
t = −2.49, p < 0.05; SD of random intercepts for participants: < 0.001; SD of random intercepts for words: 0.18). An analysis for Time Window 3 yielded the same
pattern of results. When entering sentence remainder and word order simultaneously
into the original LMER, sentence remainder was not significant whereas word order
still was (β participle f irst = −0.17, t = −4.58, p < 0.001; SD of random intercepts for
participants: 0.01; SD of random intercepts for words: 0.17). As for Time Window
2, for the residuals of a control model without sentence duration remainder, word
order was a significant predictor (β participle f irst = −0.10, t = −2.90, p < 0.01; SD
of random intercepts for participants: < 0.001; SD of random intercepts for words:
0.2). These results suggest that word order exerted a significant influence on gaze
probability above and beyond sentence duration remainder and bigram frequency. In
Window 4, the control models did not show effects of sentence remainder, rating, or
bigram frequency. It is not surprising that when entering the residuals of the control model into the original LMER, the critical interaction between word order and
speaking style remained significant, as shown in Table 3.11.
Taken together, the control analyses suggest that the word order effects remain significant after controlling for potential effects of the duration of the sentence remainder, the preference ratings, and bigram frequency. This does not mean, of course,
that bigram frequency does not influence predictive language processing. However,
it appears that the present effect of word order cannot be reduced to an effect of
bigram frequency.
3.5.5 Discussion

The comparison of the three experiments confirmed that listeners performed better at recognizing the target past participle when it occurred in sentences with the
auxiliary-first word order than in sentences with the participle-first word order. Furthermore, the analysis of the different time windows showed that the influence of
word order occurred after the onset of the past participle. The fact that the effect
did not appear before the onset of the past participle (i.e., in Time Window 1) suggests that listeners did not start to predict the past participle as soon as they heard the
auxiliary and instead benefited from word order information only as the target word
started to unfold. Furthermore, the analysis of the combined data from all three experiments revealed a finding that did not come out in the individual analyses of the
experiments. Both the RTs and the late target fixations showed an interaction between word order and speaking style, suggesting that the effect of word order was
stronger for casual speech than for careful speech. In addition, the interaction effects
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Fixed effects
Intercept
Word order (participle first)
Speaking style (casual)
Experiment 1 vs. 3
Experiment 2 vs. 3
Experiment 2 vs. 1
Word order × Speaking style
Experiment 1 vs. 3 × Speaking style
Experiment 2 vs. 3 × Speaking style
Experiment 2 vs. 1 × Speaking style
Random effects
Participant
Intercept
Word order (participle first)
Speaking style (casual)
Word order × speaking style
Word
Intercept
Word order (participle first)
Speaking style (casual)
Word order × Speaking style
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β
−1.02
0.12
0.08
−0.38
−0.22
0.15
−0.28
−0.17
−0.43
−0.26

t
−8.46
1.14
0.50
−2.58
−1.51
1.08
−2.12
−0.97
−2.41
−1.53

p
> 0.1
> 0.1
< 0.01
> 0.1
> 0.1
< 0.05
> 0.1
< 0.05
> 0.1
SD

0.64
0.64
0.77
0.86
0.33
0.48
0.37
0.53

Table 3.11: Control model for target fixations in window 4 of the combined analysis of Experiments 1, 2, and 3.
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between word order and speaking style for the competitor fixations that we found in
the individual analyses of the experiments disappeared in the overall analyses. This
suggests that it is not reliable and that the effect is probably a Type I error. In contrast, the interaction between word order and speaking style for the target fixations
seems to be robust because it occurs in both the late gaze probabilities as well as the
RTs. As the interaction effect emerges only in the combined analysis, it appears to
be rather small and requires a relatively large amount of data to be detected. The interaction suggests that listeners rely more on syntactic information when the speech
input is produced in a casual manner than when it is produced carefully. The fact
that we observed the interaction in the RTs and the late time window but not in the
earlier time windows suggests that the increased benefit of syntactic information for
casual speech manifests itself relatively late in lexical processing.
Furthermore, the comparison of the three experiments sheds light on the question
of whether the effect of word order might be at least partially due to the quicker
arrival of information from the following context. If so, word order should have had
a weaker effect in Experiment 2 compared with Experiments 1 and 3. However, our
analyses indicate no interaction between word order and experiment, suggesting that
the word order effect is not dependent on information from the following context.

3.6 General Discussion
This study investigated how syntactic predictability influences the recognition of
words embedded in carefully and casually spoken sentence contexts. We manipulated syntactic predictability by swapping the order of past participles and their
associated auxiliary verbs in Dutch subordinate clauses, where word order is not
fixed. The participle is more predictable in the auxiliary-first word order than in
the participle-first word order because the auxiliary indicates that a participle must
follow immediately. Moreover, we explored whether the influence of syntactic predictability differs depending on whether the sentences were produced in a careful or
a casual manner. In a casual speaking style, words typically undergo acoustic reductions, which potentially decreases the amount of information conveyed by the speech
signal. We hypothesized that there are two possible ways in which a reduced speaking style could influence the way in which word order information is used. First,
listeners might make more use of syntactic cues to compensate for the decrease in
acoustic-phonetic information that results from a casual speaking style. Alternatively, listeners may be less able to benefit from syntactic information because it is
more difficult to extract it from an acoustically reduced speech input.
We conducted three eye-tracking experiments using a printed-word variant of the
visual world paradigm (e.g. McQueen and Viebahn, 2007), in which careful and
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casual variants of sentences with either the auxiliary-first or the participle-first word
order were presented while listeners had to identify the participle on a screen. In
addition to the target participle, the display contained a phonological competitor for
which phonological overlap with the target word was larger when the target was
produced in a reduced way compared with an unreduced way. In Experiment 1,
complete sentences were presented and the participants were under no time pressure
to respond. In Experiment 2, the sentence context following the target word and
its associated auxiliary verb was removed to control for following semantic context
effects. Experiment 3 was like Experiment 1 but a time limit was imposed on the
responses to put participants under time pressure.
Our first finding is that in all three experiments, participles were recognized more
easily when they followed their associated auxiliary verbs compared with when they
preceded them. This result provides further evidence for the hypothesis that syntactic
predictability can influence the speed with which listeners recognize words (Arai and
Keller, 2013; Kamide et al., 2003). Our results extend these findings by showing
that listeners can use auxiliary verbs to facilitate the recognition of following past
participles. Auxiliary verbs do not contain any semantic information; they merely
signal that a participle is more likely to come up than a nonparticiple. In other words,
they provide information about the word class that the following word is likely to
belong to.
It is interesting that the analyses of the separate time windows suggest that although syntactic predictability facilitated the recognition of the past participle, listeners did not actually predict its occurrence. That is, participants did not start looking at the target word before its acoustic onset. Predictability means that a certain
input is, in principle, predictable based on previously occurring information. The
predicting information has the potential to be used. However, just because there is
information that could be used to predict upcoming input does not necessarily mean
that it will or can be used by the listener. Given that previous research has shown that
listeners are able to predict upcoming words (e.g. Altmann and Kamide, 1999; Arai
and Keller, 2013; Kamide et al., 2003), the question arises as to why participants
were not predicting the target word in the present study. One difference between
our study and previous work is the time that listeners had to develop a prediction
about the upcoming input. In our study, there were no words between the predictive
word (i.e., the auxiliary verb) and the target word (i.e., the past participle). In previous studies that found target fixations before the target’s acoustic onset, there was
at least one word in between the predictive precursor and the target. For example,
Altmann and Kamide (1999) presented sentences such as The boy will eat the cake
in which the word eat is predictive of the word cake. Thus, in their study, the two
words do not follow each other but are separated by the definite article the. It is
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possible that this intervening word was long enough to allow the listeners to predict
the upcoming noun. In Dahan and Tanenhaus (2004), the two critical words were
also separated by an article. For example, in the sentence Never before climbed a
goat so high, the predictive verb climbed and the target word goat are separated by
the indefinite article a. The results of our study suggest that at least one intermediate word is necessary for predictive eye movements to occur. Unfortunately, this
hypothesis cannot be tested with these materials because the syntactic structure that
we used does not allow for the insertion of words between auxiliary verbs and past
participles.
Another reason participants did not execute anticipatory eye movements in our
study could be related to the type of visual display that we used. Finding the target
word among the distractors was a quite difficult task. Whereas previous studies investigating predictive processing used mostly displays containing pictures (e.g. Altmann and Kamide, 1999; Arai and Keller, 2013; Dahan and Tanenhaus, 2004), we
used printed words. Printed words look more similar to each other than the pictures
of existing objects used in the other studies, which makes them more difficult to distinguish from one another. Furthermore, the words that we presented on the screen
were spelled in a similar way (they all start with <gel>, <gl>, <ger>, or <gr>), making it even more difficult to find the target word among the distractors. The difficulty
of finding the target object on the visual display may have delayed the execution of
eye movements to the target. Participants might have needed more time to find the
target or they might have been more conservative in their search behavior and waited
for more information to appear before starting to look for the target.
The fact that syntactic predictability also improved the recognition of casually
produced words contributes to the understanding of how listeners process conversational speech, which often contains acoustically reduced word forms. Previous
studies have demonstrated that listeners have difficulty recognizing reduced word
forms when these are presented in isolation. Listeners’ performance on reduced
words when they are embedded in context is almost as good as when recognizing
unreduced word forms (Ernestus et al., 2002). This is consistent with the observation that naive listeners are hardly aware of the presence of acoustic reductions
(Kemps et al., 2004) despite the fact that they are ubiquitous in everyday conversations (e.g. Ernestus, 2000; Johnson, 2004). There are several contextual cues that
have been proposed to facilitate the recognition of reduced word forms. Among
these are acoustic (Janse and Ernestus, 2011), semantic (van de Ven et al., 2012),
and discourse-based (Brouwer et al., 2013) information. Our results suggest that
syntactic information can also be added to this list of cues: Reduced words that are
syntactically more predictable are easier to recognize.
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Finally, the effect of syntactic predictability also points to the significance of word
order variability in Dutch subordinate clauses. Previous studies have investigated
the circumstances under which speakers of Dutch prefer either the auxiliary-first
or the participle-first word order (e.g. Swerts and van Wijk, 2005). Our study has
demonstrated that this choice has consequences for the listener. The auxiliary-first
word order leads to faster recognition of the past participle. Crucially, this advantage
in recognition performance does not influence the preference for one word order
over the other, as was shown in our rating study. Apparently, factors other than
the listener’s ease of recognition are more important when it comes to the usage of
syntactic structures.
The second finding of our study is that participles were recognized more easily
when they were produced carefully rather than casually. This result is consistent
with previous findings reported by Brouwer et al. (2012b) who showed that massive
acoustic reductions that increase the acoustic similarity among words can change the
pattern of lexical competition. Our results extend Brouwer et al. (2012b)’s findings
by showing that lexical processing is also influenced by a relatively mild form of
acoustic reduction (i.e., schwa reduction).
Our third finding is that the effect of syntactic predictability was stronger when the
participle was produced in an acoustically reduced way compared with when it was
produced in a careful way. This suggests that listeners make more use of syntactic
information when acoustic cues are less reliable. The fact that this interaction effect
emerged in the RT data and the late time window of the eye-tracking data suggests
that it is due to processes that take time to act. At first, acoustic reduction and syntactic predictability influence the processing of the target participle independently from
each other. Listeners then appear to recover from acoustic reduction more quickly
when the participle is more predictable. This suggests that both syntactic and phonological information are processed in parallel and are integrated not immediately but
after a short processing delay. Note that this does not mean that syntactic and phonological processing are themselves delayed (as, indeed, the main effects in the RTs
and fixation analyses show), only that their integration takes some time.
The finding that the integration of syntactic and phonological information occurs
relatively late does not contradict previous research that has found an early influence
of syntax on phonetic processing (e.g. van Alphen and McQueen, 2001). Syntactic information may influence language processing in different ways. van Alphen
and McQueen (2001) investigated the effects of syntactic information on phonemic
decision-making. This type of process does not necessarily tap into the same kinds of
representations and processes that are involved in online word recognition (which is
what our study is focusing on). In fact, van Alphen and McQueen assume that phonemic decision making is located in a postlexical phonemic decision module, as pro-
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posed in the Merge model (Norris et al., 2000). Furthermore, their design involved
multiple repetitions of a small number of highly similar sentence frames. In contrast,
in our study, listeners were exposed to a different sentence on each trial making the
experimental stimuli much more variable. As the experimental situations between
van Alphen and McQueen’s study and our own differ quite substantially, comparisons referring to the time course of effects are hard to make. It is, thus, very well
possible that knowledge about syntactic structures can bias early judgments about
phonological categories, on the one hand, and influence online lexical processing
at later stages, on the other hand. The fact that we observe the interaction effect
later than the main effects suggests that phonological and syntactic information are
processed on independent pathways during early stages of processing (e.g., lexical
access). During later stages in which lexical units are integrated into larger structures
such as sentences and discourse contexts, both streams are combined.
The fact that the interaction of speaking style and word order was present only
in the overall analysis in which we combined the data from the three experiments
suggests that it is a relatively small effect. One explanation for why the interaction
effect is small is that listeners exploit syntactic cues as much as possible even if the
acoustic cues are perfectly reliable. The effect of word order has therefore almost no
room to increase when the speech input becomes less reliable. A second possibility
is that the acoustic reductions induced by the casual speaking style were not severe
enough for listeners to need to rely on the word order cue. Although our results show
that the reduced speaking style did decrease recognition performance, this effect may
simply not have been strong enough for the listeners to substantially change the way
in which they weigh acoustic and syntactic sources of information. A third reason
for the small magnitude of the interaction effect may be that listeners could not make
much more use of syntactic predictability in the casual speech condition because
the auxiliary verbs themselves were acoustically reduced, which made it harder for
listeners to process them. Although on the one hand listeners may want to rely more
on syntactic information when acoustic cues are less reliable, on the other hand,
accessing syntactic information may be harder because the words providing that type
of information are themselves acoustically reduced.
So far, no theory of spoken word recognition has explicitly implemented a mechanism that could explain the influence of syntactic predictability on spoken word
recognition. However, several theories could be extended to account for the present
results. There are at least two possible mechanisms. First, listeners might access
representations that contain information about the syntactic category that a word belongs to and use this knowledge to predict upcoming word classes. Depending on
which word class is likely to follow (e.g., after an auxiliary verb), words that belong
to this word class will be favored whereas words that do not belong to this word
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class are less likely to be considered. A second mechanism is based on bigram frequencies: Instead of accessing knowledge about word class, listeners might predict
upcoming words based on how often two words have occurred together in the past.
Our control analyses suggest that bigram frequencies could explain part of the effect
of word order that we found but not all of it. This suggests that the word order effect that we found is at least to some extent based on abstract knowledge about the
relationships among syntactic categories.
Activation-based models such as TRACE (McClelland and Elman, 1986; Mirman et al., 2006) could learn about word-order-based predictability by encoding the
bigram frequencies among words in connection weights. After these connection
weights have been established, auxiliary verbs that have become activated would
send activation to associated participles and consequently boost their activation levels. More plausibly, given the current results, a connectionist model could include a
layer of processing units that represent syntactic classes (e.g., auxiliary verbs, past
participles). Activated auxiliary verb units would send activation to past participle
nodes, which in turn would activate word forms that belong to the past participle
class. These past participles would become preactivated, which would in turn facilitate their recognition. A different framework in which effects of syntactic predictability could be implemented is offered by Bayesian models, such as Shortlist
B (Norris and McQueen, 2008). In this model, the recognition of words is based
on probabilities rather than levels of activation. For the calculation of the (posterior) probability with which a word is recognized, the model combines the word’s
prior probability with the probability of the acoustic signal, given that the word was
uttered. Shortlist B allows word priors to be influenced by several factors, such as
lexical frequency, and could in principle include effects of semantic and syntactic
context. According to this account, syntactic predictability could increase the posterior probability of a word by increasing the word’s prior probability. Both types of
model could be adapted to explain effects of syntactic predictability. However, neither of them specifically predicts that the integration of syntactic and phonological
information occurs relatively late. Both types of models would need to address this
result.
In conclusion, the results of the present study provide further evidence for the hypothesis that syntactic information facilitates the recognition of words in sentential
contexts. Syntactic information becomes even more useful when acoustic cues are
less reliable, as when listening to casual speech, suggesting that syntactic context
provides useful cues that can help listeners to cope with speech reductions in conversational speech. This supports the notion that listeners dynamically adapt to the
different sources of linguistic information that are available to them.

Inflectional schwa in the processing in casual
speech
Chapter 4

This chapter is based on:
Malte Viebahn, Mirjam Ernestus and James McQueen (under revision).
Absence of inflectional schwa does not disrupt syntactic processing in casual speech.

This electrophysiological study asked whether listeners tolerate grammatical gender
violations in casual speech. Native speakers of Dutch were presented with utterances that contained adjective-noun pairs in which the adjective was either correctly
inflected with a word-final schwa (e.g. een spannende roman "a suspenseful novel")
or incorrectly uninflected without that schwa (een spannend roman). Consistent with
previous findings, the uninflected adjectives elicited a P600 effect compared to the
inflected adjectives when the talker was speaking in a careful manner. When the
talker was speaking in a casual manner, this P600 effect was absent. A control condition showed N400 effects for carefully as well as casually produced utterances
with semantic anomalies, showing that listeners were able to understand the content
of both types of utterance. The results suggest that listeners take information about
the speaking style of a talker into account when processing the acoustic-phonetic
information provided by the speech signal. This contextually-driven flexibility has
consequences for syntactic processing: Absent schwas in casual speech are effectively not grammatical gender violations.
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4.1 Introduction
Spoken language is characterized by an extraordinary amount of variability. The type
of variability investigated in the present study is determined by a speaker’s speech
register or speaking style. In spontaneous speech, utterances are often produced in
an acoustically reduced manner. Speakers tend to slur, shorten, and omit individual
segments and even whole syllables (e.g. Ernestus, 2000; Johnson, 2004). How do
listeners cope with this variability? In the following we investigate whether listeners
use acoustic-phonetic information provided by the speaking style in order to adapt
the way in which they recognize speech. Critically, we examine whether this kind of
adaptation can have consequences for syntactic processing.
The notion that listeners adapt to acoustic-phonetic reductions in casual speech is
not new. Previous studies have shown that how well listeners can recognize reduced
words depends on the surrounding context (e.g. Janse and Ernestus, 2011; van de
Ven et al., 2011). This suggests that listeners take contextual information into account when processing reduced word forms. Furthermore, it has been proposed that
being exposed to casual speech influences how the word recognition system operates.
For example, a visual-world eye-tracking study (Brouwer et al., 2012b) suggests that
listening to casual speech changes the dynamics of lexical competition during word
recognition. Participants listened to sentences extracted from a spontaneous speech
corpus and saw four printed words: a target (e.g., computer, with the reduced form
puter), a competitor similar to the canonical form (e.g., companion), a competitor
similar to the reduced form (e.g., pupil), and an unrelated distractor. Consistent with
previous visual-world studies with careful speech (e.g. Allopenna et al., 1998; McQueen and Viebahn, 2007), Brouwer et al. found clear lexical competition effects for
phonologically overlapping words when only carefully produced target words were
presented (Experiment 2). However, when carefully and casually produced word
forms were presented in the same experiment, lexical competition was weaker and
less influenced by the phonological overlap between the target and the competitor
(Experiments 1 and 3). These results suggest that listeners adapt to casual speech by
penalizing acoustic mismatches less strongly than when listening to careful speech.
In another study showing adaptation to casual speech (Poellmann et al., 2014), Dutch
listeners were exposed to segmental and syllabic reductions during a learning phase.
In the subsequent test phase, participants heard both kinds of reductions, but they
were applied to words that had not been heard during the previous phase. The results
indicated that learning about reductions was applied to previously unheard words,
demonstrating that listeners can adapt to acoustic-phonetic reductions. Further evidence for adaptation comes from a shadowing study (Brouwer et al., 2010) showing
that hearing reduced speech increases the probability of producing reduced word
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forms.
The event-related potential (ERP) experiment presented in this paper extends these
previous studies on casual speech by asking whether adaptation to acoustic-phonetic
reductions can have consequences for how listeners process syntactic markers. More
specifically, we investigate how the reduction of inflectional schwa in Dutch (spelled
as the letter <e>) influences the interpretation of the resulting ungrammatical forms
of adjectives. The schwa functions as an inflectional marker at the end of adjectives
indicating the grammatical gender of the following noun. There are two different
grammatical genders in Dutch: a common gender and a neuter gender. Common
gender is associated with the inflected form of the adjective (e.g. een spannende
roman "a suspenseful novel"). In contrast, neuter gender is associated with the uninflected form of the adjective and does not end in schwa (e.g. een spannend verhaal
"a suspenseful story"). ERP studies in Dutch investigating gender violations such
as incorrectly inflected adjectives have revealed a clear P600/SPS (syntactic positive
shift) effect for the following noun (Hagoort and Brown, 1999; van Berkum et al.,
2005). This late positive deflection is associated with syntactic processing and is
assumed to be an indication for syntactic parsing problems and repair processes (e.g.
Friederici et al., 1993; Hagoort et al., 1993). There is a discussion in the literature
about the exact cognitive and neural processes that underlie the P600 effect (compare
e.g. Coulson et al., 1998; Hahne and Friederici, 1999; Osterhout and Hagoort, 1999).
However, there is general agreement that the P600 is associated with difficulties in
syntactic processing (Gouvea et al., 2010).
In casual Dutch, the vowel schwa is often either shortened in its duration or completely absent (e.g. Pluymaekers et al., 2005b; Van Bergem, 1994). This raises the
question of how listeners interpret absent schwas that, if present, would function as
grammatical markers. If listeners adapt to the acoustic-phonetic reductions that occur typically in casual speech, common-gender adjectives that are produced without
the word-final schwa should not be interpreted as ungrammatical. Instead, listeners
should take information about the speaking style of the talker into account while listening and assume that upcoming words may be produced in a reduced manner. This
adaptation ought to have consequences for syntactic processing and increase tolerance for grammatically inappropriate forms that may result from common reduction
processes.
A study by Hanulíková et al. (2012) showed that listeners tolerate ungrammatical
forms if spoken by a talker with a foreign accent. ERPs to gender agreement errors in
sentences spoken by a native speaker were compared with ERPs to the same errors
spoken by a non-native speaker. Gender violations in native speech resulted in a
larger P600 compared to correct sentences, indicating that the listeners were sensitive
to the grammatical errors. In contrast, when the same violations were produced by
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the non-native speaker with a foreign accent, no P600 effect was observed. These
results demonstrate that listeners take knowledge about speaker identity into account
when interpreting the acoustic-phonetic characteristics of the linguistic input.
In the present study, we used a similar design to Hanulíková et al. and applied
it to the domain of casual speech. Are listeners more tolerant of the absence of inflectional schwas when hearing a casual speech style compared to a careful speech
style? We expect the absence of a P600 effect for casual speech but the presence of
a P600 effect for careful speech. In order to rule out the possibility that the absence
of a P600 effect is due to shallow processing or that listeners were unable to understand the content of the casually produced utterances, we added a control condition
in which listeners were exposed to semantically anomalous utterances (spoken once
again in either a careful or a casual style). Such stimuli have been shown to elicit
a negative deflection around 400 milliseconds (labeled N400) after the onset of the
anomalous word. For example, the word dog in the sentence I take coffee with cream
and dog elicits an N400 effect compared to the word sugar presented in the same sentence (for a review see Kutas and Federmeier, 2011). We predict that if the expected
absence of a P600 effect in casual speech is due to adaptation to speaking style, that
adaptation should have no influence on how listeners respond to semantic anomalies
and hence that N400 effects ought to be the same for casually and carefully produced
utterances.

4.2 Corpus study
There is currently a debate about the role of morphology in acoustic-phonetic reduction processes (e.g. Bürki et al., 2011; Hanique and Ernestus, 2012; Hay, 2003; Plag
et al., 2015; Schuppler et al., 2012). The extent and the way in which phonological
segments are influenced by reduction processes may depend on their morphological
status and the morphological structure of the words in which they occur. It is therefore not certain that what is known about schwa reduction in general also holds for
cases in which schwas constitute inflectional affixes. In order to investigate whether
inflectional schwas may in fact be absent in spontaneous speech, we conducted a corpus study based on the Ernestus Corpus of Spoken Dutch (Ernestus, 2000), which
contains recordings of conversational speech, and the interview-speech component
of the Spoken Dutch Corpus (Oostdijk, 2002). A further goal of this analysis was
to determine whether there are segmental or lexical constraints on when schwa reduction occurs. For example, it is possible that schwas are only absent in particular
segmental contexts or only in words with a high frequency of occurrence.
Supported by an automatic speech transcription algorithm based on the Hidden
Markov Model Toolkit (Young et al., 2002), we selected 3,753 tokens of common-
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gender adjectives that had been produced without the grammatically prescribed schwa.
In addition, another set of common-gender adjectives that had been produced with
schwa was selected. The latter set consisted of 5,496 tokens. A check of the data revealed that the automatic transcriptions were more reliable for adjectives transcribed
with schwa than for those transcribed without schwa. We therefore manually doublechecked the adjectives that had been transcribed without schwa. As this was a timeconsuming procedure, only a sample of 215 tokens was analyzed. This analysis
revealed that 58 of these tokens had been produced without inflectional schwa. Without a large set of manually transcribed tokens it is impossible to give an estimate of
the rate at which inflectional schwa is absent in spontaneous speech. The question
here, however, was simply whether or not inflectional schwa can be absent. Based
on the collected data, it is clear that schwas can indeed be absent in casual Dutch
when they function as syntactic markers.
In order to investigate if there are phonological constraints on the absence of
schwa, we counted the number of different phonological environments in which
schwas were absent and in which they were present. For this analysis, we included
only adjectives that were directly preceded and followed by another word (58 reduced adjectives and 3,981 unreduced adjectives). Reduced schwas were preceded
by 11 different phonemes and followed by 19 different phonemes. In total, they
occurred in 39 different contexts. The schwas in the unreduced adjectives were preceded by 16 different phonemes, followed by 30 phonemes, and occurred in 304
different contexts. The difference in the number of contexts for reduced and unreduced schwas is likely to be due to the substantial difference in sample sizes. A
comparison of the phonological contexts showed that 100% of the contexts in which
the schwa was absent also occurred in the sample of adjectives in which the schwa
was present. This strongly suggests that there is a large (if not complete) overlap
in phonological contexts between cases in which schwas are absent and cases in
which they are present. Schwa reductions thus occur in many different phonological
contexts and there do not seem to be any apparent segmental constraints on where
inflectional schwa may be absent.
We also investigated whether there might be an influence of lexical frequency on
schwa reduction because previous studies have shown that how frequent and predictable a word is influences how likely it is to be reduced (e.g. Bell et al., 2009;
Pluymaekers et al., 2005b). We therefore collected log-transformed word frequencies for the preceding word, the adjectives themselves, and the following word from
Celex’s Dutch Morphological Word database (Baayen et al., 1995). For the unreduced adjectives, the preceding words had a mean frequency of 12.57 (SD = 2.29)
while the preceding words for the reduced adjectives had a mean frequency of 13.27
(SD = 1.99). The unreduced adjectives had a mean frequency of 8.1 (SD = 2.04) and
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the reduced adjectives had a mean frequency of 7.52 (SD = 2.02). The words following the unreduced adjectives had a mean frequency of 7.76 (SD = 2.37) whereas the
words following the reduced adjectives had a mean frequency of 8.32 (SD = 2.15).
Overall, the frequencies of the reduced and the unreduced adjectives show no striking
differences.

4.3 ERP study
4.3.1 Method
Participants

Thirty-two native speakers of Dutch were recruited from the subject panel of the Max
Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics. All were university students and right-handed.
Age ranged from 18 to 24 years (mean: 20.9) and five of the participants were
male. The participants reported no hearing problems and had normal or correctedto-normal vision. They were informed about the procedure of the experiment before
taking part and were paid for their participation.
Materials and design

Four types of utterances were created: critical, control, filler, and practice utterances.
Each utterance consisted of two or three sentences. Table 4.1 shows an example of
the critical, control, and filler utterances. Each utterance was produced by a male
and a female native speaker of Dutch. During the experiment, each speaking style
(careful vs. casual) was mapped consistently with one of the two speakers for a
given participant. Across participants, the mapping of speaker and speaking style
was balanced. Associating a particular speaking style with a specific speaker makes
our study more comparable with Hanulíková et al. (2012) in which there was also a
consistent mapping between speaker and accent (native vs. foreign).
One hundred and twenty critical utterances were constructed. These contained a
noun phrase consisting of the indefinite article een "a", an adjective, and a commongender noun. For each utterance a correct and an incorrect version was created. In
the correct version the adjective was inflected whereas in the incorrect condition it
was not inflected. The utterances were created according to the following criteria:
First, the sentence accent was not on the adjective-noun pair. Second, there were at
least five syllables after the noun before the end of the utterance. Third, there was
only one adjective-noun pair in the utterance. Fourth, the noun was never mentioned
more than once in the utterance. Fifth, the word preceding the adjective did not give
away whether the following noun would be a common- or a neuter-gender noun.
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Example

Dutch

MORGEN ga ik met de trein naar Berlijn. Ik wil nog een
spannende roman / *spannend roman kopen VOOR ik vertrek.
Dan heb ik iets te LEZEN.

English

TOMORROW I’m going to travel to Berlin by train. I want
to buy a suspenseful novel BEFORE I leave. Then I will have
something to READ.

Dutch

Ik liep langs een vijver waar werd GEVIST. Toen haalde een
visser toevallig NET zijn hengel / *atleet binnen met een VIS eraan.

English

I was walking beside a pond used for FISHING. Then, coincidentally,
a fisherman JUST pulled his fishing rod / athlete out with a FISH on it.

Dutch

Mijn oma is de laatste tijd heel warrig en MOE. De dokter zegt
dat het een mogelijk effect is van haar MEDICIJNEN.

English

My grandma has recently been rather woozy and TIRED. The doctor
says that this might be a possible side effect of her MEDICINE.

Table 4.1: Example utterances for each of the three utterance types. Words with sentential
stress are written in capital letters. Crucial words are underlined.

In addition to the critical stimuli, 104 control utterances were created. These consisted of pairs of utterances that differed only in whether they included a semantically correct or incorrect noun. In contrast to the critical utterances, there were no
constraints on the kinds of words that could precede the nouns in the control utterances. In order to make each noun semantically more predictable, a strong semantic
expectation was generated during the phrase which preceded the noun. As in the
critical utterances, the nouns in the control utterances were not repeated, did not
carry sentence accent, and were followed by about five syllables before the end of
the utterance.
Furthermore, a set of 60 filler stimuli was constructed. These consisted of utterances containing adjective-noun pairs in which the noun carried the neuter gender. In
contrast to the critical items, the filler utterances never contained grammatical errors,
that is, the adjective was always correctly uninflected (i.e. did not end in a schwa).
These items were constructed in a similar fashion to the critical utterances.
Taking together the critical, control, and filler utterances, we created a total of
284 utterances. The control and critical utterances were based on Hanulíková et al.
(2012), but often with substantial adjustments which were intended to make the utterances more likely to be produced in a casual way. Finally, 10 more utterances
were created that served as practice stimuli. The complete set of critical, control,
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filler, and practice utterances is available at the following location:
http://www.mpi.nl/people/viebahn-malte/tool/stimulus_utterances.txt

For the critical stimuli we used a 2 × 2 factorial design with the factors speaking
style (careful vs. casual) and grammaticality (correct vs. incorrect adjectival form).
During the experiment, the 120 critical items were divided equally across the four
cells of the design so that 30 utterances occurred per condition. A similar design was
used for the control utterances. The factors were speaking style (careful vs. casual)
and semantic validity (correct vs. incorrect noun). Each cell of the design was filled
with 26 utterances by distributing the 104 control utterances equally across conditions. As there were only correct versions of the filler stimuli, these utterances could
only occur in two conditions: 30 of the 60 filler utterances were produced in a careful
and 30 in a casual manner. The condition in which a given utterance was presented
varied across participants. During the experiment, 60 utterances (21%) contained
adjectives without the appropriate inflectional schwa and 52 (18%) contained semantically incongruent nouns. In total, 112 (39%) of the utterances contained either
a semantic or a syntactic error.
In order to motivate the participants to stay alert during the experiment and to
listen to the content of the experimental utterances, yes-no questions were pseudorandomly presented during the experiment. There were two questions during the
practice trials (one in which the correct answer was yes and one in which it was
no). For the remaining trials, there were 18 questions, which was one question approximately every 12 sentences. Each question was followed by a filler in order to
avoid spill-over effects on the critical or semantic trials. The questions were about
the content of the preceding utterance (e.g. Was I recently on vacation in France?).
Half of the questions followed a casually produced utterance whereas the other half
followed a carefully produced utterance. In half of the cases, the correct answer was
no and in the other half it was yes.
Stimulus recordings

Recordings were made by a male and a female native speaker of Dutch. Each speaker
produced careful and casual versions of each utterance. A correct and an incorrect
version was recorded of each critical and control stimulus. For the careful utterances,
the speakers were instructed to speak in a deliberate and careful manner but not so
that it would sound like they were reading the words out loud. For the casual utterances, the speakers were asked to produce the words in an informal manner. They
were encouraged to reduce segments if this seemed natural to them and to speak
with a high speaking rate, which is typical of a casual speaking style. For the incorrect versions of the utterances, speakers were explicitly told to produce incorrect
words. In order to determine whether or not a schwa was present we inspected the
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Figure 4.1: The Dutch adjective-noun pair spannende roman "suspenseful novel" recorded by
the male speaker in a careful speaking style with adjective-final schwa (top) and
without adjective-final schwa (bottom). The adjective without schwa is syntactically incorrect because the noun carries the common gender. Note that syllablefinal /d/ is devoiced in Dutch and thus produced as [t].

recordings with audio editing software. If there was no vocalic portion at the end of
the adjectives we concluded that the inflectional schwa was absent. Otherwise we
concluded that it was present. If an adjective that was intended to be uninflected was
produced with a schwa, we recorded it again without a schwa so that in the end all of
the adjectives in the incorrect condition were produced without schwa and all those
in the correct condition were produced with schwa. For the critical utterances, we
recorded a total of 960 tokens. For the 104 control utterances, a total of 832 tokens
were recorded and for the 60 filler utterances we recorded 240 tokens. Including the
10 practice items, a total of 2,042 tokens were recorded.
As an example, carefully and casually produced versions of the critical adjectivenoun pair spannende roman "suspenseful novel" are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
In some cases the speaker introduced relatively long pauses between the sentences
forming a given utterance. The long pauses made the utterances sound unnatural.
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Figure 4.2: The Dutch adjective-noun pair spannende roman "suspenseful novel" recorded by
the male speaker in a casual speaking style with adjective-final schwa (top) and
without adjective-final schwa (bottom). The adjective without schwa are syntactically incorrect because the noun carries the common gender. Note that syllablefinal /d/ is devoiced in Dutch and thus produced as [t].

In order to avoid unnaturally sounding utterances, the recordings were adjusted such
that the maximum duration of a pause was 400 milliseconds (ms) with PRAAT audio
editing software. The durations of the adjectives, adjusted sentences, and schwas are
shown in Figure 4.3. Overall, casually produced sentences, adjectives and schwas
were clearly shorter than carefully produced ones. Furthermore, adjectives produced
with schwa were longer than adjectives produced without schwa.
A phonetically transcribed example utterance is shown in Table 4.2. These transcriptions show the influence of speaking style on the phonological implementation
of the utterances. Whereas the carefully produced sentences overlap 94% of the time
with a dictionary transcription of the utterance based on the CELEX lexical database
(Baayen et al., 1995), the casually produced sentences overlap only by 73% with the
dictionary transcription. When we consider only the words that precede the adjective, the careful utterance has 93% overlap with the dictionary transcription whereas
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Figure 4.3: Durations of the (adjusted) utterances, adjectives, and schwas. Critical stimuli
refer to utterances that may contain morphosyntactic violations, control stimuli
refer to utterances that may contain semantic violations, and filler stimuli refer to
utterances that never contain any type of violation.

the casual utterance has only 60% overlap with the dictionary transcription. This
shows that the words that precede the adjective provide information about the probability with which the following segments (such as the inflectional schwa) will be
reduced. As the probability of absent segments is relatively high, the absence of the
inflectional schwa may be attributed to the speaking style rather than be treated as a
grammatical error.
Apparatus

The EEG was recorded at a sampling rate of 500 Hz with Ag/AgCl electrodes placed
at 26 sites according to the International 10-20 system attached on the ActiCap sys-
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Register

Dictionary

Careful

Casual

Phonetic transcription
[mOrx@ xa Ik mEt d@ trEin nar
bErlEin. Ik VIl VEl nOx @n
spAn@nd@ romAn kop@ for Ik
fErtrEk. dAn hEp Ik its t@ lez@.]
[mOrx@ xa IP mEt @ trEin nar
bErlEin. Ik VIl VEl nOx @n
spAn@nd@ romAn kop@ for Ik
f@trEk. dAn hEp Ik its t@ lez@.]
[mO xa P mE trEin na bElEin.
x@VEl nOx @ spAn@nd@ romAn kop@
fo P f@trEk. dAn hEp its t@ lez@.]

N dictionary
segments

% Overlap

88

–

83

94%

64

73%

Table 4.2: Example transcriptions illustrating differences in acoustic reduction between carefully and casually produced utterances. See Table 4.1 for the orthographic transcription and English translation. A segment was counted as not corresponding to
the dictionary transcription if it was either missing or changed (for example a glottal stop [P] instead of a [t]). Both versions were produced by the male speaker using
the correct adjectival form. The duration of the complete careful utterance is 7,272
ms and the duration of the casual utterance is 4,794 ms.

tem (Brain Products GmbH, Gilching, Germany). The following 26 electrodes were
used as active electrodes: Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, FC5, FC1, FC2, FC6, T7, C3, Cz,
C4, T8, CP5, CP1, CP2, CP6, P7, P3, Pz, P4, P8, O1, and O2. In order to monitor
horizontal electro-oculograms (EOG), electrodes FT9 and FT10 were placed on the
left and right temple of the participant. Vertical electro-oculograms were measured
with the electrodes Fp1 and Oz, which were placed above and below the left eye
respectively. The ground electrode was placed at Fpz. Electrodes were referenced
online to the left mastoid (TP9). An additional electrode (TP10) was attached to
the right mastoid for offline referencing. The impedance of the electrodes was kept
below 15kO. The EEG and EOG signals were recorded and digitized with PyCorder
and amplified by a BrainAmp DC amplifier with an online bad pass filter for 0.02 to
200 Hz. The montage of the electrodes is shown in Figure 4.4. For the registration
of the button presses that participants made, a USB game pad was used.
Procedure

The utterances from each stimulus type were divided into sets of equal size and each
set was randomly assigned to each of the experimental conditions. The mapping of
speaker and speaking style was identical across all utterance types for a given parti-
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Figure 4.4: EEG montage. Data from the nine electrodes with a broad black border were
entered into the statistical analysis (see Figure 4.6)

cipant. The utterances were then combined and a pseudo-random running order was
created (with the constraint that a given condition could not occur more than three
times in a row). The utterances in this running order were then rotated through each
condition, resulting in 8 rotations for the running order (4 rotations for the filler utterances). Rotations 5 to 8 were replications of rotations 1 to 4 with the mapping of
speaker (male vs. female) and speaking style reversed. This procedure was repeated
four times, resulting in 32 unique lists (one for each participant). The practice stimuli were randomized manually. Two rotations were created, one in which the careful
speaker was female and the casual speaker was male and another one with the reversed mapping of speaker and speaking style.
During the experiment, participants were seated in front of a computer screen
in a sound-attenuated booth. Auditory stimuli were presented via headphones at
a comfortable listening level. There were two types of trials: listening trials and
question trials (see Figure 4.5). Listening trials began with the presentation of a blank
screen for 500ms, followed by a fixation cross for the same amount of time before
an utterance was presented via headphones. Five hundred milliseconds after the end
of the utterance, the fixation cross disappeared and instead three dashes appeared in
the center of the screen. Participants were instructed to blink only when the dashes
were present on the screen. The next trial began after participants had pressed a
button. The question trials also began with a blank screen, which was followed by
a question printed on the screen. After participants had indicated their answer by
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Figure 4.5: Procedure during the listening and question trials in the experiment. For the question trials, the printed feedback was either the word correct printed in green or the
word incorrect printed in red.

pressing a button on a game pad, the word correct (in green) or incorrect (in red)
appeared on the screen providing the participant with feedback as to whether or not
they had answered the question correctly.
One experimental session consisted of 10 practice trials and 284 experimental
trials resulting in a total of 294 trials (excluding the 24 question trials). The 284
experimental trials were divided into four blocks consisting of 71 trials each. In between each block, participants were allowed to take a short break. One experimental
session took approximately 50 minutes. In addition, the fitting of the EEG equipment
took another 20-30 minutes.

4.3.2 Results

We analyzed the question trials in order to examine if speaking style influenced how
well participants were able to respond. Questions following a carefully produced
utterance were responded to correctly in 93% of the cases (mean Reaction Time
[RT]: 2,954 ms). Questions following casually produced utterances were answered
correctly 96% of the time (mean RT: 2,958 ms). RT was measured from the time
when the printed questions appeared on the screen until participants pressed either
the yes or the no button on the response pad. Subsequent linear-mixed effects models
showed that neither the difference in accuracy nor the difference in RT was statistically significant (both |t| < 0.4). The analysis of the question trials therefore does
not provide evidence that would suggest that participants had any difficulty in comprehending the sentences that were produced in a casual speaking style.
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Figure 4.6: ERPs for critical utterances (morphosyntactic violations) for the electrodes entered
into the statistical analysis: F3, Fz, F4, C3, Cz, C4, P3, Pz, and P4 (see Figure 4.4
for topographical distribution).

We analyzed the EEG data by computing repeated-measures ANOVAs for subject means with the statistical software R (R Core Team, 2015) and the package ez
(Lawrence, 2013). For the critical utterances, the statistical factors were speaking
style (careful vs. casual) and grammaticality of the adjective (correct vs. incorrect).
For the control sentences, the factors were speaking style (careful vs. casual) and
semantic validity (correct vs. incorrect). The components of interest were the N400
and the P600. The P600 was measured from the onset of the noun that followed the
grammatically correct or incorrect adjective. The N400 was measured from the onset
of the semantically correct or incorrect noun. For the statistical analysis of the P600
component, the time window ranged from 500 to 1,500 ms. For the analysis of the
N400 component, the time window ranged from 300 to 500 ms. These time windows
were chosen in line with previous research (e.g. Hanulíková et al., 2012) and on the
basis of visual inspection of the averaged data. The time period 200 ms until noun
onset was used for baselining. We focused on the three frontal electrodes (F3, Fz,
F4), three central electrodes (C3, Cz, C4), and three parietal electrodes (P3, Pz, P4).
These electrodes were chosen for comparison with the study by Hanulíková et al.
(2012). Plots of the ERPs for these electrodes are shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7. The
topographies of the differences between correct and incorrect utterances are shown
in Figure 4.8. Before the statistical analysis of the data, each trial was checked for
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Figure 4.7: ERPs for control utterances (semantic violations) for the electrodes entered into
the statistical analysis: F3, Fz, F4, C3, Cz, C4, P3, Pz, and P4 (see Figure 4.4 for
topographical distribution).

artifacts due to head movements, eye movements or blinks. Trials in which such
artifacts occurred during the baseline period or the time windows in which an N400
or P600 effect was expected were discarded.
There were no effects on the P600 component for the frontal electrodes (all F s < 4
and all ps > 0.05). One of the central electrodes (C3) showed a significant interaction between speaking style and grammaticality (F(1, 31) = 4.71, p < 0.05). The
parietal electrodes P3 and Pz also showed such an interaction (P3: F(1, 31) = 6.49,
p < 0.05; Pz: F(1, 31) = 5.27, p < 0.05). For P4, there was a main effect of
grammaticality showing a larger P600 for incorrect compared to correct utterances
(F(1, 31) = 6.28, p < 0.05) but no interaction (F(1, 31 = 3.42, p = 0.07). In order to
examine the interactions between grammaticality and speaking style at the electrodes
C3, P3, and Pz, separate one-way ANOVAs with the factor grammaticality were run
for the careful and the casual conditions. All three electrodes showed a significant
effect of grammaticality for the carefully produced utterances (all F s > 7 and all
ps ≤ 0.01) but not for the casually produced ones (all F s < 0.2 and all ps > 0.6).
In order to compare our results more closely to the results reported by Hanulíková
et al. (2012), we re-ran our analysis using exactly the same time window as they did
(i.e., 800-1,200ms). According to these analyses, the interaction between speaking
style and grammaticality was present at electrode P3 (F(1, 31) = 5.11, p < 0.05) but
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Figure 4.8: Topographies of difference values between correct and incorrect utterances.

absent for electrodes C3 and Pz. One-way ANOVAs for electrode P3 showed that
there was a significant effect of grammaticality for careful utterances (F(1, 32) =
11.39, p < 0.01) but not for casual utterances (F(1, 32) = 1.58, p > 0.2). The fact
that the effect remained significant in this narrower time window at only one out of
three electrodes suggests that casual speech takes more time to process than careful
speech. This finding is consistent with previous studies that have shown that the
recognition of words is slower in casual compared to careful speech (e.g., van de
Ven et al., 2011).
Hanulíková et al. (2012) found that listeners’ sensitivity to morphosyntactic violations changed over the course of the experiment. More specifically, sentences
with gender violations produced by native speakers elicited a P600 effect in the first
half of the experiment but not in the second half. In order to investigate whether
our listeners’ showed the same pattern of results, we conducted additional ANOVAs
for the electrodes for which we had found an interaction between grammaticality
and speaking style (C3, P3, and Pz) and added part of the experiment (first half vs.
second half) as an additional factor. None of these analyses showed a three-way interaction between speaking style, grammaticality, and part of experiment (all F s < 1
and all ps > 0.3).
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For the control sentences, we investigated if the effect of semantic validity on the
N400 component differed for carefully and casually produced utterances. We used
repeated-measures ANOVAs with the factors speaking style and semantic validity as
well as the interaction of these factors. All of the nine electrodes showed a significant
main effect of semantic validity reflecting a larger N400 component for incorrect
compared to correct utterances (all F s > 32 and all ps < 0.001). Crucially, none of
the electrodes showed an interaction between speaking style and semantic validity
(all F s < 3.5 and all ps > 0.07).
To summarize, the ERP data for the critical stimuli show an interaction between
speaking style and grammaticality for the P600 component. More specifically, there
was an effect of grammaticality on the amplitude of the P600 for careful but not for
casual speech. Furthermore, our analyses suggest that the interaction between speaking style and grammaticality remained constant across the course of the experiment.
For the control stimuli there was an N400 effect for casual as well as careful speech
but no interaction between speaking style and semantic validity.

4.4 Discussion
Unlike in careful speech, which is typically produced in formal social contexts,
phonological segments in casual speech are often times reduced or absent. The
purpose of the present study was to examine whether the absence of syntactically
relevant schwas disrupts syntactic processing in casual speech. We conducted an experiment in which participants listened to carefully and casually produced utterances
which contained either a correctly inflected adjective (i.e., one ending with inflectional schwa) or an incorrectly uninflected adjective (i.e., without the final schwa).
Consistent with previous studies (Hagoort and Brown, 1999), the incorrectly uninflected adjectives in careful speech elicited a P600 effect. When occurring in casual
speech, however, uninflected adjectives did not elicit a P600 effect. This suggests
that listeners did not treat the absence of the syntactically relevant schwa as a grammatical error when listening to casual speech, but they did so when listening to careful speech. In order to control for the possibility that the absence of a P600 effect
in casual speech was due to listeners not understanding the content of the utterances, we included a control condition in which participants listened to utterances
that contained semantic violations. We found a clear N400 effect for semantically
incorrect nouns that occurred in careful as well as casual speech. Crucially, there
was no interaction between speaking style and semantic validity. This suggests that
speaking style had no influence on how well listeners understood the content of the
utterances. The notion that listeners recognized the careful and the casual sentences
equally well is further corroborated by the fact that participants answered questions
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about the content of casually produced utterances as quickly and accurately as they
answered questions about the carefully produced utterances.
Our findings extend previous research on the processing of casual speech (e.g.
Brouwer et al., 2012b; Ernestus, 2014) by showing that the way in which listeners
adapt to reduced word forms can have consequences for syntactic processing. The
absence of grammatically necessary schwas in a casual speaking style does not disrupt syntactic processing because the absence is consistent with the speaking style
in which it occurs. This suggests that absent schwas in casual speech are effectively
not grammatical gender violations. Previous studies suggest that listeners can use
syntactic information in order to help recognize words in reduced speech (e.g. Tuinman et al., 2014; Viebahn et al., 2015). The present study shows that adapting to
acoustic-phonetic reductions influences syntactic processing and thus highlights the
importance of the interplay between acoustic-phonetic and syntactic information in
speech processing.
The design of our study was deliberately chosen to be very similar to that of Hanulíková et al. (2012). In that study, participants were exposed to Dutch sentences
containing syntactic gender violations that were either produced by a native speaker
or a non-native speaker with a foreign accent. Whereas the violations elicited a
P600 effect for the native speaker, such an effect was absent for syntactic violations
produced by a non-native speaker. The main difference from our study was that Hanulíková et al. used a condition in which utterances were produced by a non-native
talker whereas we used a condition in which utterances were produced by a casually speaking native talker. In both conditions the absence of grammatical markers
can be expected because non-native speakers of Dutch and native speakers that are
talking in a casual way both regularly omit these markers. Both studies thus share
a condition in which the absence of syntactic gender markers is unexpected (i.e. a
carefully speaking native talker) and a condition in which the absence of syntactic gender markers can be expected (i.e. a speaker with a foreign accent or a casual
speaking style). Our main results thus parallel the results found by Hanulíková et al.:
Listeners respond to the ungrammatical absence of a gender-marking schwa with a
P600 effect if the absence is unexpected, but they do not show a P600 effect if the
absence of the schwa could be expected given the available information about the
talker and the type of speech he or she produces.
However, our results do not match Hanulíková et al. completely. In their study,
listeners’ sensitivity to syntactic violations changed over the experiment (the P600
effect for the native speaker was limited to the first half). We did not find evidence
for such a change. How could this difference be explained? Previous research has
shown that the P600 component is influenced by the proportion of trials during which
errors occur within an experiment. For example, Hahne and Friederici (1999) found
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a P600 response to phrase structure violations if they occurred in 20% of the trials
but not if they occurred in 80% of the trials. The difference between the results of
our study and the study by Hanulíková et al. is likely to be due to differences in the
proportion of trials containing grammatical errors. In Hanulíková et al., a grammatical violation occurred in 35% of the trials whereas in our study an error occurred in
only 21% of the trials. A further important difference between our study and Hanulíková et al. is that our grammatical violations were limited to adjectival inflections
whereas Hanulíková et al. also included incorrect determiners (the common-gender
determiner de instead of the neuter-gender determiner het). These violations were
more likely to be detected by the listeners than the absence of adjective-final schwas.
If we add in that half of the violations in our experiment were possibly undetected
(the absent schwas in the casual speaking style), the proportion of trials containing
an error becomes even smaller (only 10.5%). It is therefore quite likely that we did
not find a change in the P600 response over the experiment because the proportion
of trials with noticeable grammatical errors was considerably smaller compared to
that in Hanulíková et al.

The notion that the participants in our study may not have noticed the absence of
inflectional schwas in the casually produced utterances raises the question of what
exactly the mechanism is that allowed listeners to adapt to absent schwas in casual
speech. One possibility is that listeners change the way in which they interpret the
absence of inflectional schwa based on the preceding phonological context. As a
result of the casual speaking style, many words in a casually produced utterance
contain acoustic-phonetic reductions. This is illustrated in the example utterance
shown in Table 4.2. In this utterance, the proportion of realized segments is considerably smaller if the utterance was produced with a casual speaking style than when
it was produced with a careful speaking style. Listeners might have kept track of the
probability with which the speaker produced (or omitted) individual segments and
they might have taken this probability into account when interpreting the absence of
speech sounds. The absence of inflectional schwa would therefore not be interpreted
as a grammatical error but instead it would be consistent with the fact that a casually
speaking talker is likely to omit individual segments. This explanation is consistent
with previous studies that have shown that listeners are sensitive to probabilistic information about speech sounds. For example, McQueen and Huettig (2012) found
that listeners changed the way they used phonological information when recognizing
spoken words if the words appeared in sentences that were disrupted by intermittent
bursts of noise. This suggests that the perceptual weight assigned to acoustic information during speech recognition can change as a function of the context in which
that information is heard.
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Another possibility is that listeners adapt to the acoustic-phonetic consequences of
fast speech which characterizes casually produced utterances. Due to the high speaking rate, all segments in the utterance become shortened and compressed. As a result,
it becomes difficult to distinguish sounds from one another and to determine whether
or not a given segment is present. Furthermore, a high speaking rate is characterized by increased coarticulation of segments, which leads to the spread of phonetic
features across neighbouring segments. This means that in cases in which the inflectional schwa was preceded by a voiced segment (e.g. blauwe wieg, "blue cradle"),
the voiced portion of the sound preceding the schwa might be coarticulated with the
following segments. Listeners might have adapted to this situation by stopping to try
to detect whether or not a schwa is present. Note, however, that this adaptive process
is still likely to be specific to syntax because the ability to comprehend the content
of the sentences did not suffer from the casual speaking style.
Because a casual speaking style is characterized by both a high speaking rate and
the absence of phonemic segments, it is difficult to tease apart which of these factors
is crucial for the absence of the P600 that we observed in our study. Future research
could further explore this question and examine how the different phonological and
acoustic properties that characterize casual speech could be isolated and their individual effects studied. The current results nevertheless indicate that, whether it is
triggered by absence of segments or by speaking rate (or both), adaptation results in
syntactic processing of casual speech that is not disrupted by absent schwas.
Our results also advance understanding of the nature of syntactic processing and
what the P600/SPS ERP component can reveal about them. Although there is general consensus that the P600/SPS is correlated with syntactic processing difficulties, there is a debate about the underlying mechanisms. It is still debated whether
the P600/SPS occurs exclusively with linguistic stimuli or whether it reflects nonlinguistic cognitive processes. For example, it has been suggested that the P600/SPS
is part of the P300 family of ERP components. More specifically, the P600/SPS
resembles the P3b component (e.g. Coulson et al., 1998) which is elicited by rare categorical events (so-called odd-balls) which can be either linguistic or non-linguistic
stimuli. This proposal is consistent with findings that suggest that the P600/SPS
reflects late and controlled rather than early and automatic processes (Hahne and
Friederici, 1999). These studies call into question the assumption that the P600/SPS
component is language-specific (cf. Osterhout and Hagoort, 1999). Our findings
contribute to this debate by showing that the processes that underlie the P600 are
not likely to be purely automatic. One hallmark feature of automatic processes is
that they are mandatory. Our results, however, suggest that the processing of syntactic violations is flexible and can be adapted quickly in different phonological contexts. This implies either that the P600/SPS component does not reflect syntactic
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processing or, more likely, that the syntactic processes that it taps into are not strictly
mandatory.
In conclusion, the present study shows that morphosyntactic violations that are
the result of schwa omissions do not disrupt syntactic processing if they occur in
a casual speaking style. This provides further support for the notion that listeners
process language in an adaptive and flexible manner. Adaptation at an acousticphonetic processing level can have consequences at higher (i.e. syntactic) levels in
the processing hierarchy.

The influence of phonetic variability and
orthography on the production and recognition
of novel French words
Chapter 5

This chapter is based on:
Malte Viebahn, Audrey Bürki, Mirjam Ernestus,
James McQueen, and Ulrich Frauenfelder (in preparation).
The influence of phonetic variability and orthography on the production and recognition of
novel French words.

The present study investigates how phonetic variability and orthography influence
the processing of words that may be pronounced with or without the vowel schwa.
It has previously been suggested that orthography might play a crucial role in how
listeners deal with variation in speech. Here we asked: How large is the influence of
phonetic information compared to the influence of spelling? We also asked if these
two factors influence both spoken-word production and spoken-word recognition.
Participants learnt novel French words in which schwa was unreduced (i.e. present,
e.g. secobe) or reduced (i.e. absent, e.g. scobe). In Experiment 1, the reduced words
were either consistently reduced (i.e., never produced with schwa) or inconsistently
reduced (i.e., sometimes produced with and sometimes produced without schwa).
In Experiment 2, words were always consistently reduced or unreduced but an orthographic exposure phase was included in which reduced words were either spelled
with the letter <e> or without it. Results suggest that both phonetic and orthographic
information can influence the processing of phonological input. However, the influence of phonetic variability outweighs the effect of spelling. Furthermore, evidence
from naming and eye-tracking tasks indicates that exposure to both types of information influences not only word production but also word recognition. The influence
of orthography on the processing of reduced speech may be smaller than expected
because spelling provides less reliable phonological information than phonetic input.
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Introduction

5.1 Introduction
In spontaneous speech, words are often produced in an acoustic-phonetically reduced
way (e.g., Ernestus, 2000; Johnson, 2004). As a result of such reductions, individual sounds and syllables may be either shortened or completely absent. One speech
sound that is often affected by reduction processes is the vowel schwa. For example,
the English word sufficient may be pronounced without schwa as in /sfISnt/ and the
French word seringue "syringe" may be pronounced as /söẼg/ instead of /s@öẼg/.
Corpus studies of spontaneous speech have shown that these kinds of acoustic reductions are very common across different languages including English, Dutch, French,
and German (for a review see Ernestus and Warner, 2011). The large amount of phonetic variability that results from these reductions poses a challenge to psycholinguistic theories that attempt to describe the processes and representations that allow
language users to produce and comprehend spoken language. The present study aims
to extend our knowledge about the processing of reduced word forms by comparing
the influence of phonetic variability with the influence of orthographic information.
Furthermore, we investigate whether exposure to variability in the input during word
learning influences both word production and word recognition.
The variation in the spoken forms of words due to acoustic-phonetic reductions
contrasts with the consistency of orthographic forms. Although there is considerable
variation in the handwriting of words, the number and order of the letters that words
consist of remain invariant. For example, while a speaker of Dutch may produce
the word eigenlijk "actually" as either [Eix@l@k], [Eixl@k], or even [Eix@] (Ernestus
et al., 2002), the orthographic form always remains <eigenlijk>. Studies have shown
that orthographic information can influence how spoken words are processed (e.g.,
Grainger et al., 2005; Perre et al., 2009; Seidenberg and Tanenhaus, 1979; Taft et al.,
2008, but see also Cutler et al., 2010; Cutler and Davis, 2012). Moreover, a word’s
orthography has been shown to influence how phonetic variation is processed (e.g.
Bürki et al., 2012; Racine et al., 2013). Using an artificial-word learning paradigm,
Bürki et al. (2012) demonstrated that French listeners who learn novel words without
schwas generate schwa variants of these words after having been exposed to orthographic forms that are consistent with the existence of a spoken variant that contains
schwa. For example, French-speaking participants learnt the auditory form of the
novel word [pluö] by associating it with a picture of a novel object. Afterwards,
they were exposed to an orthographic form that either contained the letter <e> in
the first syllable (<pelour>), or they saw an orthographic form without the letter
<e> (<plour>). Words with an orthographic form that contained the letter <e> were
named more slowly and were more likely to be produced with schwa compared to
words without the letter <e>. These findings demonstrate an orthographic influence
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on phonological processing.
It is not yet known, however, how large the influence of orthographic information is relative to the influence of acoustic-phonetic information. It is possible that
the influence of orthography is quite large and plays a crucial role in the processing
of reduced speech. For example, it has been proposed that the influence of orthography can, at least in part, explain why canonical (i.e., unreduced) pronunciation
variants are recognized more efficiently than reduced variants even if the reduced
variants occur more frequently (e.g., Ranbom and Connine, 2007). This would mean
that the influence of orthographic information is large enough to neutralize the effect of variant frequency. A strong influence of orthography on the learning of new
words is also plausible considering that the spelling of orthographic forms varies
much less than the pronunciation of phonetic forms. However, in order to get from
an orthographic form to a phonological one, readers have to draw inferences about
which phoneme corresponds to a given grapheme. Depending on the language, these
inferences might be quite difficult to make because orthography is not always a reliable cue (e.g., Ziegler et al., 1996). A given grapheme can correspond to multiple
phonemes, or it can be silent. In contrast, acoustic-phonetic information is, under
good listening conditions, much less ambiguous and provides thus more direct evidence for a particular sound. Thus, both possibilities are plausible: Orthography
may be more influential than phonetic information or phonetic information may be
more influential than orthography. So far, no direct empirical comparison of the
two sources of information has been made. Here, we asked whether the effects of
phonetic and orthographic information on the processing of reduced words differ in
French. This will allow us to gauge how large the role of orthographic information
is relative to that of variability in the acoustic-phonetic input.
The second question of this study concerns the processing of reduced word forms
in language production compared to comprehension. We ask whether exposure to
phonetic variability and orthographic information influences not only word production but also word recognition. This question has implications for the more general
question about how distinct the language production and comprehension systems are.
Although both systems have mostly been studied and modeled separately from each
other, there is currently a debate about the degree to which both systems make use of
the same processes and representations (e.g., Pickering and Garrod, 2013; Schiller
and Meyer, 2003). The present study will inform this debate by examining whether
the acquisition of pronunciation variants has consequences for both systems.
In order to examine these questions, we conducted two experiments that focus
on schwa reduction in French. In these experiments, we combined three experimental approaches: an artificial-word learning paradigm, a picture naming task, and
visual-world eye-tracking. As discussed above, the artificial-word learning paradigm
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has previously been employed in combination with a picture naming task in order
to study the production of reduced pronunciation variants (e.g., Bürki and Frauenfelder, 2012; Bürki et al., 2012). Other studies (e.g., Magnuson et al., 2003; Sulpizio
and McQueen, 2012) have combined this method with the visual-world paradigm
in order to study the time course of the recognition of spoken words that have just
been learned. Combining these methods allows us to examine jointly the processing
of newly-learnt reduced pronunciation variants in language production and comprehension.
In both experiments, participants learnt over a three-day period novel French
words in which schwa was either unreduced (i.e. present, e.g. [s@kOb] or reduced (i.e.
absent, e.g. [skOb]. Reduction was categorical, meaning that reduced words were
produced without schwa such that no phonetic cues for schwa were left. The label
"reduced" is therefore somewhat arbitrary because "reduced novel words" could also
be referred to as "novel words without schwa". However, we use the term "reduced"
in order to be consistent with our research question which is about how schwareduced words are being processed. In Experiment 1, we examined the influence
of phonetic variability on the learning of the novel words. In Experiment 2, we attempted to replicate the effect of spelling on the phonological processing of reduced
pronunciation variants found by Bürki et al. (2012) using the same materials as in
Experiment 1. In contrast to Experiment 1, words in Experiment 2 were consistently
reduced or unreduced. Furthermore, an orthographic exposure phase was included
in which reduced words were either spelled with the letter <e> or without it. This
allowed us to compare the spelling-based effect with the effect of phonetic variability
in Experiment 1. In both experiments, we conducted two tests in order to measure
phonological processing: A picture naming task in order to examine processing during word production and an eye-tracking task to examine processing during word
recognition.

5.2 Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, we taught participants novel French words that were either produced in a reduced way (i.e., without schwa) or in an unreduced way (i.e., with
schwa). Crucially, half of the reduced items were presented in an inconsistent manner: they were sometimes produced with schwa (i.e. unreduced) and sometimes
without schwa. We predict that participants ought to be more likely to produce a
word with schwa if it had sometimes been presented with schwa and sometimes
without it compared to a word that had never been presented with schwa. If phonetic
information has a larger impact on phonological processing than orthographic information, this effect ought to be larger than the spelling effect reported by Bürki et
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al. (2012) (i.e., larger than an approximately 5% increase in productions containing
schwa). However, if orthographic information is the more important of the two, the
effect of phonetic variation ought to be smaller.
Our second question was whether exposure to a variable input does not only influence word production but also word recognition. If exposure to phonetic variation
also influences word recognition, we ought to find that it takes participants more
time to recognize words that were sometimes produced with and sometimes produced without schwa compared to words that were never produced with schwa.
5.2.1 Method
Participants

Thirty-one native speakers of French were paid for their participation. The mean
age was 23 years. Nine of the participants were male. None had known hearing
problems, and all had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity.
Design

During the learning phase and the naming task, the design consisted of one factor with three levels: consistently reduced, inconsistently reduced, and unreduced.
These labels refer to the way in which the words were presented during the learning
phase. Consistently reduced words were never produced with a schwa (e.g., scobe).
In contrast, inconsistently reduced words were presented half of the time during
learning with a schwa (e.g., secobe) and the other half of the time without a schwa.
Unreduced words were always produced with a schwa. Note that we could also refer
to inconsistently reduced words as inconsistently unreduced words. However, we
chose the label inconsistently reduced because the focus of this study is on the processing of reduction. See Table 5.1 for an overview of the experimental conditions.
We predict that participants will be more likely to produce inconsistently reduced
words with schwa compared to consistently reduced words.
During the eye-tracking task the design was slightly different. In this task, participants were presented with four objects on each trial and were asked to click on
one of them. Of the four objects, two objects belonged to the same minimal pair
(e.g., secobe-secophe) while the other two objects belonged to a different minimal
pair (e.g., belagin-belafin). In the following, the word that the participants were instructed to click on (e.g., secobe) will be referred to as the target word while the
other word that belonged to the same minimal pair (e.g., secophe) will be referred
to as the competitor. The two words belonging to a different minimal pair will be
referred to as the distractors. There are five conditions in the eye-tracking task. Note
that in each of the five conditions the pronunciation variant of the target depends on
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Consistently reduced: 100% of tokens without schwa

Reduced but spelled with letter <e>

Reduced and spelled without letter <e>

Experiment 2

1
Inconsistently reduced: 50% of tokens without schwa

Unreduced and spelled with letter <e>

Experiment 1

2
Unreduced: 100% of tokens with schwa

Conditions in learning and naming tasks

3

2

1

Unreduced
(secobe)

Inconsistently reduced,
presented without schwa (scobe)

Consistently reduced
(scobe)

Inconsistently reduced
(s(e)cophe)

Consistently reduced
(scophe)

Unreduced
(secophe)

Unreduced, spelled
with <e>(secobe)

Unreduced, spelled
with <e>(secobe)

Reduced, spelled with
<e>(scobe, <secobe>)

Reduced, spelled
without <e>(scobe)

Target

Reduced, spelled with
<e>(secophe, <secophe>)

Reduced, spelled
without <e>(scophe)

Unreduced, spelled
with <e>(secophe)

Unreduced, spelled
with <e>(secophe)

Competitor

Conditions in eye-tracking task

3

Unreduced
(secobe)

Unreduced
(secophe)

Competitor

4

Inconsistently reduced,
presented with schwa (secobe)

Target

5

Table 5.1: Conditions in the learning, naming, and eye-tracking tasks in Experiments 1 and 2. Example items are shown in parentheses.
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the pronunciation variant of the competitor (see Table 5.1 for an overview). In Condition 1, the target was a word that had been consistently reduced during the learning
phase (e.g., scobe) and the competitor was one that had always been unreduced (e.g.,
secophe). In Condition 2, the target was a word that had been inconsistently reduced during learning and was presented in its reduced variant (i.e., without schwa,
e.g. scobe) and the competitor was again a word that had always been unreduced
during learning (e.g., secophe). In Condition 3, the target was an unreduced word
(e.g., secobe) and the competitor was a consistently reduced word (e.g., scophe). In
Condition 4, the target was an unreduced word (e.g., secobe) while the competitor
was an inconsistently reduced word (e.g., s(e)cophe). In Condition 5, the target was
again an inconsistently reduced word but this time presented in its unreduced variant
(i.e., with schwa, e.g., secobe) while the competitor was an unreduced word (e.g.,
secophe). Based on the assumption that words with a variable pronunciation will be
harder to recognize than words with a consistent pronunciation, we predicted that
listeners would take longer to recognize the target word in Condition 2 compared to
Condition 1. Similarly, assuming that words with a variable pronunciation will be
activated less strongly, inconsistently reduced words should be weaker competitors
and we therefore predict faster target recognition in Condition 4 than 3.
Conditions 2 and 5 served as control conditions that allowed us to determine the
validity of our experimental paradigm. We predicted that these conditions would
replicate the phonological competition effect between words with the same phonological onset that has been demonstrated with real words (e.g., Allopenna et al., 1998;
McQueen and Viebahn, 2007) as well as in artificial-lexicon studies (e.g., Creel et al.,
2008; Magnuson et al., 2003; Sulpizio and McQueen, 2012). In Condition 5, the variant of the target that was presented had the same initial syllable as the competitor.
But in Condition 2, the presented target variant shared only the initial consonant with
the competitor. The previous studies suggest that the amount of word-initial phonological overlap has a strong influence on lexical activation. Therefore, we ought to
find more target-competitor competition in Condition 5 than in Condition 2.
Materials

For the auditory stimuli, a total of 20 minimal pairs of French pseudowords were
created that contained the vowel schwa after the initial consonant (e.g., secobesecophe). For the construction of these novel words, we adopted the following criteria: First, the differences across word pairs had to be as large as possible in order to
make it easier for participants to learn (and distinguish between) the words. Second,
the word-initial consonant-vowel-consonant sequences had to occur in French words
in order to increase the likelihood that listeners would process the vowel as a schwa
and not as another vowel (e.g., the close-mid vowel /e/). Third, if the schwa after
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the first consonant is removed, the resulting onset cluster had to be legal in French
(i.e., both the unreduced and the reduced variant had to be phonotactically legal in
French). This criterion is important because previous research has suggested that
listeners insert a vowel (particularly a schwa) if they hear illegal phoneme sequences
(Spinelli and Gros-Balthazard, 2007). We created 10 pairs of bisyllabic and 10 pairs
of trisyllabic novel words. The bisyllabic words with schwa have the following structure: C1 VS − C2 V2C3 (e.g. secobe, produced as [s@kOb]). In this coding scheme, C
stands for consonant, V stands for vowel, and the subscript S signifies a schwa. The
trisyllabic words with schwa have the structure C1 VS − C2 V2 − C3 V3 (e.g. belagin,
produced as [b@laZẼ]). The complete set of novel words is shown in the Appendix.
Members of a minimal pair differed only in a single consonant. For the bisyllabic
items, this was the last phoneme (e.g. secobe vs. secophe, produced as [s@kOb] vs.
[s@kOf]) whereas for the trisyllabic words, this was the penultimate phoneme (e.g.
belagin vs. belafin, produced as [b@laZẼ] vs. [b@lafẼ]).
The set of novel words began with the consonants /k/, /b/, /f/, /p/, or /s/
(see the Appendix). An important consequence of choosing these initial consonants
is that there is a difference between words starting with /k/ and the other words.
In French, the grapheme corresponding to /k/ changes depending on whether the
following sound is a vowel or a consonant. If it is a vowel, /k/ is represented by
<qu>, but if it is a consonant, /k/ is represented by <c>. For the novel words starting
with the other consonants, the word-initial grapheme did not change depending on
whether or not the following sound was a vowel. In order to test if a change in
the word-initial grapheme influenced the results, we included initial consonant as an
additional variable in the analyses.
The stimuli were recorded by a female native speaker of Swiss French. For each
novel word two different versions were recorded – one with and one without schwa.
Each of these versions was recorded twice. The first recording of a given version was
presented during the learning phase of the experiment whereas the second recording was presented during the eye-tracking task. The reason for using two different
recordings was so that listeners could not recognize the novel words during the eyetracking task based on the acoustic properties of a particular recording. Recordings
were made with a sampling frequency of 22,050 Hz and scaled to 70dB. During
the recording procedure, the items were read from a pseudo-randomized list such
that two items from the same pair did not follow one another. Each novel word
was recorded following the carrier phrase Cliquez sur le. . . "Click on the. . . ". Table 5.2 contains the average word and sentence durations for each recording of the
items with and without schwa. Note that the carrier sentences were not produced
in a reduced manner. Furthermore, the reduced (i.e., schwa-less) variants were only
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Recording 1

Novel words
Carrier phrase
Sentences

Bisyllabic
Trisyllabic
Bisyllabic
Trisyllabic
Bisyllabic
Trisyllabic

Unreduced
649 (56)
642 (67)
648 (51)
635 (44)
1297 (73)
1277 (66)

Reduced
574 (51)
567 (76)
677 (65)
639 (47)
1252 (71)
1206 (56)

Recording 2
Unreduced
619 (49)
615 (59)
654 (52)
655 (60)
1273 (74)
1270 (60)

Reduced
544 (48)
532 (76)
681 (52)
665 (71)
1225 (56)
1197 (91)

Table 5.2: Mean durations (in milliseconds) of the stimuli used in Experiments 1 and 2 with
standard deviations shown in parentheses. Recording 1 was presented in the learning phase whereas recording 2 was presented during the eye-tracking task.

reduced in the sense that they were produced without schwa. Speaking rate and articulatory accuracy were the same among the reduced and the unreduced recordings.
For the visual stimuli, 40 pictures were taken from the MPI database of nonexisting objects. Each picture was assigned to a specific novel word. The complete
set of novel words and their associated pictures is shown in the Appendix. The novel
words in all three tasks (learning, naming, and eye-tracking) were rotated through
every experimental condition such that each word occurred in each condition across
participants but also such that no word appeared, for any given participant, in more
than one condition. The only exception to this were the control conditions 2 and 5
in the eye-tracking task in which the same items were used within participants (in
order to keep the number of items in the experimental conditions as high as possible).
In the learning and naming tasks for a given participant, 10 items were consistently
reduced, 10 were inconsistently reduced, and 20 items were unreduced.
The eye-tracking block consisted of two parts that followed each other without
interruption. Part 1 consisted of items from conditions 1 through 4. In Part 2 the
items from Condition 1 were repeated and presented together with the items from
Condition 5. The order of trials within each part was randomized. There were 10
items in each of the five conditions.
Procedure

The procedures of the different tasks are illustrated in Figure 5.1. Before the beginning of the learning blocks, a familiarization task was performed. During this
task, participants saw the picture of a random object in the center of the screen and
were instructed to click on it by reference to the object’s name (e.g., Click on the
secobe). During the learning blocks, there were either two or four pictures on the
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screen. After a preview of one second, participants were instructed to click on one of
the objects. After clicking on an object, only the correct one remained on the screen.
Two-hundred milliseconds after the incorrect object(s) had disappeared, participants
received auditory feedback telling them whether or not their choice was correct and
repeating the name of the target object (e.g., Yes, that’s the secobe or No, look this
is the secobe). Five-hundred milliseconds after the end of the feedback sentence the
next trial was initiated. During the learning blocks, targets were never presented
with the other member of the same minimal pair. The trial structure during the eyetracking task was identical to the learning trials with four objects, with the exception
that participants did not receive any feedback (neither auditory nor visual). After the
eye-tracking task participants performed the picture naming task. During this task,
participants were presented with the pictures of the novel objects in random order.
On each trial, participants had to recall the name of the object and say it out loud into
a microphone. On each trial, participants first saw a fixation cross for 800 ms. Then
the picture of an object appeared in the center of the screen while at the same time
a short (100 ms) beep sound was played. Participants had four seconds in order to
produce the name of the object. Then a blank screen was shown for one second after
which the next trial began. The different types of trials described above were presented in different blocks across three experimental sessions which were carried out
on three consecutive days. Table 5.3 shows the structure and content of the different
blocks.

Apparatus

For the learning phase, the experiment was controlled by PsychoPy running on a
Lenovo laptop with Ubuntu GNU/Linux 14.04. The objects were displayed on a
22-inch screen with a resolution of 1680 by 1050 pixels. The auditory stimuli were
normalized to 70 dB and presented via headphones at a comfortable volume. For
the eye-tracking task, the experiment was controlled by E-Prime running on a Dell
laptop with Windows 7. Visual stimuli were again shown on a 22-inch display with a
resolution of 1680 by 1050 pixels. Eye-movements were recorded with a SMI RED
eye-tracker by SensoMotoric Instruments GmbH, Telto, Germany at a sampling rate
of 250 Hz. For the naming task, the same equipment was used as in the learning
phase. In addition, participants’ vocal responses were recorded using a USB microphone (Snowball by Blue Microphones) in combination with the audio software
Audacity.
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A) Familiarization

B) Learning with 2 objects

+

C) Learning with 4 objects

+

"Click on the
secobe"

+

"Click on the
secobe"
"Yes, that is the secobe"
Or: "No, look this is the secobe"

[no feedback]

D) Orthographic exposure

"Click on the
secobe"

E) Eye-tracking task

+

F) Naming task

+
secobe

belonge

"Yes, that is the secobe"
Or: "No, look this is the secobe"

+

ferole

pelinche
secobe

"Click on the
secobe"

"Click on the
secobe"
[only visual feedback]

"BEEP"

[no feedback]

[no feedback]

Figure 5.1: Experimental procedures in Experiment 1 (panels A, B, C, and D) and Experiment 2 (panels A,B, and D).

5.2.2 Results

All of the statistical analyses were conducted in the following way. Accuracy scores
were analysed with generalized linear-mixed effects models with a binomial link
function. RTs were log-transformed and fitted with linear mixed-effects models.
Standardized residuals larger than 2.5 were regarded as extreme values and removed
during the modeling procedure. In order to analyze the time course of the target gaze
probabilities, we used growth curve analysis (Mirman, 2014; Mirman et al., 2008).
We estimated p values by means of the Gaussian distribution. Models were fitted
with the maximal random effects structure (Barr et al., 2013) unless otherwise noted.

Learning phase

Mean accuracy scores and RTs for the learning phase are shown in Figure 5.2. Overall, the accuracy results show that participants learnt to select the correct novel objects very quickly. Accuracy was already at ceiling in the second learning session.
RTs improved continuously over the three learning sessions. Statistical analyses
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Experiment 1
Experiment 1

Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Block
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Trials
40
200
120
40
80
40
80
200
40
40
80
40
60
40

Task
Familiarization
Learning: 2 objects
Learning: 4 objects
Learning: 4 objects
Learning: 4 objects
Learning: 4 objects
Learning: 2 objects
Learning: 4 objects
Learning: 4 objects
Learning: 2 objects
Learning: 4 objects
Learning: 4 objects
Eye tracking task
Naming task

Experiment 2
Trials
40
200
120
40
80
40
80
200
40
40
80
40
40
40

Task
Familiarization
Learning: 2 objects
Learning: 4 objects
Orthography
Learning: 4 objects
Orthography
Learning: 2 objects
Learning: 4 objects
Orthography
Learning: 2 objects
Learning: 4 objects
Orthography
Eye tracking task
Naming task

Table 5.3: Block structure of Experiments 1 and 2. There was a break between each block.
There was also a break after 100 trials in blocks 2 and 7.

showed that participants responded more slowly to inconsistently reduced compared
to consistently reduced and unreduced novel words (all |t|s > 2 and ps < 0.05).

Naming task

For the analysis of the naming results, each vocal response was checked for accuracy. Productions of non-target words, no responses, and mispronunciations were
considered as errors and removed from the dataset. Responses were categorized as
correct if they corresponded either to the unreduced or the reduced variant of the
target word. The classification as unreduced or reduced was performed by a trained
phonetician whose native language is French. When a token could not be classified
clearly as an unreduced or a reduced variant, it was marked as unclear and removed
from the analyses. Naming latencies were analysed using the software Praat by manually measuring the time from the onset of the beep that occurred when the object
appeared on the screen until the onset of the name of the object produced by the
participant. Figure 5.3 summarizes the average values for each of the dependent
measures.
In the following analyses, we will focus on the comparison between the novel
words that had been learnt as consistently vs. inconsistently reduced. In accu-
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Learning with
2 objects

Accuracy
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Learning with
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2500
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Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3

Figure 5.2: Accuracy and reaction times (RT in ms) during the learning blocks of Experiment 1 for each day. Error bars indicate +/- 1 standard error of the mean.

racy, there was no significant difference between consistently and inconsistently reduced words (βinconsistent = 0.39, z = 1.64, p = 0.10). However, naming latencies
were longer for inconsistently compared to consistently reduced words (βinconsistent =
0.11, t = 2.51, p < 0.05). Importantly, there was a substantial increase in schwa productions for inconsistently reduced words compared to consistently reduced words
(βinconsistent = 55.11, z = 4.93, p < 0.001). In fact, as can be seen in the third panel
of Figure 5.3, the probability of producing a word with schwa was approximately as
high as the probability of producing a word without schwa for inconsistently reduced
words.
Eye-tracking task

The main goal of the eye-tracking task was to examine the influence of phonetic
variability on the recognition of reduced word forms. For this purpose, we again focus on the comparison between responses to consistently and inconsistently reduced
words.
Accuracy and RT. Click responses and mean RTs for the different conditions are
summarized in Table 5.4. For the analysis of RTs, only correct trials were included.
The comparison between consistently and inconsistently reduced targets (Condition 1 vs. 2) shows no difference in accuracy (βinconsistent = −0.22, z = −0.30,
p > 0.1) but slower responses to inconsistently compared to consistently reduced tar-
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Naming latency
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Figure 5.3: Results of the naming task in Experiment 1. Error bars indicate +/- 1 standard
error of the mean (n.s.=not significant, * indicates that p<0.05 and *** indicates
that p<0.001.)

gets (βinconsistent = 0.06, t = 3.51, p < 0.001). Note that we only analysed responses
to inconsistently reduced targets that were produced without schwa in order to keep
the amount of phonetic overlap between target and competitor constant across conditions. The comparison between consistently and inconsistently reduced competitors
(Condition 3 vs. 4) showed that accuracy was lower for targets presented together
with inconsistently reduced competitors than for targets presented together with consistently reduced competitors (βinconsistent = −1.35, z = −2.71, p < 0.01). However,
there was no difference in RT (βinconsistent = 0.01, t = 0.36, p > 0.1). Furthermore,
the comparison between Conditions 2 and 5 showed that inconsistently reduced targets were recognized less accurately (β schwapresent = −1.49, z = −2.38, p < 0.05) and
more slowly (β schwapresent = 0.10, t = 3.9, p < 0.001) when they were produced with
schwa (and hence where the competitor overlapped more strongly) than when they
were produced without schwa.
Gaze probability. In order to analyze the eye movements that participants made
during the eye-tracking task, gaze probabilities for 50-millisecond intervals were calculated. For each time bin, gaze probability was calculated by dividing the number
of trials during which participants were looking at a particular object during this period of time by the total number of trials during which participants had not yet made
a mouse click at that time. Fixations were categorized as being directed towards a
particular object if they fell into a square of 400 by 400 pixels (approximately 10 by
10 cm) around the center of the object’s position. The pictures of the objects were
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Condition

RT

Target
clicks

Competitor
clicks

Distractor
clicks

Unreduced

2,366
(324)

94.84
(6.52)

4.84
(6.26)

0.32
(1.25)

Inconsistently
reduced, presented
without schwa

Unreduced

2,502
(429)

95.16
(7.24)

4.84
(7.24)

0.00
(0.00)

3

Unreduced

Consistently
reduced

2,542
(406)

93.23
(8.71)

5.81
(7.20)

0.97
(3.01)

4

Unreduced

Inconsistently
reduced

2,588
(374)

84.84
(9.96)

14.84
(9.96)

0.32
(1.80)

5

Inconsistently
reduced, presented
with schwa

Unreduced

2,751
(441)

85.48
(14.34)

14.19
(14.09)

0.32
(1.80)

Target

Competitor

1

Consistently
reduced

2

Table 5.4: Mean RTs (in ms) and click responses (in percentages) in the eye-tracking task of
Experiment 1. For RTs, only correct trials (i.e. target clicks) were included. For the
distractor clicks the sum of both distractors was computed. Standard deviations are
shown in parentheses.

approximately 245 by 245 pixels in size (approximately 6.5 by 6.5 cm). Gaze probabilities and RT distributions for each of the five conditions in the eye-tracking task
are shown in Figure 5.4.
In order to measure the amount of activation of the target word relative to the
competitor word, we computed the difference between target and competitor gaze
probability. This measure captures fixations to the target and the competitor and allows us to conduct a single analysis for both measures. The results of the statistical
analysis are shown in Table 5.5 and model plots are shown in Figure 5.5. The targetcompetitor gaze-probability differences were smaller for inconsistently reduced target words than for consistently reduced target words (Condition 1 vs. 2), demonstrating that inconsistently reduced words are recognized less efficiently compared
to consistently reduced ones. There was no significant effect on target-competitor
differences in the conditions in which the competitor words were either consistently
or inconsistently reduced (Condition 3 vs 4). Furthermore, we observed smaller
target-competitor differences for inconsistently reduced targets that were produced
with schwa compared to those produced without schwa (Condition 2 vs. 5). This
latter result is in line with previous studies that show that (particularly word-initial)
phonological overlap with competitor words makes word recognition more difficult,
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Fixed effects
Intercept
Linear
Quadratic
Cubic
Consistency (inconsistent)
Schwa presence (without)
Linear × consistency/presence
Quadratic × consistency/presence
Cubic × consistency/presence
Random effects
Intercept
Linear
Quadratic
Cubic
10.48
2.96
-4.50
-2.74
–
-0.97
0.24
2.21
S DPP×Cons
0.11
0.44
0.28
0.18

t

<0.001
<0.01
<0.001
<0.01
–
>0.10
>0.10
<0.05

p

Consistently vs. inconsistently
reduced targets
(Condition 1 vs. 2)
β
0.29
0.96
0.20
-1.19
-0.08
–
-0.11
0.02
0.12
S DPP
0.13
0.24
0.23
0.09

4.77
2.19
-0.55
1.83
–
1.95
0.10
-0.27
S DPP×Cons
0.13
0.50
0.35
0.29

t

<0.001
<0.05
>0.10
>0.05
–
>0.05
>0.10
>0.10

p

Consistently vs. inconsistently
reduced competitors
(Condition 3 vs. 4)
β
0.20
0.48
0.16
-0.03
0.06
–
0.26
0.01
-0.02
S DPP
0.12
0.21
0.19
0.10

6.10
4.42
-0.57
–
2.70
1.79
-0.81
-0.70
S DPP×Cons
0.10
0.52
0.30
0.19

t

<0.001
<0.001
>0.10
–
<0.01
>0.05
>0.10
>0.10

p

Inconsistently reduced targets
produced with vs. without schwa
(Condition 2 vs. 5)

β
0.14
0.61
0.29
-0.03
–
0.07
0.24
-0.07
-0.04
S DPP
0.14
0.15
0.16
0.08

Table 5.5: Parameters of the growth-curve models for target-competitor differences in gaze probability in Experiment 1. PP = Participant,
PP×cons = PP×consistency. Models plots are shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.4: Time course of gaze probability and RT distributions in the eye-tracking task
(day 3) of Experiment 1. T = target, C = competitor. The grey areas around
the black lines indicate +/- 1 standard errors around the participant means. The
dashed vertical line on the RT distributions shows the mean RT for that condition.

and thus confirms the validity of the visual-world paradigm as used here.
5.2.3 Discussion

The results of Experiment 1 show that the consistency with which phonetically reduced pronunciation variants are presented to listeners influences how words are
processed. The influence of phonetic variability already emerged during the learning
phase of the experiment. Inconsistently reduced words were identified more slowly
than consistently reduced or unreduced words. This finding is in line with the results of the eye-tracking task which showed that listeners recognized inconsistently
reduced words more slowly than consistently reduced words.
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Figure 5.5: Growth-curve model plots (lines) and data (points with error bars) for target gaze
probabilities in Experiment 1. The parameters of the models are summarized in
Table 5.5. T = target, C = competitor.

Both the RTs and the gaze probability plots show that participants made their
responses relatively late. The lateness of the responses is likely to be due to conservative response behaviour that arose because task difficulty increased after the
learning phase. Whereas members of the same minimal pair were never presented
together during the learning phase, during the test phase participants were presented
with both members of a minimal pair at once. This may have made participants more
conservative. Previous work suggests that the amount of effort that listeners put into
a word-learning task depends on the difficulty of the task. The amount of information
that listeners encode about a word may be limited to how relevant that information is
for the task they have to perform. For example, Italian participants have been shown
to learn to distinguish between words that differ only in lexical stress, but do so only
if members of the same minimal stress pair (e.g., ["bi.nu.lo] vs. [bi."nu.lo]) are presented as response alternatives during the same trial (Sulpizio and McQueen, 2012)
but not if they are presented on separate trials (Sulpizio and McQueen, 2011). This
shows that word learners do not automatically pay attention to acoustic details that
are not relevant for the task. Similarly, in our experiment participants may have put
relatively little effort into the learning tasks because the words were easy to distinguish. In the eye-tracking task, this changed abruptly which may have encouraged
participants to become more cautious.
The most important result, however, was provided by the naming task. Participants
were significantly more likely to produce a word with a schwa if it was inconsistently
reduced during learning than if it had been consistently reduced. Furthermore, it took
participants more time to produce the name of an inconsistently reduced object com-
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pared to a consistently reduced one. The fact that reduction consistency influenced
performance in the eye-tracking as well as the naming task indicates that both word
recognition and word production are influenced by exposure to phonetically variable
input.
The effect of phonetic variation that we observed on word production was considerably larger than the effect of spelling reported in previous work (Bürki et al., 2012).
In that study, the effect of spelling on the percentage of reduced words produced with
schwa varied between 2–4%. In our study, in contrast, the effect of phonetic consistency on naming performance was almost 50%. This suggests that the influence
of phonetic information outweighs the influence of orthographic information when
participants learn phonological forms of new words. In contrast to orthography, phonetic information provides direct evidence for the presence of schwa. Orthographic
information requires listeners to draw inferences about how a word sounds based on
grapheme-phoneme rules that may not be very reliable (e.g., Ziegler et al., 1996).
However, it is also possible that the difference in the size of the effects is due to differences in the materials and the experimental method that were used. In particular,
whereas Bürki et al. used both legal and illegal onset clusters in their novel words,
we used only legal onset clusters. Experiment 2 makes it possible to make a tighter
comparison between the effects of phonetic variability and orthographic information.

5.3 Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we investigated how orthographic information influences the way
in which listeners produce and recognize reduced pronunciation variants of novel
words. The goal of this experiment was to replicate the effect of spelling on production found in Bürki et al. (2012). This allowed us to compare the effect of phonetic
variability that we observed in Experiment 1 with the influence that spelling has on
the phonological processing of new words.
In Experiment 2, the novel words were always consistently reduced or unreduced.
An orthographic exposure phase was added. During this task participants were presented with four orthographic forms of novel words in each trial and asked to click
on one of the words. Crucially, the spelling of the reduced words (e.g., scobe) either contained the letter <e> and thereby indicated the presence of a schwa (as in
<secobe>) or it did not contain the letter <e> (as in <scobe>). According to the
results obtained by Bürki et al. (2012), participants ought to be more likely to produce reduced words with a schwa if the word was spelled with <e> than if it was
spelled without <e>. If differences between phonetic and orthographic exposure do
not have a significant impact, we expect to find a spelling effect of approximately
50% with the same materials as in Experiment 1. If there are differences between the
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two forms of exposure, however, then we ought to find a much smaller effect similar
in size to the effect found by Bürki et al. (who report an effect of approximately 5%).
5.3.1 Method
Participants

Participants were 36 students at the University of Geneva. They were either reimbursed by course credit or a combination of money and course credit. The mean
age was 23 years. Seven of the participants were male. All were native speakers
of French, none had known hearing problems, and all had normal or corrected-tonormal visual acuity.
Design and Materials

We used the same auditory stimuli and pictures of non-existing objects as in Experiment 1. In contrast to Experiment 1, however, we included an orthographic exposure
phase. During this phase, participants were presented with the orthographic forms of
four novel words on each trial and were instructed to click on one of the words (e.g.,
Click on the secobe, see panel D of Figure 5.1). The design of the learning phase and
the naming task consists of the conditions reduced and spelled without <e>, reduced
but spelled with <e>, and unreduced and spelled with <e> (see Table 5.1). Note that
words that were always heard as unreduced during training were always spelled with
<e> in the orthographic exposure phase.
In the eye-tracking task, there were four conditions. In Condition 1, the target
was a reduced word and spelled without <e> (e.g., scobe spelled as <scobe>) while
the competitor was an unreduced word (e.g., secophe spelled as <secophe>). In
Condition 2, the target was again a reduced word but this time spelled with <e> (e.g.,
scobe spelled as <secobe>) while the competitor was again an unreduced word. In
Condition 3, the target was an unreduced word (e.g. secobe spelled as <secobe>)
and the competitor was a reduced word that was spelled without <e> (e.g., scophe
spelled as <scophe>). In Condition 4, the target was also an unreduced word while
the competitor was a reduced word that was spelled with <e> (e.g., scophe spelled
as <secophe>). See Table 5.1 for an overview of the experimental conditions and
a comparison of the conditions in Experiments 1 and 2. Note that the unreduced
condition in Experiment 2 is equivalent to the unreduced condition in Experiment 1.
The condition in which reduced novel words were spelled without <e> is comparable
to the consistently reduced condition in Experiment 1. The condition in which a
reduced novel word was spelled with <e> is equivalent to the inconsistently reduced
condition. Based on the assumption that words with a variable form are harder to
recognize than words with a consistent form, we predicted that listeners would take
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longer to recognize the target word in Condition 2 compared to Condition 1 and be
faster at recognizing the target word in Condition 4 compared to Condition 3.
As in Experiment 1, the novel words in all three tasks (learning, naming, and eyetracking) were rotated through every experimental condition such that each word
occurred in each condition but each participant would encounter a given novel word
only in a single condition. In the learning and naming tasks, 10 items were reduced
and spelled without the letter <e>, 10 were reduced but spelled with <e>, and 20
items were unreduced and spelled with <e>. In the eye-tracking task, there were
10 items in each of the four conditions. Within the experimental blocks, items were
presented in a random fashion.
Procedure

The procedures of the different trial types are identical to those used in Experiment 1.
In addition to the trial types from Experiment 1, an orthographic exposure phase was
added. The orthographic exposure phase was similar to the learning task with four
objects and differed in only two aspects. First, participants saw the objects’ orthographic forms instead of pictures of the objects. Second, there was only visual
feedback (i.e., the correct orthographic form remained on the screen while the other
forms disappeared), but there was no auditory feedback (see Figure 5.1). The duration of the print feedback was the same as the pictorial feedback in the two learning
tasks. The block structure is similar to Experiment 1 with the exception that the
orthographic exposure blocks were added (see Table 5.3).
Apparatus

The apparatus used was the same as in Experiment 1.
5.3.2 Results

We used the same analysis methods and procedures as in Experiment 1.
Learning phase

Mean accuracy scores and RTs for the learning blocks are shown in Figure 5.6. Overall, the accuracy results show that participants quickly learnt to select the correct
novel objects. Accuracy was already at ceiling after the first learning session. RTs
improved continuously over the three learning sessions.
In order to investigate if participants were sensitive to the mapping between spelling
and sound, we analysed the RTs in the orthographic exposure task for reduced words.
There was a significant effect of target spelling on the recognition of reduced words,
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Figure 5.6: Accuracy and reaction times (RT in ms) during the learning and orthographic exposure blocks of Experiment 2 for each day. Error bars indicate +/- 1 standard
error of the mean.

indicating that participants responded more slowly if the target was spelled with
the letter <e> compared to when it was spelled without it (β spelling with <e> = 0.13,
t = 8.71, p < 0.001). In order to further examine this effect, we conducted an
analysis in which we included the initial consonant as an additional predictor variable. Initial consonant was coded as a binary variable with the levels /k/ and other
(consisting of the phonemes /b,f,p,s/). The reason for this coding was that the
grapheme corresponding to /k/ changes depending on whether or not the word contains a schwa. If the word contains a schwa, /k/ is mapped onto the grapheme <qu>
(e.g. querage [k@öaZ]) but if the word does not contain a schwa /k/ is mapped onto
the grapheme <c> (e.g. crage [köaZ]). The phoneme-grapheme mapping for the
other consonants does not depend on whether or not the word contains a schwa. We
found a significant interaction between spelling and initial consonant (β0 = 7.20,
β spelling × initial consonant = 0.15, t = 4.21, p < 0.001). Separate analyses for the
two types of initial consonants showed that there was an effect of spelling for novel
words that start with /k/ (β0 = 7.17, β spelling with <e> = 0.25, t = 6.51, p < 0.001)
as well as for the novel words that start with different consonants (β0 = 7.20,
β spelling with <e> = 0.10, t = 8.03, p < 0.001). The difference in beta values indicates that the spelling effect is larger for words starting with /k/ than for words
that do not. These results suggest that participants were sensitive to the mismatch
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between orthography and sound. The interaction between spelling and initial consonant shows that participants were influenced more strongly by the mismatch if not
only the letter <e> but also the letter corresponding to the first consonant changed.
Naming task

Vocal responses were coded for accuracy and schwa presence in the same manner
and by the same person as in Experiment 1. Table 5.6 and Figure 5.7 summarize the
average values for each of the dependent measures. In all of the following analyses, we included initial consonant as an additional variable. In none of the naming
analyses did this variable have a significant effect.
In the following analyses, we will focus on the comparison between reduced novel
words that had either been spelled with or without the letter <e>. With respect to
naming accuracy, there was no significant effect of spelling (β spelling with <e> = −0.39,
z = −1.64, p > 0.05). For naming latencies we found that reduced words that
had been spelled with <e> were named more slowly than reduced words without the letter <e> (β spelling with <e> = 0.10, t = 2.62, p < 0.01). With regard to
schwa presence, there is a small but significant increase in schwa productions for
reduced words spelled with <e> compared to reduced words spelled without <e>
(β spelling with <e> = 1.28, z = 2.19, p < 0.051 ).
Eye-tracking task

The goal of the eye-tracking task was to examine the influence of the orthographic
forms presented during the orthographic exposure phase on the recognition of reduced word forms. For this purpose, the following analyses will focus on the comparison between responses to reduced words that were either spelled with or without
<e>.
Accuracy and RT. The mean accuracy and RT values during the eye-tracking task
are shown in Table 5.7. We fitted models by including spelling (with vs. without
<e>) and initial consonant (/k/ or other) and the interaction between the two factors
as predictor variables. For accuracy, there were no significant effects either for the
conditions in which the target word was reduced or for the conditions in which the
competitor was reduced.
In the RT analyses, we found no effects of spelling or initial consonant for the trials
in which the target word was reduced. However, for the trials in which the competitor was reduced, we found a significant interaction between competitor spelling and
1 For

this model, the only random variable kept in the model was the random intercept for participants.
The other random variables were removed because of convergence errors during the model-fitting
procedure.
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Reduced and spelled
without <e>
Reduced but spelled
with <e>
Unreduced and
spelled with <e>

/k/
75.00
(34.85)
63.89
(37.05)
61.81
(31.33)

Accuracy
/b,f,p,s/
68.40
(25.61)
65.58
(22.78)
57.14
(29.05)

/k/
1.56
(8.84)
1.67
(9.13)
99.26
(4.29)

Schwa productions
/b,f,p,s/
1.48
(5.00)
6.63
(14.26)
94.36
(12.57)

/k/
2,273
(0)
2,072
(0)
1,607
(526)

/b,f,p,s/
1,449
(387)
1,595
(470)
1,786
(914)

/k/
1,515
(667)
1,701
(944)
1,429
(0)

Naming latency
Produced with schwa Produced without schwa
/b,f,p,s/
2,217
(1,265)
1,621
(632)
1,566
(498)

Table 5.6: Results of the naming task in Experiment 2. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses. Accuracy and schwa production rates are
given in percentages, mean latencies are shown in milliseconds. See Figure 5.7 for the results collapsed across initial consonant.
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Figure 5.7: Results of the naming task in Experiment 2. Error bars indicate +/- 1 standard error
of the mean. For a more detailed division of the results see Table 5.6 (n.s.=not
significant, * indicates that p<0.05 and ** indicates that p<0.01).

the initial consonant (β0 = 7.84, β spelling × initial consonant = 0.08, t = 2.2, p < 0.052 ).
In order to examine the interaction effect, separate models were fitted for competitor
words starting with /k/ and competitor words starting with a different consonant.
These models show that reduced competitors that had been spelled with the letter
<e> slowed down responses compared to competitors that had been spelled without
<e> if they started with /k/ (β0 = 7.76, β spelling with <e> = 0.09, t = 2.23, p < 0.05).
For example, the unreduced target [k@öal] (spelled as <querale>) was recognized
more slowly if the reduced competitor [köaZ] had been spelled with <e> (as in
<querage>) than if it had been spelled without <e> (as in <crage>). In contrast,
there was no effect of spelling if the competitor started with a different consonant
(β0 = 7.85, β spelling with <e> = −0.01, t = −0.5, p > 0.1). For example, the unreduced target [s@kOb] (that had been spelled as <secobe>) was recognized equally
fast whether the reduced competitor [skOf] had been spelled with <e> (as in <secophe>) or spelled without <e> (as in <scophe>).
Gaze probability. The time course of gaze probability is depicted in Figure 5.8.
For the trials in which the target word was reduced (and the competitor unreduced),
we found no effects of spelling or initial consonant. In contrast, for the trials in
which the competitor was reduced (and the target unreduced), there was a significant
interaction between competitor spelling and initial consonant (see Table 5.8). In
2 For

this model, we removed the random slopes for words for the initial consonant and the interaction between initial consonant and spelling because of convergence errors during the model-fitting
procedure.
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1
2
3
4

Competitor
Unreduced,
with e
Unreduced,
with e
Reduced,
without e
Reduced,
with e

Condition
Target
Reduced,
without e
Reduced,
with e
Unreduced,
with e
Unreduced,
with e

RT
/b,f,p,s/
2,460
(337)
2,533
(398)
2,651
(389)
2,680
(435)

/k/
2,446
(485)
2,432
(545)
2,445
(450)
2,726
(576)

/k/
95.83
(14.02)
98.61
(8.33)
98.61
(8.33)
97.22
(11.62)

Target clicks
/b,f,p,s/
93.40
(10.13)
95.14
(10.47)
95.14
(7.49)
92.71
(14.13)

/k/
4.17
(14.02)
1.39
(8.33)
1.39
(8.33)
2.78
(11.62)

Competitor clicks
/b,f,p,s/
5.21
(8.11)
3.82
(7.21)
3.47
(5.68)
5.90
(9.68)

/k/
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)
0
(0.0)

Distractor clicks

/b,f,p,s/
1.39
(3.98)
1.04
(4.60)
1.39
(3.98)
1.39
(6.53)

Table 5.7: Mean reaction times (RT) and click responses in the eye-tracking task of Experiment 2. Unreduced novel words were always spelled
with <e>. RTs are given in milliseconds and click responses in percentages. Standard deviations of participant means are indicated in
parentheses.
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Figure 5.8: Time course of gaze probability and RT distributions in the eye-tracking task (day
3) of Experiment 2. T = target, C = competitor. The grey areas around the black
lines indicate +/- 1 standard errors around the participant means. The dashed
vertical line on the RT distributions shows the mean RT for that condition.

order to examine this interaction, separate models were fitted for items starting with
/k/ and items starting with another consonant (see Table 5.9 for the model parameters
and Figure 5.9 for the model plots). For /k/ items (e.g., querale-querage) there was
a main effect of spelling indicating fewer target fixations relative to the competitor
when the competitor had been spelled with the letter <e> compared to when it had
been spelled without <e>. In contrast, for items not beginning with /k/ (e.g., secobesecophe) there was no effect of spelling3 .
5.3.3 Discussion

The first goal of Experiment 2 was to replicate the effect of spelling on the production of schwa-reduced words found previously by Bürki et al. (2012) in order to
compare it with the influence of phonetic variation which we found in Experiment 1.
For this purpose, we examined whether the presentation of orthographic forms that
contain the letter <e> in a position in which it typically signifies the presence of
the vowel schwa encourages participants to treat the new words as if they contain a
schwa even if the phonetic form did not contain one. The results of our naming task
indicated that this does indeed appear to be the case. Participants were more likely
to produce reduced novel words with a schwa (i.e., in an unreduced manner) if the
word had been spelled with the letter <e> during the orthographic exposure phase
than if it had been spelled without it. Although this effect is quite small (i.e., <5%) it
3 Model

fitting with three time components did not succeed due to convergence errors, suggesting overfitting. Therefore, the third (cubic) component was removed.
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Fixed effects
Intercept
Linear
Quadratic
Cubic
Competitor spelling (with e)
Initial consonant (/k/)
Linear × spelling
Quadratic × spelling
Cubic × spelling
Linear × initial consonant
Quadratic × initial consonant
Cubic × initial consonant
Competitor spelling × initial consonant
Linear × competitor spelling ×
initial consonant
Quadratic × competitor spelling ×
initial consonant
Cubic × competitor spelling ×
initial consonant
Random effects
Intercept
Linear
Quadratic
Cubic

β
0.14
0.71
0.20
-0.13
0.07
0.15
-0.11
0.07
0.24
0.27
-0.10
-0.08
-0.22

t

p

4.51
1.89
-1.68
1.16
2.47
-0.54
0.47
2.19
1.29
-0.70
-0.75
-2.63

<0.001
>0.05
>0.05
>0.10
<0.05
>0.10
>0.10
<0.05
>0.10
>0.10
>0.10
<0.01

-0.08

-0.28

>0.10

0.11

0.50

>0.10

-0.08

-0.52

>0.10

S DPP
0.09
0.32
0.03
0.04

S DPP×spell.×cons
0.25
0.87
0.59
0.41

Table 5.8: Parameters of the growth-curve models for target-competitor differences in gaze
probability in Experiment 2. PP=Participant, spell=spelling, cons=consonant.
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Figure 5.9: The effect of competitor spelling on target-competitor differences in Experiment
2 for words beginning with /k/. Points indicate participant means (error bars
indicate +/- 1 standard error) and lines indicate growth-curve model plots. The
parameters of the models are summarized in Table 5.9. T=target, C=competitor.

is statistically significant and its size is comparable to the effect reported by Bürki et
al. Furthermore, we found that reduced words that were spelled with <e> were produced more slowly than reduced words spelled without <e>. Both of these findings
replicate Bürki et al.’s results and thus corroborate the claim that orthographic forms
can influence the way in which reduced word forms are processed.
The second goal of Experiment 2 was to investigate if exposure to orthographic
forms does not only influence word production but also word recognition. Although
we found some evidence suggesting that orthography influences the way in which
participants recognize words, the results are not as straightforward as the naming
results and differ from the pattern of results that we found in Experiment 1. Based
on the naming results, we would have expected to find that reduced target words
spelled with <e> are recognized more slowly compared to reduced target words
spelled without <e>. However, we found that the way in which reduced targets
had been spelled did not influence how quickly they were recognized. Instead, we
found that the spelling of reduced competitors influenced how quickly (unreduced)
target words were recognized. This was demonstrated by the interaction between reduced competitor spelling and initial consonant. For words starting with a /k/, target
recognition was slower if the competitor was spelled with the letter <e> compared
to when it was spelled without it. In contrast, for the novel words starting with a different consonant than /k/, the factor spelling had no effect. The interaction between
initial consonant and spelling is likely to be related to the fact that the grapheme
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Fixed effects
Intercept
Linear
Quadratic
Cubic
Spelling (with e)
Linear × spelling
Quadratic × spelling
Cubic × spelling
Random effects
Intercept
Linear
Quadratic
Cubic

Experiment 2
Novel words with /k/
β
t
p
0.29
0.99
4.92 <0.001
0.10
0.73
>0.10
-0.21 -2.24 <0.05
-0.15 -2.15 <0.05
-0.20 -0.75 >0.10
0.17
0.93
>0.10
0.16
1.28
>0.10
S DPP S DPP×spell
0.13
0.30
0.43
1.09
0.15
0.73
0.22
0.44

Novel words with /b,f,p,s/
β
t
p
0.17
0.76
8.35
<0.001
0.17
2.89
<0.01
-0.04 -1.11
>0.10
0.02
0.71
>0.10
-0.10 -1.03
>0.10
0.08
1.01
>0.10
S DPP
0.10
0.36
0.07

S DPP×spell
0.14
0.39
0.32

Table 5.9: Growth curve model parameters for target-competitor differences in gaze probability for words beginning with /k/ and /b,f,p,s/ in Experiment 2. PP=Participant,
spell=spelling. See Figure 5.9 for model plots.

corresponding to /k/ changes depending on whether or not the following sound is
a vowel. If the following sound is a vowel, the phoneme /k/ is represented by the
grapheme <qu> (as in querage). In contrast, if the following sound is a consonant,
/k/ is represented by the grapheme <c> (as in crage). As a result, the change in
orthography that went along with the insertion of the letter <e> was considerably
larger for words beginning with /k/ compared to words beginning with a different
consonant. It is possible that participants were more likely to notice the mismatch
between orthography and sound if a word started with a /k/ than if it did not. This
hypothesis is supported by the RTs during the learning phase. Listeners slowed down
if there was a mismatch between orthography and sound suggesting that they noticed
it. Importantly, participants slowed down more for /k/ words than for words starting
with a different consonant.
The finding that /k/-initial competitor words made the recognition of unreduced
targets harder if spelled with <e> than without it might suggest that listeners stored
a schwa-containing representation of the reduced word that competes with the unreduced target. In Condition 4, the target is unreduced (e.g., [k@öal], spelled <querale>)
and the competitor is reduced but spelled with <e> (e.g., [köaZ], spelled <querage>).
If participants used the orthographic form of the competitor to infer the presence of
a schwa, they may have stored the competitor as /k@öaZ/ instead of (or in addition
to) /köaZ/. In that case, word-initial overlap between the unreduced target and the
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unreduced representation of the competitor word would be four segments: /k@öalk@öaZ/. Therefore, during recognition participants would have had to wait longer (at
least until the fifth segment) before a decision about the target word could be made.
In contrast, in the condition in which the target word was unreduced and the competitor was reduced and had been spelled without <e> (Condition 3), participants
may have stored only a reduced version of the competitor word. In that case, the
word-initial overlap would be only one segment: /k@öal-köaZ/. The decision about
the target word could therefore be made as soon as the second segment (the schwa)
has been heard. This could explain why we observed a slower rise in target gaze
probability in Condition 4 compared to Condition 3 for the /k/ items.
In the conditions in which the target was reduced and the competitor was unreduced (Condition 1 and 2) there was no difference between the two spelling conditions with respect to word-initial segmental overlap between the speech signal and
the competitor. In both conditions the information in the speech signal is [köal] and
the phonological representation of the competitor word is [k@öaZ]. In both conditions the overlap between the speech signal and the competitor word is only the first
segment (/k/) and the competitor word can already be ruled out when the second
segment of the target word (/ö/) is being heard.
In summary, the pattern of results that we observe in the eye-tracking task of Experiment 2 differs quite a lot from the pattern of results that we found in Experiment
1. Furthermore, in Experiment 2 the naming and recognition results are inconsistent.
The analysis that took initial consonant into account suggests that recognition might
be influenced by orthography if the mismatch between sound and spelling is relatively large (e.g., <qu> vs. <c>). However, this observation is based on a post-hoc
analysis, which makes it difficult to interpret.
It is possible that clear effects of orthography were missed because participants
responded very conservatively. As was mentioned earlier, participants responded
much more slowly during the eye-tracking task than during the learning tasks. This
is likely due to the fact that the objects presented during the eye-tracking task were
phonologically more similar compared to the objects presented during learning. The
word-recognition results of Experiment 2 are thus inconclusive. Nevertheless, the
fact that they differ from the results of the first experiment suggests that the processes
by which word learning is influenced by orthography are different from those by
which it is influenced by phonetic information.

5.4 General Discussion
The two experiments presented in this study show that both orthographic and phonetic forms can influence the phonological processing of reduced words. However,
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orthographic forms influence phonological processing of reduced variants to a lesser
degree than phonetic forms do. In line with previous work (Bürki et al., 2012),
Experiment 2 showed that participants were more likely to produce reduced novel
words with a schwa (forms they had never heard before) if the word had been spelled
with the letter <e> than if it had been spelled without it. This finding is consistent
with work that has shown that learning about words in the visual domain has consequences for on-line processing in the spoken domain, again for words that had never
been heard before (Bakker et al., 2014). Experiment 1 showed that participants were
more likely to produce a word with a schwa if it had been inconsistently reduced
(i.e., it was sometimes produced with and sometimes without schwa) than if it had
been consistently reduced. Crucially, the effect of phonetic consistency on naming
responses was ten times as big as the effect of spelling. This strongly suggests that
variable phonetic input is more likely to influence phonological processing than exposure to orthographic forms.
Previous studies have suggested that orthography plays a significant role in the
way pronunciation variants are processed (e.g., Ranbom and Connine, 2007, 2011).
In particular, it was proposed that the overlap between spelling and unreduced pronunciation variants could, at least in part, explain why unreduced variants are processed more efficiently than reduced variants even if the reduced variants occur more
frequently. Our study suggests that, at least for pronunciation variants that are the
result of schwa reduction, the influence of orthography may be smaller than expected. This finding may seem surprising given that speech is inherently more variable than orthographic forms are. However, the crucial point may not be the invariance of orthographic forms per se but rather the consistency of the mapping between
graphemes and phonemes. The grapheme-phoneme mapping in French, like English,
is relatively inconsistent (e.g., Ziegler et al., 1996). The grapheme that we focused
on in the present study, the letter <e>, is no exception. Although this letter is associated with the vowel schwa in the position in which it was placed in the words in our
study, there are many instances in French in which this letter does not correspond
to the vowel schwa. For example, in Standard French, in the word jet "fountain"
the letter <e> corresponds to the open-mid vowel /E/ but in the word et "and" it is
produced as the close-mid vowel /e/. Moreover, in many words such as the word
bracelet "bracelet" the first letter <e> is silent. Because the letter <e> has many
different phonological correspondences, it is not a very reliable cue for the presence
of a vowel. Language users may therefore be reluctant to make strong inferences
about the phoneme that the letter <e> corresponds to when learning new words. It is
thus important to take into consideration the consistency of the grapheme-phoneme
mappings when investigating the influence of orthographic information on phonological processing. Possibly, one would observe a larger effect of orthography when
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examining graphemes with highly consistent mappings (such as <qu> which always
signifies the presence of the phoneme /k/).
Our results also speak to the question of what the nature of orthographic effects
in spoken language processing is. Although several studies have demonstrated that
orthographic knowledge can influence speech recognition, it is not yet clear what
the locus of this influence might be. Some studies suggest that orthography might
have a post-lexical influence on decision making that emerges only after listeners
have already identified a given word based on the auditory input (e.g., Cutler and
Davis, 2012). This hypothesis could explain why spelling effects have primarily
been observed in meta-linguistic tasks such as lexical decision (e.g., Ziegler and Ferrand, 1998; Ziegler et al., 2004). However, several other studies have demonstrated
spelling effects in tasks that make the use of decisional strategies unlikely, suggesting that orthography can influence on-line word recognition at a lexical (or even
pre-lexical) locus (e.g., Perre et al., 2011; Taft et al., 2008). While our study cannot
solve the debate on how orthographic information influences spoken word processing, it does suggest that the influence of orthographic information on the learning of
new words is, at least in French, relatively small compared to the influence of phonetic information. Moreover, the effect of orthographic knowledge on the processing
of reduced pronunciation variants might be smaller than expected. This conclusion
is consistent with a recent study showing that whether or not a speech sound is orthographically coded does not affect the processing costs that are typically associated
with reduced speech (Mitterer and Reinisch, 2015).
The second question we asked in this study was whether spelling and phonetic
variation influence phonological processing during word recognition in addition to
word production. In order to investigate this question, we employed the visual-world
paradigm in which participants’ eye movements were monitored while they were selecting a target word (e.g. secobe) in the presence of a phonetic competitor (e.g.
secophe) and two distractors (e.g. belagin and belafin). The eye-tracking results of
Experiments 1 and 2 both show effects on word recognition. However, the patterns
of results were quite different across the two experiments. Whereas in Experiment 1,
the recognition results are consistent with the production results, the recognition results in Experiment 2 do not match the pattern of results found in the naming task.
The finding that the production and recognition results are consistent in Experiment 1
but not in Experiment 2 suggests that orthographic and phonetic information influence phonological processing by means of different mechanisms. This is plausible
because phonetic forms provide direct information about how a word sounds. In
contrast, orthography requires the word learner to perform an additional step. The
sound structure of a newly-learnt word has to be inferred from the word’s spelling.
This may not be a simple task as the mapping of graphemes to sounds is often incon-
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sistent. Because of this additional step, it might also take more time for orthographic
information to develop an effect on phonological processing. Consistent with this
notion is a recent word-learning study that has shown that novel words can influence
lexical processing across modalities (Bakker et al., 2014). Words that were learnt
in the auditory modality influenced lexical competition in the written modality, and
vice versa. However, whereas the influence from sound to print emerged already
one day after learning, the influence from print to sound only emerged a week later.
While this result shows that there is an exchange of information between the written and the auditory modalities, it also confirms our finding that speech input has an
advantage over print.
In addition to showing that there is an exchange of information between the written and the auditory modality, our results also suggest an exchange of information
between the production and recognition systems. Experiment 1 showed that learning
novel words with variable pronunciations influenced behaviour in the production task
as well as behaviour in the eye-tracking task. This finding does not assort well with a
psycholinguistic architecture that makes a strict division between the language production and comprehension systems and treats them as informationally incapsulated
modules. Instead, the learning of novel words appears to require that production and
comprehension processes work closely together and exchange information. Even
the relatively passive type of learning procedure that we used in the present study
seems to affect both types of processes, which is reflected in our naming and eyetracking results. Although our results do not allow us to decide whether production
and comprehension use different (e.g., Levelt et al., 1999) or the same processes and
representations (e.g., Pickering and Garrod, 2013), the similar findings across the
production and comprehension tasks in Experiment 1 show that both systems work
closely together.
In conclusion, this study provides further support for the notion that orthographic
information can influence the phonological processing of schwa-reduced word forms.
However, the influence of orthography is, at least in French, outweighed by the
influence of phonetic information. This finding has implications for the study of
the acquisition of phonological knowledge in general and the processing of reduced
pronunciation variants in particular. While orthographic information can influence
phonological processing, this influence is comparatively small and may depend on
the consistency of the grapheme-phoneme mapping. Furthermore, our study suggests that the influence of orthographic and phonetic information is not limited to
word production but also affects word comprehension, suggesting that both processes
are closely related.
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5.5 Appendix
The following shows the pictures and novel words used in Experiments 1 and 2.
Each row contains the quadruplets of items used together in a given trial during
the eye-tracking experiment. For cases in which the no-schwa variant of an item is
spelled differently from the schwa variant (in addition to removing the letter <e>),
the orthographic form of the no-schwa variant is shown in parentheses.

belonte
[b@lÕt]

felube
[f@lyb]

ferole
[f@öOl]

pelèque
[p@lEk]

belonge
[b@lÕZ]

feluge
[f@luZ]

ferone
[f@öOn]

pelêve
[p@lEv]

secudeau
[s@kydo]

secumeau
[s@kymo]

queroussien
(croussien)
[k@öusjẼ]

queroumien
(croumien)
[k@öumẼ]

pelouvoi
[p@luva]

pelouroi
[p@luöwa]

selanquet
[s@lãkE]

selanret
[l@lãöE]
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secobe
[s@kOb]

semoude
[s@mud]

peliteu
[p@litø]

Appendix

secophe
[s@kOf]

semour
[s@muö]

pelimeu
[p@limø]

belagin
[b@laZẼ]

belichou
[b@liSu]

belafin
[b@lafẼ]

belimou
[b@limu]

selibe
[s@lib]

selige
[s@liZ]

pelingue
[p@lĨg]

pelinche
[p@lĨS]

queridan
(cridan)
[k@öidã]

queripan
(cripan)
[k@öipã]

querale
(crale)
[k@öal]

querage
(crage)
[k@öZ]

ferimbon
[f@öĨbõ]

ferinton
[f@öĨtõ]
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felami
[f@lami]
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felaqui
[f@laki]

querambe
(crambe)
[k@öãb]

queranle
(cranle)
[k@öãl]

Conclusions
Chapter 6

This chapter summarizes this thesis and puts its findings in a broader context.
In particular, I will discuss implications of the findings presented in the previous
chapters and draw conclusions with respect to what these findings can tell us about
the role of acoustic reduction in spoken-word processing.

6.1 Summary of results
6.1.1 Chapter 2

Chapter 2 investigated the distribution of reduced word forms in conversational
speech. More specifically, the focus was on two types of acoustic reduction that
occur frequently in Dutch past participles: schwa reduction in prefixes and /t/ reduction in suffixes. We investigated two types of acoustic reduction: cases in which
the schwa or /t/ was completely absent (i.e., categorical reduction) and cases in
which the schwa or /t/ was reduced in its duration (i.e. gradient reduction). Our
question was whether and under which circumstances reduced word forms co-occur
with one another in natural speech. Although the results for schwa and /t/ reduction differed, both analyses suggested that reduced word forms co-occur and showed
that speech reductions happen in a systematic way. More specifically, we found that
schwas in prefixes of succeeding past participles had similar durations if the time lag
between the two participles was short and the past participles were identical. Importantly, this result cannot be attributed to speaking rate because we controlled for this
variable in the statistical analysis. For /t/s in suffixes, we found shorter durations if
the past participle was preceded by an identical past participle shortly before.
These findings have interesting implications for theories of both speech recognition and speech production. Listeners could, in principle, exploit this systematicity
in order to adapt to a reduced speaking style. Co-occurrence of reduced forms can
provide listeners with statistical information that might allow them to predict reduced
forms based on the occurrence of previously encountered reduced forms. Knowing
that upcoming words are likely to be produced in a reduced way would allow listeners to prepare themselves to cope with reduced speech.
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Furthermore, the finding that reduced word forms co-occur (even if speaking rate
is controlled for) is informative with respect to the mechanisms that underlie the
production of reduced speech. Episodic accounts could explain the results in terms
of priming of reduced lexical representations. An abstract account might explain the
similarity among productions by assuming priming at a post-lexical level, that is, at
the level at which motor commands are generated. However, current models have
not yet implemented explicit mechanisms that could account for the current results.
Advances in modeling work are required in order to provide better computational
accounts for how language users process reduced speech in natural conversations.
6.1.2 Chapter 3

Whereas Chapter 2 looked at the production of Dutch past participles, Chapter 3
focused on the recognition of Dutch past participles. We also changed the focus
from prediction based on acoustic-phonetic context to prediction based on syntactic
information. More specifically, Chapter 3 investigated whether the recognition of
spoken past participles is influenced by how predictable they are given their syntactic
context. Furthermore, it was investigated whether listeners assign more weight to
syntactic predictability in reduced speech compared to carefully produced speech.
In three experiments, syntactic predictability was manipulated by varying the word
order of past participles and auxiliary verbs in Dutch subordinate clauses. The past
participle (e.g., geleund "leaned") either preceded the auxiliary (e.g., heeft "has") as
in Ik weet zeker dat hij heeft geleund op de houten tafel ("I know for sure that he
has leaned against the wooden table") or the past participle followed the auxiliary,
as in Ik weet zeker dat hij geleund heeft op de houten tafel. Sentences like these
were presented to listeners either in a reduced way in which the schwa in the past
participle was often times missing, or they were presented in a careful way.
In three eye-tracking experiments, participants recognized past participles more
quickly when they occurred after their associated auxiliary verbs than when they
preceded them. Response measures tapping into later stages of processing suggested
that this effect was stronger for reduced speech than for carefully produced sentences.
These findings show that syntactic information helps listeners recognize words. Furthermore, they suggest that syntactic information helps listeners even more when
listening to reduced speech. However, our analyses suggest that word order information was not used in order to predict the past participle. Although the past participle
becomes more predictable when it is preceded by an auxiliary verb, participants did
not start looking at the participle before hearing it. This suggests that the auxiliary
verb facilitated the recognition of the participle but did not lead participants to predict it in an anticipatory way. The absence of predictive behaviour might be due to
the relatively short time interval between the auxiliary verb and the past participle.
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6.1.3 Chapter 4

Whereas Chapter 3 investigated how syntactic information influences the processing of reduced speech, Chapter 4 investigated how exposure to reduced speech influences how we process syntactic information. In order to examine whether the
way listeners adapt to casual speech influences syntactic processing, this study used
the Event-Related-Potential (ERP) technique. More specifically, the question was
whether listeners tolerate grammatical gender violations in casual speech. In order
to investigate this question, native speakers of Dutch were presented with utterances
that contained adjective-noun pairs in which the adjective was either correctly inflected with a word-final schwa (e.g. een spannende roman "a suspenseful novel") or
incorrectly uninflected without that schwa (een spannend roman). The incorrectly
uninflected adjectives elicited a P600 effect compared to the correctly inflected adjectives when the talker was speaking in a careful manner. This finding is consistent
with the ERP literature (e.g., Hagoort and Brown, 1999) and confirms that listeners
are sensitive to morphosyntactic violations when listening to careful speech. In contrast, when the talker was speaking in a casual manner, this P600 effect was absent.
In order to make sure that the P600 effect was not absent because listeners were not
able to understand the content of the utterances, a control condition was included in
which participants were presented with semantically anomalous sentences that are
known to elicit an N400 effect (e.g., Hanulíková et al., 2012). Carefully and casually produced anomalous sentences both elicited N400 effects, showing that listeners
were able to understand the content of both types of utterance. The results show that
listeners adapt to the speaking style of a talker when processing the acoustic-phonetic
information provided by the speech signal. This adaptation is not limited to the way
the acoustic-phonetic information is processed but extends to other levels of processing, specifically it influences morphosyntactic processing.
This finding brings up the question of how exactly this adaptation was accomplished. One possibility is that listeners change the way in which they interpret the
absence of inflectional schwa based on the preceding phonological context. As a
result of the casual speaking style, many words in a casually produced utterance
contain acoustic-phonetic reductions. Listeners might be able to keep track of the
probability with which speakers produce and omit individual segments. Based on
this knowledge they might interpret the absence of speech sounds differently. The
absence of inflectional schwa would therefore not be interpreted as a grammatical
error but instead it would be consistent with the fact that a casually speaking talker is
likely to omit individual segments. Listeners might therefore change the way they assign perceptual weight to acoustic information during speech recognition depending
on the context in which that information is heard. Another possibility is that listeners
adapt to the acoustic properties of casual speech. As casual speech is characterized
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by a high speaking rate and a large amount of coarticulation, it becomes very difficult
to determine whether or not certain individual segments (in particular schwas) were
actually produced. Listeners might have adapted to this situation by stopping to try
to detect whether or not a schwa is present. A future study could investigate which
of these possible accounts is correct by manipulating speaking rate, speaking style,
and grammaticality in a single experiment.
6.1.4 Chapter 5

Chapter 5 investigated how a word’s spelling influences the processing of schwa reduction in a different language than Dutch in which schwa reduction is also very
common: French. More specifically, the influence of spelling was compared with
the influence of variation in the phonetic input. We asked how large the influence of
spelling is in comparison to the influence of phonetic information. Furthermore, we
asked if these two factors influence both spoken-word production and spoken-word
recognition. In order to investigate these questions, two experiments were conducted
using a novel-word learning paradigm. In this paradigm, participants learnt novel
French words in which a schwa was either unreduced (i.e. present, e.g. secobe) or
reduced (i.e. absent, e.g. scobe). Learning took place on three consecutive days
and after the final learning session on the third day, an eye-tracking task and a picture naming task were performed. The eye-tracking task measured word recognition
performance and the naming task measured word production performance. In Experiment 1, listeners were presented with novel words that varied in their pronunciation.
Some of the words were produced half of the time with schwa and the other half of
the time without schwa. In Experiment 2, the pronunciation of words was consistent
but an orthographic exposure phase was included in which the reduced words were
either spelled with the letter <e> or without it.
The results from the naming and eye-tracking tasks suggest that both phonetic
variation and spelling influenced the way in which schwa reduction was processed
and the novel words were learnt. In particular, we found that participants were more
likely to produce reduced words with a schwa if these had been presented in an inconsistent way (i.e., sometimes with and sometimes without schwa as in Experiment
1) and if these words had been spelled with the letter <e> (Experiment 2). However,
the influence of phonetic variability outweighed the effect of spelling. This might be
because orthography provides less reliable cues for the identity of sounds than the
sounds do themselves.
It is also possible that there was not enough time for orthographic knowledge to
develop a stronger effect on phonological processing. This notion would be consistent with studies that suggest that it takes a considerable amount of time for newlylearned orthographic forms to exert an influence on phonological processing (e.g.,
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Bakker et al., 2014). In this study, participants learned novel words in either the
printed or the auditory modality. Subsequently, participants were tested in both
modalities for the emergence of lexical competition effects. Whereas the influence
from sound to print emerged already one day after learning, the influence from print
to sound emerged a week later. It is therefore possible that the effects of spelling that
we observed in Chapter 5 would become larger if participants were tested several
days, or a week, later. Future work could address this question by testing participants
repeatedly across a longer period of time. This way one could determine whether the
influence of orthography gains more strength with time and the difference between
the effects of sound and spelling becomes smaller.

6.2 Theoretical implications
The findings summarized above are relevant for several topics that are currently debated in the psycholinguistic literature such as prediction in language processing,
listener flexibility, and the processing advantage for unreduced speech.
6.2.1 Prediction in language processing

One of the major topics in current cognitive science is the role that prediction plays
in cognition in general and in language processing in particular (e.g., Clark, 2013;
Pickering and Garrod, 2013). This thesis points to the importance of distinguishing
between the a priori predictability of words and actual prediction during on-line processing. Although there is a vast amount of systematic information in the speech
signal that could potentially be used in order to predict upcoming input, this does not
necessarily mean that listeners will or are able to exploit this information. Chapter
3 showed that listeners benefit from predictive word-order information: they recognized past participles more quickly if these words were put in a more predictable
word order than in a less predictable word order. However, listeners did not use
word-order information in order to predict the past participles. This was shown by
the absence of anticipatory eye movements after the occurrence of predictive auxiliary verbs and prior to the arrival of the past participles. However, whether or not
predictive information will be used may not be a categorical issue. That is, it may
not be the case that listeners will always use some kind of information for prediction
and never use other types of information for prediction. Rather, whether or not a
particular piece of information can lead to prediction may depend on the amount of
time that is available for listeners. Generating predictions may be a time-consuming
process that listeners can only perform if given enough time between the predictive
and the predictable word.
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This brings up the question of how much time listeners need in order to come up
with predictions about what the speaker might say. Future work could investigate
this question by varying the amount of time (or words) in between the predictive and
the predicted word. A related question is whether listeners differ in the amount of
time that they need for prediction. Previous work has shown that individual differences in working memory and processing speed influence how much listeners predict
during language processing (e.g., Huettig and Janse, 2015). It would be interesting
to investigate whether individual differences in such cognitive abilities also influence
how much time listeners need in order to make predictions about upcoming linguistic
input.
6.2.2 Speed of adaptation

Another theoretical topic in the current literature concerns the ability of listeners to
adapt flexibly to variability in the speech input (e.g., Hanulíková et al., 2012; Poellmann et al., 2014; Samuel and Kraljic, 2009; Witteman et al., 2013). Chapter 4
of this thesis provides additional support for the notion that listeners adapt to reduced speech by showing that the way grammatical gender violations are processed
depends on the phonetic context. Furthermore, it corroborates the claim that listeners can adapt quite rapidly to acoustic-phonetic reductions: reduced and unreduced
utterances were presented to participants in a randomized fashion, suggesting that
listeners adapted to the different speaking styles on a trial-by-trial basis. As the utterances were only a few seconds long, this suggests that listeners are able to tune
morphosyntactic processing quite rapidly in response to the acoustic-phonetic properties of the speech input.
6.2.3 Cascaded processing of reduced speech

Chapter 4 also shows that adaptation on one level of linguistic processing (i.e., the
acoustic-phonetic level) can have consequences for other levels (i.e., the morphosyntactic level). This finding is important to take into account when thinking about
how to model the processing of reduced speech. For example, one could model linguistic processing in a modular system in which acoustic-phonetic reductions are
processed in one particular module (e.g., Fodor, 1983). On such an account one
might think that the computational problems that arise as a result of acoustic reduction would have to be solved by the phonological module and thus do not influence
other modules (e.g., the syntactic module). After having solved the problems associated with acoustic variation, the output of the phonological module would then be
the same for reduced and unreduced speech and the operations during the following
processing steps would be independent from the type of acoustic input. The results
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of Chapter 4, however, suggest that this is not the case. Instead, acoustic-phonetic
reductions influence the linguistic processing system in a rather cascaded manner
(for a review of other evidence for cascaded flow of information in speech recognition see McQueen, 2005). Variation in the acoustic-phonetic properties of reduced
speech is not completely "absorbed" at the phonological level but instead influences
the way morphosyntactic violations are processed. This suggests that adaptation to
reduced speech demands flexibility across multiple levels of linguistic processing.
Thus, when modeling the processing of reduced speech, information about reduction is not limited to one particular level. Instead, information is passed forward in
cascade and can be used on subsequent levels to optimize higher levels of processing. Processing reduced speech might therefore require flexible adjustment across
multiple levels of processing.
6.2.4 Flexible use of different sources of information

Chapter 3 points to another way in which listeners show flexibility when recognizing reduced speech. This study showed that word-order information can help in the
recognition of spoken words. Past participles that followed their associated auxiliary
verb were recognized more quickly compared to past participles that preceded their
auxiliary verb. Importantly, the effect of word order was larger in reduced speech
than in careful speech. This suggests that listeners assign more importance to word
order information if the acoustic-phonetic information is less reliable. Listeners are
therefore flexible in the way in which different sources of information (e.g., phonetic
vs. syntactic) are weighted during on-line language processing. This interpretation
has parallels with theories of speech segmentation in which listeners use lexical, segmental, and prosodic cues for segmentation but weight these sources of information
depending on their availability in the speech signal (e.g., Mattys et al., 2005; Norris
et al., 1997).
6.2.5 The processing advantage for unreduced speech

As was pointed out in the introduction, previous studies have shown that reduced
word forms are typically processed less efficiently than unreduced words even if the
reduced pronunciation variants occur more frequently than the unreduced variants. It
has been proposed that this processing advantage for unreduced forms is due to the
fact that the overlap between sound and spelling is larger for unreduced compared to
reduced forms (e.g., Ranbom and Connine, 2007). Another factor that might explain
why reduced variants are processed less efficiently than unreduced variants even if
the reduced variants are more frequent is that reduced variants are phonetically less
distinct. For recognizing spoken words, phonetic distinctiveness might be more im-
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portant than frequency of occurrence (Pitt, 2009). Furthermore, reduced variants are
not only phonetically less distinct but also lexically less distinct. This is because
reduced words are, by definition, shorter than unreduced words. Longer words are
generally recognized more efficiently than shorter words (Pitt and Samuel, 2006).
There are two reasons for this: First, there is more bottom-up evidence in the speech
signal that can support the activation of longer words compared to shorter words.
And second, shorter words overlap with a larger number of other words compared to
longer words. Thus, shorter words have larger lexical neighbourhoods and therefore
receive more lexical inhibition during lexical access (Luce and Pisoni, 1998).
Although studies suggest that orthographic knowledge can in fact influence the
processing of reduced speech (e.g., Bürki et al., 2012), it is not known how large
this influence actually is. If orthographic overlap is the reason for the processing
advantage for unreduced pronunciation variants, this would imply that the influence
of orthographic information is quite large because it could neutralize the effect of
variant frequency. Chapter 5 investigated how large the influence of orthographic
information is by comparing it with the influence that variability in the phonetic input
has on the learning of novel words. The results showed that the influence of phonetic
variation far outweighed the influence of spelling. This suggests that spelling has a
rather negligible influence on how reduced speech is processed. It is thus unlikely
that only differences in the overlap between sound and spelling can account for the
processing advantage of unreduced over reduced pronunciation variants. And it is
therefore more plausible that the processing advantage is due to other factors.

6.3 Conclusion
This thesis has shown that spoken-word processing of acoustically reduced speech
involves a great deal of flexibility on the part of the language user. This flexibility involves multiple levels of linguistic processing, which suggests that the way we
process the acoustic-phonetic properties of reduced speech interacts with how we
process other types of linguistic information. Furthermore, this flexibility includes
the ability to weight different sources of information (such as acoustic, syntactic, and
orthographic information) depending on their availability and reliability. These findings are relevant for our understanding of how we process the great deal of acoustic
variability that results from speech reductions. Moreover, these findings are also relevant for our understanding of how humans process acoustic-phonetic variability in
general. Understanding how language users process reduced speech might uncover
mechanisms that are also relevant for the processing of other types of systematic
variation such as, for example, foreign accents or regional dialects. This thesis has
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made a step into that direction by showing that speech processing in response to
variability requires flexible adjustments across several processing stages.

Nederlandse samenvatting
Alledaagse spontane spraak kenmerkt zich door een informele spreekstijl. In deze
spreekstijl (of register) worden klanken, en soms zelfs hele lettergrepen, verkort of
helemaal weggelaten. Sprekers kunnen het woord geweest bijvoorbeeld uitspreken
zonder de klinker e als in g’weest of zonder de t als in gewees. Alle studies in dit
proefschrift onderzoeken hoe taalgebruikers deze akoestisch gereduceerde woorden
verwerken.
In de eerste studie werd een groot aantal opnames van spontane spraak bestudeerd.
Het doel van deze corpusstudie was om meer te weten te komen over de spreiding van de gereduceerde woorden. We onderzochten of gereduceerde varianten
van voltooid deelwoorden (bijv., geweest) individueel of samen voorkomen. Daarbij
focusten we op 2 typen akoestische reducties die veel voorkomen in Nederlandse
voltooid deelwoorden: schwa reductie in prefixen en /t/ reductie in suffixen. We
onderzochten gevallen waarin de schwa of de /t/ volledig afwezig was (categoriale
reductie) en gevallen waarin de schwa of /t/ gereduceerd werd in duur (graduele
reductie). De vraag was of en onder welke omstandigheden gereduceerde woorden
samen voorkomen in natuurlijke spraak. Alhoewel de resultaten voor schwa en /t/
reductie verschilden, suggereren beide analyses dat gereduceerde woorden samen
voorkomen. Dit laat zien dat reducties op een systematische manier voorkomen.
Schwas in prefixen van opeenvolgende voltooid deelwoorden duurden ongeveer even
lang als de afstand tussen de twee geproduceerde voltooid deelwoorden kort was en
ze identiek waren. Dit resultaat kan niet worden toegekend aan spreeksnelheid, want
voor deze voorspeller werd gecontroleerd in de statistische analyses. De /t/ in suffixen was korter als het voltooid deelwoord kort daarvoor voorafgegaan werd door
een identiek voltooid deelwoord.
Deze bevindingen hebben belangrijke implicaties voor spraakherkennings- en ook
voor spraakproductietheorieën. Luisteraars zouden aan de hand van deze systematiek
hun manier van luisteren aan de gereduceerde spreekstijl kunnen aanpassen. Combinaties van gereduceerde woorden in conversaties kan luisteraars statistische informatie verschaffen en stelt hen in om gereduceerde woorden te voorspellen op basis
van al eerder gereduceerde woorden. Wanneer luisteraars weten dat de volgende woorden gereduceerd zullen worden uitgesproken, kunnen zij zich voorbereiden op de
verwerking ervan.
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In hoofdstuk 2 werd ingegaan op de productie van Nederlandse voltooid deelwoorden, terwijl in hoofdstuk 3 werd gekeken naar de perceptie van Nederlandse
voltooid deelwoorden. In hoofdstuk 3 werd onderzocht of de perceptie van voltooid
deelwoorden wordt beïnvloed door hoe voorspelbaar ze zijn gegeven de syntactische
context. Verder werd onderzocht of luisteraars meer gewicht toekennen aan syntactische voorspelbaarheid in gereduceerde spraak dan in nauwkeurig geproduceerde
spraak. In drie experimenten werd de syntactische voorspelbaarheid gemanipuleerd
door de woordvolgorde van de voltooid deelwoorden en hulpwerkwoorden in de
Nederlandse bijzinnen te variëren. Het voltooid deelwoord (bijv. geleund) volgde
op het hulpwerkwoord (bijv. heeft, als in Ik weet zeker dat hij heeft geleund op de
houten tafel) of ging eraan vooraf (Ik weet zeker dat hij geleund heeft op de houten
tafel). Zinnen werden gepresenteerd in gereduceerde vorm, waarbij de schwa in het
voltooid deelwoord ontbrak of in ongereduceerde vorm waarbij de schwa wel werd
geproduceerd.
Met behulp van eye-tracking, een methode die meet waar mensen naar kijken
terwijl ze luisteren, werd gemeten hoe deze zinnen werden verwerkt door luisteraars. De luisteraars herkenden de voltooid deelwoorden sneller als deze achter de
bijbehorende hulpwerkwoorden stonden dan wanneer ze ervoor stonden. Resultaten
met betrekking tot de verwerking op een later moment suggereren dat dit effect
sterker was voor gereduceerde spraak dan voor zorgvuldig geproduceerde zinnen.
Deze bevindingen laten zien dat syntactische informatie de luisteraar helpt woorden
te herkennen. Verder suggereren ze dat syntactische informatie de luisteraar zelfs
meer helpt wanneer ze naar gereduceerde spraak luisteren. De analyses laten zien
dat woordvolgorde niet gebruikt wordt bij het voorspellen van het voltooid deelwoord. Hoewel het voltooid deelwoord voorspelbaarder is wanneer het voorafgegaan
wordt door een hulpwerkwoord, kijken deelnemers niet naar het voltooid deelwoord
alvorens ze het gehoord hebben. Dit suggereert dat het hulpwerkwoord de herkenning van het voltooid deelwoord vergemakkelijkte, maar dat het de deelnemers niet
aanzette tot het voorspellen ervan. Dat de luisteraars niet gingen voorspellen heeft
waarschijnlijk te maken met de relatief korte tijdsduur tussen het hulpwerkwoord en
het voltooid deelwoord.
Terwijl in hoofdstuk 3 werd onderzocht hoe syntactische informatie de verwerking van gereduceerde spraak beïnvloed, onderzochten we in hoofdstuk 4 hoe blootstelling aan gereduceerde spraak de verwerking van syntactische informatie beïnvloedt. Hiervoor werd de Event-Related-Potential (ERP) techniek gebruikt. De
vraag was of luisteraars grammaticale fouten met betrekking tot geslacht in spontane spraak tolereren. Om deze vraag te bestuderen, kregen Nederlandse moedertaalsprekers bijvoeglijke naamwoorden gevolgd door zelfstandige naamwoorden te
horen. De bijvoeglijke naamwoorden waren ofwel correct vervoegd, met een woord-
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finale schwa (bijv. een spannende roman) ofwel incorrect vervoegd, zonder een
schwa (bijv. een spannend roman). Ten opzichte van de correct, vervoegde bijvoeglijke naamwoorden, veroorzaakten de incorrecte, niet vervoegde bijvoeglijke
naamwoorden een P600 effect in zorgvuldig geproduceerde spraak. Dit resultaat is
conform de ERP literatuur en bevestigt dat luisteraars gevoelig zijn voor morfosyntactische fouten wanneer ze naar zorgvuldig geproduceerde spraak luisteren. Wanneer de spreker op een spontane manier sprak, was dit P600 effect echter afwezig.
Om er zeker van te zijn dat het P600 effect niet afwezig was omdat luisteraars de
zinnen niet begrepen, werd een controle conditie toegevoegd waarin de deelnemers
semantisch incorrecte zinnen te horen kregen. Van deze zinnen weten we dat ze een
N400 effect teweegbrengen. Zorgvuldig en informeel geproduceerde semantisch incorrecte zinnen veroorzaakten een N400 effect. Dit laat zien dat luisteraars beide
typen zinnen konden begrijpen. De resultaten laten zien dat luisteraars zich aanpassen aan de spreekstijl van een spreker tijdens het verwerken van de akoestischefonetische informatie uit het spraaksignaal. Deze aanpassing beperkt zich niet tot
de manier waarop de akoestische-fonetische informatie wordt verwerkt maar breidt
zich uit over meerdere niveaus van verwerking, in het bijzonder morfosyntactische
verwerking.
Hoofdstuk 5 onderzocht hoe de spelling van een woord de verwerking van schwa
reductie beïnvloedt in een andere taal dan Nederlands, een taal waarin schwa reductie ook heel gebruikelijk is: Frans. De invloed van spelling werd vergeleken met
de invloed van gevarieerde fonetische input. We onderzochten hoe groot de invloed
van spelling is in vergelijking met de invloed van fonetische informatie. Verder
bestudeerden we of deze twee factoren zowel productie als perceptie van gesproken
woorden beïnvloedden. Om deze vraag nader te bekijken werden twee experimenten
uitgevoerd. Er werd gebruik gemaakt van een methode waarbij nieuwe woorden
moeten worden geleerd. De deelnemers leerden nieuwe Franse woorden waarin de
schwa ongereduceerd (bijv. secobe) of gereduceerd (bijv. scobe) was. De deelnemers leerden de woorden gedurende drie opeenvolgende dagen. Na de laatste sessie
op de derde dag voerden de deelnemers zowel een eye-tracking taak uit als een andere taak waarin ze plaatjes benoemden. Tijdens de eerste taak werd woordherkenning gemeten en in de tweede taak woordproductie. In het eerste experiment kregen
luisteraars nieuwe woorden te horen die varieerden in uitspraak. Woorden werden
de helft van de tijd met schwa uitgesproken en de andere helft van de tijd zonder
schwa. In het tweede experiment was de uitspraak consistent maar was er een fase
opgenomen waarin de deelnemers werden blootgesteld aan gereduceerde woorden
die of met of zonder de letter <e> werden gespeld.
De resultaten van beide taken suggereren dat zowel fonetische variatie als spelling
voorspellen hoe schwa reductie wordt verwerkt en nieuwe woorden worden geleerd.
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Deelnemers waren vaker geneigd om gereduceerde woorden te produceren met een
schwa als ze op een inconsistente manier waren gepresenteerd (soms met en soms
zonder schwa, als in het eerste experiment) en als deze woorden met de letter <e>
waren gespeld (als in het tweede experiment). De invloed van fonetische variatie
woog zwaarder dan het effect van spelling. Dit komt waarschijnlijk doordat orthografie een minder betrouwbare leidraad is bij het identificeren van klanken dan
de klanken zelf.
Dit proefschrift heeft laten zien dat het verwerken van akoestisch gereduceerde
spraak een grote mate van flexibiliteit vergt van de taalgebruiker. Deze flexibiliteit
brengt verschillende niveaus van taalverwerking met zich mee, hetgeen suggereert
dat de manier waarop we akoestische-fonetische eigenschappen van gereduceerde
spraak verwerken een wisselwerking aangaat met de manier waarop we andere typen
talige informatie verwerken. Deze flexibiliteit houdt ook in dat de taalgebruiker
in staat is om de verschillende bronnen van informatie tegen elkaar af te wegen
(zoals akoestische, syntactische en orthografische informatie) afhankelijk van hun
aanwezigheid en betrouwbaarheid. Deze bevindingen zijn relevant voor ons begrip
van het verwerken van de grote akoestische variatie die voortkomt uit spraakreducties. Verder zijn deze bevindingen ook relevant voor ons begrip van het verwerken
van akoestische-fonetische variatie door mensen in het algemeen. Wanneer we weten
hoe taalgebruikers gereduceerde spraak verwerken, komt er misschien ook informatie beschikbaar over mechanismes die ook relevant zijn voor het verwerken van
andere typen systematische variatie, zoals, bijvoorbeeld, buitenlandse accenten of regionale dialecten. Met dit proefschrift heb ik een eerste stap gezet in het verkrijgen
van informatie door te laten zien dat het verwerken van informele spraak flexibiliteit
vereist gedurende meerdere verwerkingsprocessen.
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